
AGENDA 
TULSA METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COMMISSION 

Meeting No. 2779 
October 3, 2018, 1:30 PM 

175 East 2nd Street, 2nd Level, One Technology Center 
Tulsa City Council Chamber 

 
CONSIDER, DISCUSS AND/OR TAKE ACTION ON: 
Call to Order: 

 
REPORTS: 

Chairman's Report: 
Work session Report: 
Director's Report:   
Review TMAPC Receipts for the month of August 2018  
 
 

1. Minutes of September 19, 2018, Meeting No. 2778  
 

CONSENT AGENDA: 
All matters under "Consent" are considered by the Planning Commission to be routine and will be enacted 
by one motion.  Any Planning Commission member may, however, remove an item by request. 
 
 

2. Dowell Research Center (CD 6) Change of Access, Location: East of the northeast 
corner of East 51st Street South and South 129th East Avenue  

 
3. South Yale Park (CD 8) Change of Access, Location: Southwest corner of East 111th 

Street South and South Yale Avenue  
 

4. PUD-809-3 Barnard Trace, LLC (CD 4) Location: Southwest corner of East 17th Street 
and South Lewis Avenue requesting a PUD Minor Amendment to include cap and trim 
fencing as permitted fencing type  

 
5. Z-6503-SP-2c Nathalie Cornett (CD 7) Location: East of the southeast corner of East 

91st Street South and South Mingo Road and requesting a Corridor Minor 
Amendment to digitize an outdoor advertising sign  

 
 

6. Z-6538-SP-2a Matt King (CD 8) Location: South of the southeast corner of East 91st 
Street South and South Mingo Road and requesting a Corridor Minor Amendment to 
add Personal Improvement facility to permitted uses  

 
7. PUD-648-A-7 Lou Reynolds (CD 2) Location: North of the Northeast corner of West 

71st Street South and South Olympia Avenue requesting a PUD Minor Amendment to 
increase permitted floor area  



PUBLIC HEARINGS: 
8. CZ-476 Jared Cottle (County) Location: South of the southeast corner of East 131st 

Street South and South Mingo Road requesting rezoning from AG to RS (Related to 
Windrush II Preliminary Plat)  

 
9. Windrush II (County) Preliminary Plat, Location: South of the southeast corner of East 

131st Street South and South Mingo Road (Related to CZ-476)  
 

10. CZ-477 Nathan Cross (County) Location: North of the northwest corner of West 201st 
Street South and Highway 75 requesting rezoning from AG to CH (Related to PUD-849)  

 
11. PUD-849 Nathan Cross (County) Location: North of the northwest corner of West 201st 

Street South and Highway 75 requesting rezoning to PUD to permit warehousing for 
steel storage (Related to CZ-477)  

 
12. Z-7456 Nicole Watts (CD 4) Location: Northwest corner of East 2nd Street South and 

South Lewis Avenue requesting rezoning from CS to MX1-U-U  
 

13. CPA-75, consider adoption of the Walkability Analysis as an amendment to the 
Downtown Area Master Plan  
 

14. ZCA-12, amendments to the Tulsa Zoning Code, Title 42 Tulsa Revised Ordinances, to 
provide for medical marijuana uses licensed by the Oklahoma State Department of 
Health, to establish specific uses, to identify the zoning districts in which such uses are 
permitted, to establish supplemental use regulations and parking requirements for such 
uses and to provide related definitions. 

 
 

OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 

15. Commissioners' Comments 
 
 

ADJOURN 
 
CD = Council District 
 
NOTE:  If you require special accommodation pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, please notify INCOG 
(918) 584-7526.  Exhibits, Petitions, Pictures, etc., presented to the Planning Commission may be received and 
deposited in case files to be maintained at Land Development Services, INCOG.  Ringing/sound on all cell phones 
and pagers must be turned off during the Planning Commission. 
 

Visit our website at www.tmapc.org  email address:  esubmit@incog.org 
 
TMAPC Mission Statement:  The Mission of the Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission (TMAPC) is to provide 
unbiased advice to the City Council and the County Commissioners on development and zoning matters, to provide a 
public forum that fosters public participation and transparency in land development and planning, to adopt and 
maintain a comprehensive plan for the metropolitan area, and to provide other planning, zoning and land division 
services that promote the harmonious development of the Tulsa Metropolitan Area and enhance and preserve the 
quality of life for the region’s current and future residents. 

http://www.tmapc.org/
mailto:esubmit@incog.org
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Case : Dowell Research Genter

Hearinq Date: October 3,2018

Case Report Prepared bv:

Nathan Foster

Owner and Applicant lnformation:

Applicant: Carly Goodnight, QuikTrip

Owner. QuikTrip Corporation

Location Map:
(shown with Gity Gouncil Districts)

Applicant Proposal:

Change of Access

Location'. East of the northeast corner of
East 51't Street South and South 12grh
East Avenue

Zoninq: SR (Scientific Research) Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends approval of the
change of access

Citv Council District: 6

Councilor Name: Connie Dodson

Countv Gommission District: 1

Commissioner Name; Mike Craddock

EXHIBITS: Change of Access Exhibits

a,



CHANGE OF AND CONSENT TO
AREAS OF ACCESS AS SHOWN ON RECORDED PLAT

WHEREAS,
are the owners of Pertof lnt 1 Rlock 1 f)nrnrolf Flocaarrh Cp -Subdivision

Qu ikTrio ration

in the city and/or county of Tulsa, Oklahoma, according to the recorded plat thereof;
and

WHEREAS, said owners desire to change the access points from LNA

to ACC to the above described property and,

WHEREAS, such change requ¡res approval of the Tulsa Metropolitan Area
Planning Commission; and

WHEREAS, the Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission may approve
such change of access with a favorable recommendation by the designated Engineer of
the City of Tulsa or Tulsa County, Oklahoma.

NOW THEREFORE, the undersigned owners of the above named property in
the City (and/or) County of Tulsa, Oklahoma according to the recorded plat thereof,
does hereby change the access point(s) from its (their) present location as shown on
the above named plat as recorded in the office of the County Clerk of Tulsa County,
Okfahoma, as plat number 4a64 to the location(s) as shown on the attached Exhibit
A, which is incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof for all purposes.

The Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission by the affixing of its
approval to this instrument does hereby stipulate and agree to such change and, that
from and after the date of this consent, ingress and egress shall be permitted over,
through and across the areas of access as shown on attached Exhibit A, which is
incorporated herein by reference. The area of "access" as previously shown are hereby
revoked and access to the property prohibited across said area. The area of limits of
no access previously existing along the area of access now permitted by this change
and consent is hereby expressly vacated, annulled and held for naught.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF , the parties have hereunto set their hands and
affixed their seals this day of Jutv 20_n_

APPROVED:

t

City/County Engi TMAPC

a L
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Tulso Metropoliton
Plonning Comm rssron

Case : South Yale Park

Hearing Date: October 3,2018

Gase Report Prepared bv:

Nathan Foster

Owner and Applicant lnformation:

Applicant: Deborah Stowers, HRAOK

Owner. Radiant Resources, LLC

Location Map:
(shown with City Gouncil Districts)

Applicant Proposal:

Change of Access

Location: Southwest corner of East 11lh
Street South and South Yale Avenue

Zoninq: OL (Office-Light) Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends approval of the
change of access

Citv Gouncil District 8
Councilor Name: Phil Lakin

Countv Commission DistricÍ 3

Commissioner Name: Ron Peters

EXHIBITS: Change of Access Exhibits

3.1



CHANGE OF AND CONSENT TO
AREAS OF ACCESS AS SHOWN ON RECORDED PLAT

WHEREAS, Radiant Resources, LLC are
the owners of Lot 1 Block 1 South Yale Pa . in the
city and/or county of Tulsa, Oklahoma, according to the recorded plat thereof; and

WHEREAS, said owners desire to change the access points from no access
alonq 111th to 40 feet of access 110 feet west of Ihe oropertv l¡ne as shown ¡n Exhibit

to the above described property and,

WHEREAS, such change requires approval of the Tulsa Metropolitan Area
Planning Commission; and

WHEREAS, the ïulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission may approve
such change of access with a favorable recommendation by the designated Engineer of
the City of Tulsa or Tulsa County, Oklahoma.

NOW THEREFORE, the undersigned owners of the above named property in
the City (and/or) County of Tulsa, Oklahoma according to the recorded plat thereof,
does hereby change the access point(s) from its (their) present location as shown on
the above named plat as recorded in the office of the County Clerk of Tulsa County,
Oklahoma, as plat number 5596 to the location(s) as shown on the attached Exhibit
A, which is incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof for all purposes.

The Tulsa Metropolitan Area Planning Commission by the affixing of its
approval to this instrument does hereby stipulate and agree to such change and, that
from and after the date of this consent, ingress and egress shall be permitted over,
through and across the areas of access as shown on attached Exhibit A, which is
incorporated herein by reference. The area of "access" as previously shown are hereby
revoked and access to the property prohibited across said area. The area of limits of
no access previously existing along the area of access now permitted by this change
and consent is hereby expressly vacated, annulled and held for naught.

IN
affixed their

APPROVED

REOF,
day of

WI set their hands and

ner

City/County Eng TMAPC

3."*'
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Case Number: PUD-809-3
Minor Amendment

Hearinq Date: October 3,20'18

Gase Report Prepared bv:
Jay Hoyt

Owner and Applicant lnformation
Applicant: Barnard Trace, LLC

Property Owner: Same

Location Map:
(shown with City Council Districts)

r'-l
\i\. ., r.

- !\_.

Applicant Proposal:

Concept summary: PUD minor amendment
to include cap and trim fencing as perm¡tted
fencing type.

Gross Land Area: 3.8 acres

Location: SWc Ê 17th St and S Lewis Ave

Lots 1-12, Block 1 and Lots 1-6, Block 2,
Barnard Trace

Zoninq:
Existing Zoning: RS-3/HP/PUD-809
Proposed Zoning: No Change

Comprehensive Plan:
Land Use Map: Existing Neighborhood
Growth and Stability Map: Stability

Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval

Staff Data:
TRS: 9307

Gitv Council District: 4
Councilor Name: Blake Ewing

Countv Commission District: 2
Commissioner Name; Karen Keith

¿1.1



October 3,2018
SECTION l: PUD-809-3 Minor Amendment

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Amendment Reouest: Revise the PUD Development Standards to include cap
and trim fencing as a permitted fencing type.

The applicant proposes to include privacy cap and trim wood fencing as an
allowable fence type.The PUD is located within a Historic Preservation District and
will be subject to the reviews and restrictions of that district, in addition to and
regardless of PUD allowances.

Staff Comment: This request can be considered a Minor Amendment as outlined
by Section 30.010.1.2.c(9) of the City of Tulsa Zoning Code.

"Changes in structure heights, building setbacks, yards, open
spaces, building coverage and lot widths or frontages, provided the
approved PUD development plan, the approved standards and the
character of the development are not substantially altered."

Staff has reviewed the request and determined

1) The requested amendment does not represent a sígnificant departure from
the approved development standards in the PUD.

2) All remainíng development standards defined in PUD-809 and subsequent
amendments shall remain in effect.

Exhibits included with staff recommendatíon

INCOG zoning case map
INCOG aerial photo
INCOG aerial photo (enlarged)
Applicant Fencing Example

With considerations listed above, staff recommends approval of the minor
amendment request to include cap and trim fencing as a permitted fencing type.

q-L
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Gase Number: Z-6503-SP-2c
Minor Amendment

Hearinq Date: October 3,2018

Case Report Prepared bv:
Jay Hoyt

Owner and Applicant lnformation
Applicant: Nathalie Cornett

Property Owner: GSI MOB LLC c/o Eller &
Detrich, P.C.

Location Map:
(shown with City Council Districts)

6

Applicant Proposal:

Concept summary: Corridor Minor
amendment to digitize an outdoor advertising
sign.

Gross Land Area: 3.13 acres

Location: E of the SE/c E 91st St S & S
Mingo Rd

10210 E 91.1 St S

Lot2, Block 1 Crossroads Village

Zoninq:
Existing Zoning: CO
Proposed Zoning: No Change

Comprehensive Plan:
Land Use Map: Regional Center
Growth and Stability Map: Growth

Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval

Staff Data:
TRS: 8419
CZItA: 57 Atlas: 1902

Citv Council District: 7
Councilor Name: unoccupied

Countv Commission District: 3
Commissioner Name; Ron Peters

5. I



October 3,2018

SECTION l: Z-6503-SP-2c Minor Amendment

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Amendment Request: Modify the Corridor Plan to digitize a previously allowed,
outdoor advertising sign.

The current Corridor Development standards for this site permit an outdoor
advertising sign, but do not explicitly permit a digitized sign. The applicant
proposes to add the stipulation that the, currently permitted, outdoor advertising
sign be allowed to be digitized. The sígn would be required to comply with all
applicable restrictions from the City of Tulsa Zoning Code, regarding signs of this
type.

Staff Comment: This request can be considered a Minor Amendmenf as outlined
by Section 25.040D.3.b(5) of the Corridor District Provisions of the City of Tulsa
Zoning Code.

"Minor amendments to an approved corridor development plan may be authorized
by the Planning Commission, which may direct the processing of an amended
development plan and subdivision plat, incorporating such changes, so long as
substantial compliance is maintained with the approved development plan. "

Staff has reviewed the request and determined:

1) The requested amendment does not represent a significant departure from
the approved development standards in the Corridor Development Plan.

2) AX remaining development standards defined in Z-6503-SP-2 and
subsequent minor amendments shall remain in effect.

Exhibíts included with staff recommendation:
INCOG zoning case map
INCOG aerial photo
INCOG aerial photo (enlarged)

With considerations listed above, staff recommends approval of the minor
amendment request to digitize the previously allowed outdoor advertising sign.

5.2
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Case Numbe 2-6538-SP-2a
Minor Amendment

Hearinq Date: October 3,2018

Case Report Prepared by:
Jay Hoyt

Owner and Applicant lnformation:
Applicant: Matt King

Propertv Owner: Belinda Stewart

Location Map:
(shown with City Council Districts)

6

Applicant Proposal:

Concept summary: Corridor Minor
amendment to add Personal lmprovement
facility to permitted uses.

Gross Land Area 2.61 acres

Location: S of the SE/c E 91st St S & S
Mingo Rd

9233 S Mingo Rd

Lot 1, Block 1 Mingo Medical Center

Zoninq:
Existing Zoning: CO
Proposed Zoning' No Change

Gomprehensive Plan:
Land Use Map. Regional Center
Growth and Stability Map. Growth

Staff Recommendation:
Staff recom mends approval

Staff Data:
TRS
CZI\A

8419
57 Atlas: 1902

Citv Gouncil District: 7
Councilor Name: unoccupied

Countv Commission District: 3
Commissioner Name; Ron Peters

u,l



October 3,2018

SEGTION l: Z-6538-SP-2a Minor Amendment

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Amendment Request: Modify the Corridor Plan to add Personal lmprovement
facility to the permitted uses.

The current Corridor Development standards for this site restrict the uses to
Medical and General Offices. The applicant is proposing to add the use in order to
allow a spa to be constructed on the site.

Staff Comment: This request can be considered a Minor Amendment as outlined
by Section 25.040D.3.b(5) of the Corridor District Provisions of the City of Tulsa
Zoning Code.

"Minor amendments to an approved corridor development plan may be authorized
by the Planning Commission, which may direct the processing of an amended
development plan and subdivísion plat, incorporating such changes, so long as
substantial compliance is maintained with the approved development plan. "

Staff has reviewed the request and determined

1) The requested amendment does not represent a significant departure from
the approved development standards in the Corridor Development Plan.

2) All remaining development standards defined in Z-6538-SP-2 shall remain
in effect.

Exhibits included with staff recommendation
INCOG zoning case map
INCOG aerial photo
INCOG aerial photo (enlarged)

With considerations listed above, staff recommends approval of the minor
amendment request to add Personal lmprovement facility to the permitted uses
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Case Number: PUD-648-A-7
Minor Amendment

Hearinq Date: October 3,2018

Gase Report Prepared bv:
Jay Hoyt

Owner and Applicant lnformation.
Applicant: Lou Reynolds

Propertv Owner: Shadow, LLC

Location Map:
(shown with City Council Districts)

3
'1

6

Applicant Proposal:

Concept summary: PUD minor amendment
to increase permitted floor area.

Gross Land Area: 9.0 acres

Location: N of NE/c W 71st St S and S
Olympia Ave

Lot 3, Block 2 Olympia Medical Park

Zoninq:
Existing Zoning: CO/PUD-648-A
Proposed Zoning. No Change

Gomprehensive Plan:
Land Use Map: Town Center
Growth and Stability Map: Growth

Staff Recommendation:
Staff recom mends approval

Staff Data:
TRS: 8202

Citv Council District: 2
Councilor Name'. Jeannie Cue

Gountv Gommission District: 2
Commissioner Name: Karen Keith

1.t



October 3, 2018

SECTION l: PUD-648-A-7 Minor Amendment

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Amendment Request: Revise the PUD Development Standards to increase
permitted floor area from 133,733 sf to 135,000 sf.

The applicant proposes to increase the allowable floor area from 133,733 sf to
135,000 sf in order to account for a discrepancy between what is allowed in the
PUD development standards and what actually exists, on the site.

Staff Comment: This request can be considered a Minor Amendment as outlined
by Section 30.010.1.2.c(9) of the City of Tulsa Zoning Code.

"Changes in structure heights, building setbacks, yards, open
spaces, building coverage and lot widths or frontages, provided the
approved PUD development plan, the approved standards and the
character of the development are not substantially altered."

Staff has reviewed the request and determined

1) The requested amendment does not represent a significant departure from
the approved development standards in the PUD.

2) All remaining development standards defined in PUD-648-A and
subsequent amendments shall remain in effect.

Exhibits included with staff recommendation

INCOG zoning case map
INCOG aerial photo
INCOG aerial photo (enlarged)
Applicant Land Title Survey

With considerations listed above, staff recommends approval of the minor
amendment request to increase permitted floor area.

'J'7-
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TMre
Tulso Metropoliton Areo
Plonning Commission

Case Number: CZ-476
(Related to Windrush ll preliminary plat)

Hearinq Date: October 3,2018

Case Report Prepared bv:

Jay Hoyt

Owner and Applicant lnformation:

Applicant. Jared Cottle

Property Owner. HEWGLEY, FRED C

Location Map:
(shown with County Commission Districts)

Applicant Proposal:

Present Use: agricultural uses

Proposed Use: residential

Concept summary: Rezone from AG to RS to permit
a residential subdivision.

Tract Size: 2.43 + acres

Location'. S. of SE/c of E. 131"t St. S. & S. Mingo
Rd.

Zoninq:

Existing Zoning'. AG

Proposed Zoning: RS

Comnrehe ive Plan:

Land Use Map: N/A

Stability and Growth Map: N/A

Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends approval

Staff Data:

TRS: 7407
CZM: 63 Atlas: N/A

Countv Commission District: 3

Commissioner Name: Ron Peters

E, I
REVTSED 9/2712018



SECTION l: CZ-476

DEVELOPMENT CONGEPT: Rezone from AG to RS to permit a small, síngle-family subdivision on
the subject lot.

EXHIBITS:
INCOG Case map
INCOG Aerial (small scale)
INCOG Aerial (large scale)

DETAILED STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

CZ-476 is non injurious to the existing proximate properties and;

CZ-476 is consistent with the anticipated future development pattern of the surrounding property
therefore;

Staff recommends Approval of CZ-476 to rezone property from AG to RS.

SECTION ll: Supporting Documentation

RELATIONSHIP TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:

Staff Summary: This area rs oufsrde of the City of Tulsa Comprehensíve PIan area. The City
of Bixby Comprehensive Plan 2001-2020 designates fhe sife as a combination of Low lntensity
and Development Sensffiye.

Land Use Vision:

Land Use Plan map desígnation: N/A

Areas of Stability and Growth designation: N/A

Transportation Vision :

Major Sfreef and Highway Plan: S Mingo Rd is designated as a Secondary Arteríal

Trail System Master Plan Considerations: None

Small Area Plan: N/A

Special District Considerations: None

Historic Preservation Overlay: None

DESCR]PTION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS:

Staff Summaru: Sde is currently vacant.

Environmental Considerations: The site contains both 100 year and 500 year Tulsa County Flood
Plain. The applicant will need to work with Tulsa County to mitigate the impacts of development here.

î,L REVTSED 9/2612018



Streets:

Exist. Access MSHP Desiqn MSHP RA¡r/ Exist. # Lanes

S Mingo Rd Secondary Arterial 100 feet 2

Utilities:

The subject tract has municipal water and sewer available

Surroundinq Properties:

Location Existing Zoning Existing Land Use
Designation

Area of Stability
or Growth

Existing Use

North AG N/A N/A Vacant
South AG N/A N/A Vacant
East AG N/A N/A Vacant
West RS-3 (Bixbv) N/A N/A Vacant

SEGTION lll: Relevant Zoning History

ZONING ORDINANCE: Resolution number 98254 dated September 15,1980, established zoning for
the subject property.

Subject Property: No relevant history

Surrounding Property:

CZ-457 June 2017: All concurred in approval of a request for rezoning an 8.6+ acre tract of land
from AG to CG to allow a mini-storage unit, on property located south of the southeast corner of East
131st street South and South Mingo Road.

CBOA-2366 April 20. 2010: The Board of Adjustment approved a tJse Variance to
permit and existing landscape business in an AG district, and a Variance of the paving
material to permit gravel, per plan submitted, understanding that the landscape business is
located in a flood plain, on property bcated south of the southeast corner of East 131st street South
and South Mingo Road.

GBOA-1486 Februarv 20. 1997: The Board of Adjustment approved a Special Exception to
exceed the height limit of 60 ft. for a PCS telephone antenna supporting tower to allow 100 ft.
subject to the tower location being setback 110o/o from the road, on property located south of the
southeast corner of East 131st street South and South Mingo Road.

@Allconcurredinapprovalofarequestforrezoningan8+acretractof
land from AG to FD (Floodway), on property located east of thesoutheastõornerof E. 131st St.
and S. Mingo Rd.

Ë.3

101312018 1:30 PM
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TMre
Tulso Metropolitsn Areo
Plonning Commission

Case: Windrush ll
(Related to CZ-4761

Hearinq Date: October 3, 2018

Gase Report Prepared bv:

Nathan Foster

Owner and Applicant lnformation:

Applicant: Jared Cottle

Owner. Tony Genoff Revocable Trust

Location Map:
(shown with Gity Council Districts)

Applicant Proposal:

Preliminary Plat

5 lots, I block, 2.436 + acres

Location: South of the southeast corner of
East 131st Street South and South Mingo
Road

Zoninq:
Existing : AG (Agriculture)
Proposed; RS (Residential Single-Family)

Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends approval of the
preliminary plat

Gountv Gommission District: 3

Commissioner Name; Ron Peters

EXHIBITS: Site Map, Aerial, Preliminary Plat

7 t



1

PRELIMINARY SUBDIVISION PLAT

Windrush ll - (County)
Soutft of the southeast corner of East 131't Street South and South Mingo Road

This plat consists of 5 lots, 1 block on 2.436 + acres.

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) met on September 6,2018 and
provided the following conditions:

Zoning: The property is currently zoned AG (Agriculture). An application is
pending for RS (Residential Single-Family). The rezoning is required to be
approvéd and effective prior to approval of a final plat. Lots proposed
conform to the requirements of the RS district.

Addressing: INCOG will provide final addresses for lots. Address for each
lot must be shown graphically on the face of the final plat.

Transportation & Traffic: Provide access through Reserve Area B to the
propoéed school site to the northeast. Legal survey closure form must be
provided with final plat.

Sewer: Sewer services to be provided by the City of Bixby. City of Bixby
approval of all sewer line extensions and proposed utility easements/ right-
of-way prior to approval of the final plat.

Water: Water services to be provided by the City of Bixby, City of Bixby
approval of all water line extensions and proposed utility easements/ right-of-
way prior to approval of the final plat.

Engineering Graphics: Remove contours from final plat submittal. Provide
address disõlaimer on the face of the plat. Only show platted boundaries in
the location map and label all other property as unplatted. Provide complete
contact information for surveyor and engineer. Adjust line weights to
distinguish between plat boundary and lot boundaries. Provide a bearing
angle associated with this plat under Basis of Bearing. lnclude signature
blotk for TMAPC/INCOG and County Engineer. State date of preparation of
the plat. Graphically show all pins found/set on the face of the plat.

Stormwater, Drainage, & Floodplain: Drainage plans must be approved by
Tulsa County. Tulsa County release is required prior to final plat approval.

Utilities: Telephone, Electric, Gas, Gable, Pipeline, Others: All utilities
indicated to serve the site must provide a release prior to final plat approval.
Provide a Certificate of Records Search from the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission to verify no oil & gas activity on the site.

Staff recommends APPROVAL of the
conditions provided by TAC and
Regulations.

preliminary subdivision plat subject to the
the requirements of the Subdivisions

2

3

4.

5.

6.

7
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TMre
Tulsq Metropoliton Areo
Plonning Commission

Gase Number: C2477
(related to case PUD-849)

Hearinq Date: October 3,2018

Case Report Prepared bv:

Jay Hoyt

Owner and Applicant lnformation:

Applicant: Nathan Cross

Property Owner. Ray C. and Geralyn Crenshaw

Location Map:
hown with Gou Commission Districts)

Applicant Proposal:

Present Use: Warehousing

Proposed Use: Warehousing

Concept summary: Rezone from AG to CH with
PUD overlay to permit warehousing for steel
storage.

Tract Size: 16.86 + acres

Location'. N of the NWc W 201st ST S & HWY 75

Zoninq:

Existing Zoning: AG

Proposed Zoning: CH, PUD-849

Comprehensive Plan:

Land Use Map: N/A

Stability and Growth Map: N/A

Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends approval.

Staff Data:

TRS: 6210
CZM: 70 Atlas: nla

Countv Commission District: 3

Commissioner Name: Ron Peters

Íb,l
REVTSED 9/2712018



SECTION l: CZ-477

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT: The applicant is requesting to rezone from AG to CH wíth a PUD
overlay in order to permit a warehousing use for steel storage. The property owner is currently utilizing
the site for this purpose and proposes to bring the site into conformance with the County requirements.
No other uses are proposed for this site. No manufacturing, fabrication, repair, customization or direct
sales are proposed.

EXHIBITS:
INCOG Case map
INCOG Aerial

DETAILED STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

CH zoning with a PUD overlay, is consistent with the anticipated future development pattern of the
surrounding property and ;

The requested PUD conforms to the PUD standards identified in the Tulsa County Zoning Code
therefore;

Staff recommends Approval of CZ-477 to rezone property from AG to CH.

SECTION ll: Supporting Documentation

RELATIONSHIP TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:

Staff Summary: This area is outside of the City of Tulsa Comprehensíve Plan area, however it
is called out as Highway 75 Conidor by the City of Glenpool Comprehensive Plan.

Land Use Vision:

Land Use Plan map designation: N/A

Areas of Stability and Growth designation: N/A

Transportation Vision :

Major Sfreef and Highway PIan: Hwy 75 is designated as a Freeway.

Traíl System Master Plan Considerations: None

SmallArea Plan: None

Soecia I District Considerations: None

Historic Preservation Overlav: None

Staff Summary: The site is currently beíng utilized for storage of steel materials awaiting
transport to other locations.

I t¡ * L***'Ðst27,o1a



Environmental Considerations: The site contains portions of 100 year and 500 year Tulsa County
Floodplain, as well as a small portion of Floodway. The applicant will need to work with Tulsa County
in order to mitigate any impacts this development may have.

Streets:

Exist. Access MSHP Desiqn MSHP RA¡t/ Exist. # Lanes

Hwy 75 Freeway Per ODOT 4

Utilities:

The subject tract has municipal water and sewer available

Surrou nd inq Properties:

Location Existing Zoning Existing Land Use
Desiqnation

Area of Stability
or Growth

Existing Use

North AG N/A N/A Vacant
South AG N/A N/A Vacant
East AG/CG N/A N/A Vacant
West AG N/A N/A AG/Sinsle-Family

SECTION Ill: Relevant Zoning History

ZONING ORDINANGE: Resolution number 98254 dated September 15,1980, established zoning for
the subject property.

Subject Property:

GBOA-1745 Julv. 2018: The case was withdrawn by the applicant. The applicant was requesting a
Use Variance to allow a Warehousing (Use Unit 23) in the AG district (Section 310, Table 1) on
property located on the northwest corner of West 201st Street South and Highway 75; the subject
property.

GBOA-1745 June 20, 2000: The Board of Adjustment denied a variance to allow a trucking
establishment in an AG district on property located on the northwest corner of West 201st Street South
and Highway 75; the subject property.

Surrounding Propefi:

CZ-454 Mav 2017: All concurred in approval of a request for rezoning a 36+ acre tract of land from
AG to CH on property located on the southwest corner of West 191st Street South & Highway 75.

.3

101312018 1:30 PM
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SECTION l: C2477

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT: The applicant is requesting to rezone from AG to CH with a PUD
overlay in order to permit a warehousing use for steel storage. The property owner is currently utilizing
the site for this purpose and proposes to bring the site into conformance with the County requirements.
No other uses are proposed for this site. No manufacturing, fabrication, repair, customization or direct
sales are proposed.

EXHIBITS:
INCOG Case map
INCOG Aerial

DETAILED STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

CH zoning with a PUD overlay, is consistent with the anticipated future development pattern of the
surrounding property and;

The requested PUD conforms to the PUD standards identified in the Tulsa County Zoning Code
therefore;

Staff recommends Approval of C2477 to rezone property from AG to GH.

SECTION ll: Supporting Documentation

RELATIONSHIP TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:

Staff Summarv: This area is outside of the City of Tulsa Comprehensive Plan area, however ít
is called out as Highway 75 Conidor by the City of Glenpool Comprehensive Plan.

Land Use Vision:

Land Use Plan map designation'. N/A

Areas of Stability and Growth designation: N/A

Transportation Vision :

Major Sfreef and Highway Plan: Hwy 75 is designated as a Freeway.

Trail System Master Plan Considerations: None

SmallArea Plan: None

Special District Considerations: None

Historic Preservation Overlay: None

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS:

Staff Summarv: The site is currently being utilized for storage of sfeel materials awaiting

/a-4
transport to other locations.

REVTSED 9/2ô12018



Environmental Considerations: The site contains portions of 100 year and 500 year Tulsa County
Floodplain, as well as a small portion of Floodway. The applicant will need to work with Tulsa County
in order to mitigate any impacts this development may have.

Streets:

Exist. Access MSHP Desiqn MSHP RM/ Exist. # Lanes

Hwy 75 Freeway Per ODOT 4

Utilities:

The subject tract has municipalwater and sewer available

Surroundinq Properties:

Location Existing Zoning Existing Land Use
Designation

Area of Stability
or Growth

Existing Use

North AG N/A N/A Vacant
South AG N/A N/A Vacant
East AG/CG N/A N/A Vacant
West AG N/A N/A AG/Sinsle-Family

SECTION lll: Relevant Zoning History

ZONING ORDINANCE: Resolution number 98254 dated September 15,1980, established zoning for
the subject property.

Subject Property:

CBOA-1745 July, 2018= The case was withdrawn by the applicant. The applicant was requesting a
Use Variance to allow a Warehousing (Use Unit 23) in the AG district (Section 310, Table 1) on
property located on the northwest corner of West 201st Street South and Highway 75; the subject
property.

GBOA-1745 June 20. 2000: The Board of Adjustment denied a variance to allow a trucking
establishment in an AG district on property located on the northwest corner of West 201st Street South
and Highway 75; the subject property.

Surrounding Property:

CZ-454 Mav 2017: All concurred in approval of a request for rezoning a 36+ acre tract of land from
AG to CH on property located on the southwest corner of West 191st Street South & Highway 75.

101312018 1:30 PM
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TMre
Tulsq Metropoliton Areo
Plonning Commission

Case Number: PUD-849
(related to case CZ-477)

Hearinq Date: October 3,20'18

Gase Report Prepared bv:

Jay Hoyt

Owner and Applicant lnformation:

Applicant: Nathan Cross

Property Owner. Ray C. and Geralyn Crenshaw

Location Map:
(shown with Gou Gommission Districts),

èl

,., 
/ i

't

t t, .

'.,t

Applicant Proposal:

Present Use: Warehousing

Proposed Use: Warehousing

Concept summary: Rezone from AG to CH with
PUD overlay to permit warehousing for steel
storage for an existing business.

Tract Size: 16.86 + acres

Location: N of the NWc W 201st ST S & U.S
Highway 75

Zoninq:

Existing Zoning: AG

Proposed Zoning: CH, PUD-849

Comprehensive Plan:

Land Use Map: N/A

Stability and Growth Map: N/A

Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends approval.

Staff Data:

TRS: 6210
CZM: 70 Atlas: nla

Countv Commission District: 3

Commissioner Name: Ron Peters

ll,l REVTSED 9/27120'18



SEGTION l: PUD-849

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT: The applicant is requesting to rezone from AG to CH with a PUD
overlay in order to permit a warehousing use for steel storage. The property owner is currently utilizing
the site for this purpose and proposes to bring the site into conformance with the County requirements.
No other uses are proposed for this site. No manufacturing, fabrication, repair, customization or direct
sales are proposed.

EXHIBITS:
INCOG Case map
INCOG Aerial
Applicant Exhibits:

Exhibit B

DETAILED STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Uses as defined in PUD-849 are non-injurious to the existing proximate properties and;

PUD-849 is consistent with the anticipated future development pattern of the surrounding property
and;

PUD-849 conforms to the PUD standards identified in the Tulsa County Zoning Code therefore;

Staff recommends Approval of PUD-849 to rezone property from AG to CH, PUD-849.

PUD-849 DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS:

Permitted Use Use Unit 23 - Warehousing
No other uses allowed

Minimum Lot Width: N/A

Minimum Lot Area: N/A

Minimum Land Area: N/A

Maximum Structure Heiqht: N/A

Setbacks:

From Highway 75: No closer than existing fencing. Any new exterior fencíng on the property will be
constructed no closer to the western edge of Highway 75 than fencing currently in place.

Siq naqe/Sc reen i nq/Liq hti nq/Pavement:
Signs: No pole signage shall be allowed. Any monument signage shall be confined to area twenty
(20) feet from the north edge of the curb cut into the Subject Property and twenty (20) feet from the
south edge of the curb cut into the Subject Property and shall be no taller than 6 feet.

Screening: Screening vegetation at least seven (7) feet in height shall be placed along the eastern
edge of the property. Existing vegetation may be used to accomplish this requirement. The Property
Owners shall have the right to maintain/trim vegetation in order to maintain safe sight lines for ingress
and egress from the Subject Property.
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Lighting: No pole lighting shall be allowed on the interior of the Subject Property. Pole lighting may
be maintained to provide safety/security lighting at the curb cut onto the Subject Property off of
Highway 75.

Paving: All drive isles on the property shall be paved with including additional curb cuts made into the
property over which there is vehicular traffic.

SECTION ll: Supporting Documentation

RELATIONSHIP TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:

Staff Summary: This area is outside of the City of Tulsa Comprehensive Plan area, however it
is called out as Highway 75 Conidor by the City of Glenpool Comprehensive Plan.

Land Use Vision:

Land Use Plan map designation: N/A

Areas of Stability and Growth designation: N/A

Transportation Vision :

Major Sfreef and Highway Plan: Hwy 75 is designated as a Freeway

Trail System Master Plan Considerations: None

SmallArea Plan: None

Special District Considerations: None

Historic Preservation Overlay: None

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS:

Staff Summary: The site is currently being utilized for storage of steel materials awaiting
transport to other locations.

Environmental Considerations: The site contains portions of 100 year and 500 year Tulsa County
Floodplain, as well as a small portion of Floodway. The applicant will need to work with Tulsa County
in order to mitigate any impacts this development may have.

Streets:

Exist. Access MSHP Desion MSHP RA¡ú Exist. # Lanes

Hwy 75 Freeway Per ODOT 4

Utilities:

The subject tract has municipalwater and sewer available
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Surround ino Properties

Location Existing Zoning Existing Land Use
Desiqnation

Area of Stability
or Growth

Existing Use

North AG N/A N/A Vacant
South AG N/A N/A Vacant
East AG/CG N/A N/A Vacant
West AG N/A N/A AG/Single-Familv

SECTION lll: Relevant Zoning History

ZONING ORDINANGE: Resolution number 98254 dated September 15,1980, established zoning for
the subject property.

Suhject Property:

CeOA-f 7a5 Julv. 20ß: The case was withdrawn by the applicant. The applicant was requesting a
Use Variance to allow a Warehousing (Use Unit 23) in the AG district (Section 310, Table 1)-on
property located on the northwest corner of West 201st Street South and Highway 75; the subject
property.

cBoA-t 745 June 20. 2000: The Board of Adjustment denied a variance to allow a trucking
on property located on the northwest corner of west 201st Street Southestablishment in an AG district

and Highway 75; the subject property.

Surrounding Propefi:

CZ'454Mav 2017= All concurred in approval of a request for rezoning a 36+ acre tract of land from
AG to CH on property located on the southwest corner of West 191st Street South & Highway 75.

101312018 1:30 PM
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EXHIBIT "B''

HISTORY OF THE PROPERTY

The Property Owners purchased a large piece of land at Northwest corner of Highway 75 and
W 201't Street South in 1994 for the purpose of constructing a single-family home for
themselves. Subsequently, the Property Owners constructed a home on the parcel and moved
to the property. Following construction of the home, the Property Owners began using some
vacant space on the on the property (the "Subject Property") as a storage area for materialthat
is held for future transport for their business, JD Specialized Transport. The Property Owner's
current primary facility is in Creek County and they have elected to move part of that facility to
this location to accommodate overflow and because of the ease of access to l-75. As a result
of that decision, the Property Owners have improved the Subject Property and began
conducting operations on the Subject Property in or around 2014. From and since that time,
the Property Owners have utilized the Subject Property for storage of steel to be shipped to all
parts of the country on behalf of the Applicant's clients.

S'TE USE

The Subject Property is currently used for storage only of steel with no manufacturing, fabrication,
repair, customization or direct sales. The Property Owner has already improved the property and
has no plans to make further improvements. As such, there are no plans to construct any
structures on the Subject Property. The Property Owner's development concept is to continue to
operate its facility on the Subject Property as it has done since at least 2014. The Property
Owner's use is consistent with other uses along this corridor of l-75 including multiple industrial
and high density commercial uses. This Subject Property is a portion of existing property owned
by the Property Owners and, as such, the Subject Property is bounded on three sides by property
owned by the Property Owners and by l-75 on the East side. As such, the Subject Property is
buffered from surrounding parcels.

REZONING REQUEST

The Property Owners are seeking a rezoning to CH with PUD to accommodate the proposed use.

DEVELOPMENT STAruDARDS

Permitted Use: Use Unit 23 -Warehousing
No other uses allowed

Minimum Lot Width N/A

ll,7
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Minimum d Area: N/A

Maximum Structure Heiqht N/A

Setbacks:

From Highway 75: No closer than existing fencing. Any new exterior fencing on the

property will be constructed no closer to the western edge of Highway 75 than fencing

currently in place.

Siqnaqe/Screen i nq/Lishti nq/Pavement:

Signs: No pole signage shall be allowed. Any monument signage shall be confined to

area twenty (20) feet from the north edge of the curb cut into the Subject Property and

twenty (20) feet from the south edge of the curb cut into the Subject Property and shall

be no taller than 6 feet.

Screening: Screening vegetation at least seven (7) feet in height shall be placed along

the eastern edge of the property. Existing vegetation may be used to accomplish this

requirement. The Property Owners shall have the right to maintain/trim vegetation in

order to maintain safe sight lines for ingress and egress from the Subject Property'

Lighting: No pole lighting shall be allowed on the interior of the Subject Property. Pole

l¡gñting may be maintained to provide safety/security lighting at the curb cut onto the

Subject Property off of Highway 75.

Paving: All drive isles on the property shall be paved with including additional curb cuts

made into the property over which there is vehicular traffic.

STATEMENT OF INTENT

The requested rezoning and PUD overlay on the Subject Property will allow the Property

Owners to use the Subject Property as they intend while lessening the impact on the

surrounding area. To prevent future unintended uses of the Subject Property, the

Property Owners are proposing restricting the use on the property solely to the intended

use (Use Unit 23 - Warehousing). Further, the Property Owners are proposing additional

lighting, signage, setback, screening, and paving restrictions in the PUD that are not

otherwise required of CH zoned parcels'

/l.g
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Plonning Commission

Gase Number: 2-7456

Hearinq Date: October 3,2018

Gase Report Prepared bv:

Dwayne Wilkerson

Owner and Applicant lnformation:

Applicant: Nicole Watts

Property Owner. MAGJEG GLOVER LLC

Location Map:
(shown with City Gouncil Districts)
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Applicant Proposal:

Present Use: Vacant

Proposed Use'. Mixed Use lnfill/Redevelopment

Concept summary'. Construct new mixed-use
building that is consistent with the Kendall Whitter
historic style of building construction.

Tract Size: 0.35 + acres

Location'. NWc of E. 2nd St. S. & S. Lewis Ave

Zoninq:

Existing Zoning: CS

Proposed Zoning'. MX1 -U-U

Gomprehensive Plan:

Land Use Map'. Neighborhood Center

Stability and Growth Map'. Area of Growth

Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends approval.

Staff Data:

TRS: 9306
CZM: 37 Atlas: 10127

Citv Council District: 4

Councilor Name: Blake Ewing

Countv Gommission District: 2

Commissioner Name; Karen Keith
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SECTION l= 2-7456

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT: Construct a new mixed-use building on an empty lot. The building is
planned to be similar in style to the concept attached and similar to buildings constructed with original
development pattern in the area.

EXHIBITS:
INCOG Case map
INCOG Aerial (small scale)
INCOG Aerial (large scale)
Tulsa Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map
Tulsa Comprehensive Plan Areas of Stability and Growth Map
Applicant Exhibits:

Conceptual building renderings: 4 pages
Birds Eye View
Building Elevations
First Floor Plan
Conceptual Site Plan

DETAILED STAFF RECOMMENDATION :

MX1-U-U is consistent with the Neighborhood Center vision of the Tulsa comprehensive plan and,

2-7456 requesting MX1-U-U is consistent with the uses and building forms recommended in the
KendallWhitter Sector Plan and,

Uses as permitted by right in an MX1-U-U district are considered non-injurious to the proximate
properties therefore,

Staff recommends Approval of 2-7456 to rezone property from CS/ to MX1-U-U

SECTION ll: Supporting Documentation

RELATIONSHIP TO THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:

Staff Summary: The proposed zoning and building are consistent with the Neighborhood
Center land use vision of the Tulsa Comprehensive Plan and rs consrsfent with the expected
development pattern identified in the KendallWhittier Sector Plan

Land Use Vision:

Land Use PIan map designation'. Neighborhood Center
Neighborhood Centers are small-scale, one to three story mixed-use areas intended to serve
nearby neighborhoods with retail, dining, and services. They can include apartments,
condominiums, and townhouses, with small lot single family homes at the edges. These are
pedestrian-oriented places served by transit, and visitors who drive can park once and walk to
number of destinations.

The Neighborhood Center vision identified in the sector plan'suggest that along Lewis Avenue
between Archer Street and 3rd Street, the uses should focus on retail, restaurants, or seryices
on the ground floor, with office or residential uses on upper floors. Development should reflect

/a . LREVT'EDe/27,2018



the historic character of the Square, with transparent ground floor facades, quality materials,

and attractive architectural elements.

Areas of Stabitity and Growth designation: Area of Growth
The purpose of Areas of Growth is to direct the allocation of resources and channel growth to

where it will be beneficial and can best improve access to jobs, housing, and services with

fewer and shorter auto trips. Areas of Growth are parts of the city where general agreement

exists that development or redevelopment is beneficial. As steps are taken to plan for, and, in

some cases, develop or redevelop these areas, ensuring that existing residents will not be

displaced is a high priority. A major goal is to increase economic activity in the area to benefit

existing residentõ and businesses, and where necessary, provide the stimulus to redevelop.

Areas of Growth are found throughout Tulsa. These areas have many different characteristics

but some of the more common traits are proximity to or abutting an arterial street, major

employment and industrial areas, or areas of the city with an abundance of vacant land. Also,

several of the Areas of Growth are in or near downtown. Areas of Growth provide Tulsa with the

opportunity to focus growth in a way that benefits the City as a whole. Development in these

areas will provide hóusing choice and excellent access to efficient forms of transportation

including walking, biking, transit, and the automobile."

Transportation Vision :

Major Sfreef and Highway Plan: Main Street Urban Arterial
Main Streetsãre Tulsa's classic linear centers. The Main Street designation in the sector plan is

applied to Admiral Boulevard west of Lewis Avenue. This area should host traditional

commercial uses as well as mixed-use with residential or office uses on upper floors. While this

area lacks the prominence of the heart of Whittier Square, development on Admiral Boulevard

should reflect the walkable character and attractive building design desired along Lewis

Avenue.

Trail System Master PIan Considerations: None

SmallArea Plan: KendallWhitter Sector Plan (effective November 2016)

Sector Plan Vision statement recommends:

Strive to strengthen Whitter Square through historic preservation, responsible infill

development, a mix of vibrant activities and enhanced multimodal access from within the

neighborhood and throughout the city

Grow as a diverse, mixed-income community that values the ability of all residents to support

the neighborhood through volunteerism, commerce and other means.

Provide a variety of housing for new residents who with to move into the neighborhood, or lon

time residents who wish to staY

Thrive as a place where people can enjoy quality lifelong education from early childhood to

primary and secondary schools, top-notch universities, vocational training

Be a vibrant center for creativity, innovation and culture in terms of the arts, entertainment, and

entrepreneurship

a
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Special District Considerations: None except those considerations outlined in the Kendall Whitter
Small sector plan. See example below:
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Historic Preservation Overlay: None

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS:

The site is currently an empty lot with residential properties west of the site.

Snippet on next paqe illustrates a street view from the SE corner of the lot lookinq northwest.
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Environmental Considerations: None that would affect site development

Streets:

Exist. Access MSHP Desiqn MSHP RAA/ Exist. # Lanes

South Lewis Avenue Urban Arterial 70 feet 4

East 2nd Street South None 50 feet 2

Utilities:

The subject tract has municipal water and sewer available

Surroundinq Properties:

Location Existing Zoning Existing Land Use
Designation

Area of
Stability or

Growth

Existing Use

North CS Neiqhborhood Center Growth Church
East CS Neiqhborhood Center Growth Medical office

South CS Neiqhborhood Center Growth Liquor Store
West CS Neiqhborhood Center Growth Sinqle Familv Residential

SECTION lll: Relevant Zoning History

ZONING ORDINANGE: Ordinance number 1'1815 dated June 26, 1970, established zoning forthe
subject property.

12.{
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Subject Property:

BOA-12964 Januarv 12. 1984: The Board of Adjustment approved a variance of the setback from

ffiouthLewisAvenuefrom100ft.to70ft.tobuildanofficeinaCSdistrict;perplot
plan, on property located at the northwest corner of East 2nd Street and South Lewis Avenue.

BOA-13117 September 17. 1994: The Board of Adjustment approved a variance of the setback from

the centerltne of East 2nd Street from 50 feet to 34 feet in a CS zoned district, on property located on

lots 11 and 12, Block 1, Wakefield Addition; the subject property.

BOA-10511 June 21. 1979: The Board of Adjustment approved a special exception to operate a cat

wastr ¡n -a CS Olstrict subject to the following conditions: per plot plan submitted, subject to trash being
picked up each day, with reminder signs to urge people to dry, polish, and vacuum their cars on the

front of the lot, being placed on the back fence, and an attendant on duty from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

each day, on property located at the northwest corner of East 2nd Street and South Lewis Avenue.

Surrounding Property:

80A-20619 Januarv 1. 2008: The Board of Adjustment approved a variance of the parking

@church;andavarianceofthebuildingsetbackrequirementfromSouthLewis
Avenue, on property located at 102 South Lewis Avenue.

101312018 1:30 PM
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TMAPC Public Hearing Staff Report
October ?,2OI8
CPA - 75 Walkability Analysis / Amendment to the Downtown Area Master Plan

Item: Amendment to the Downtown Area Master Plan to include policy direction for providing

appropriate pedestrian facilities in downtown Tulsa based on the Tulsa Oklahoma Downtown

Walkability Analysis performed by Speck & Associates LLC with Nelson Nygaard Consulting

Associates, lnc.

Background: This item was presented and discussed at a TMAPC work session on September 5,

20L8. The concepts within the Walkability Analysis are grounded in policy established in the

Downtown Area Master Plan. The geographic boundary for this Analysis is the inner dispersal

loop (lDL) which creates a ring of interstate highways around downtown Tulsa. Support for this

analysis came from individuals, authorit¡es, boards and commissions of the City, corporate and

philanthropic partners, downtown property owners and institutions. Spurred by Jeff Scott, a

former chairman of the DCC, many stakeholders and citizens were engaged through outreach

and presentations during the time the Analysis was being developed'

Downtown Area Master Plan: The Downtown Area Master Plan is an action plan focused on

revitalization. The stated mission of this policy document addresses three major targets:

o Revitalize the downtown
o Connect it to the Tulsa River Parks system

o lnitiate rail transit extending outward from the downtown to the beginnings of future

corridors serving the city and the region.

The plan identifies the goal of creating an active and vital 24-hour neighborhood as a key

opportunity. The primary focus of the plan states:

"The areo's most important to the revitalization of downtown are the initiatives to ottroct a

populotion to activate it between the hours of 5:00 p.m. ond 8:00 o.m. os well os weekends. A

24/7 downtown will olso address the amenities to increase convenience ond quolity of life. The

principalfoci include residences, entertainment, conventions ond visitors. All areo enhonced by

connecting the downtown to its region by multiple modes of transportotion."

With this as a guide, the Analysis offers a means of creating an environment that promotes

walking by addressing the key causes:

o A safe walk

o A useful walk

f 3.I



o A comfortable and interesting walk

It addresses the way people use our street network - in vehicles, on foot or on bicycles or other

alternative modes of transportation. Allowing the public realm to offer shared space to

accomplish many of the daily activities of city life means more "eyes on the street," more

efficient use of public resources and a better way to experience downtown from the vantage of

a pedestrian instead of a car driver or passenger. The Analysis encourages the extension of

indoor activities and uses into the public realm of the sidewalk and right of way. lt also

encourages the City to experiment and pilot changes such as removing signals in favor of stop

signs, increasing availability of on-street parking, proper crosswalks and alleys and improving

the public realm with lighting, landscaping, sidewalk cafes and street furnishings.

The document includes a traff¡c analysis methodology and technical appendices consisting of

the traffic studies and engineering reviews used to formulate recommendations for changes it

recommends.

lmplementation: The Analysis will be implemented through capital projects directed by the City

and in conjunction with the Downtown Coordinating Council (DCC). While the Analysis provides

a fairly detailed review of street segments within the lDL, recommendations will require

additional engineering and design in order to best address existing conditions, regulatory

constraints, and adopted standards.

Recommendation: Adopt the Walkability Analysis as an amendment to the Downtown Area

Master Plan.
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OVERVIEW

The Purpose of This Document

This is a downtown walkability analysis, not a downtown master plan. It is not
comprehensive, and does not try to be visionary. But, like a master plan, it hopes to

have a profoundly positive impact on the physical form, economic success, and

social vitality of the city. Specifically, this report, and the effort that led to it, it
asked this question: Whøt chønges cønbe møde, in the leøst time ønd. for the leøst

cost, thøt utill høae the lørgest meøsurøble impøct on the ømount of zuølking ønd

biking downtou¡n?

Downtown Tulsa is the center of a metropolis of more than 400,000 people.

Historically a vibrant hub of commercial and political life, it has seen its fortunes

shift as a great suburban migration decanted many of its resources to surrounding
areas. Now, after several decades of enlightened but limited reinvestment, there is a

sense of an upswing. Certain districts are known to be lively at certain times of day,

and downtown redevelopment is on the rise. Yet, overall, a sleepy feeling still
pervades, and the city's remarkable collection of art deco towers can't help but
remind the visitor of a time when the downtown was busiling with the life of an

earlier boom.

Happily, there is every reason to believe that downtown Tulsa is poised for a
comeback. National trends, to which Tulsa is certainly not immune, show the

beginnings of what is understood to be a tremendous shift of populations back to

city centers. With 88 percent of the next 100 million American households expected

to be childless, and with77 percent of millennials saying that they want to live in
America's urban cores, demand for downtown housing in Tulsa is about to

skyrocket-but only if downtown can provide a truly urban lifestyle that
distinguishes it from its surrounding suburbs. And central to that lifestyle-its very

essence-is walkability. Polling among both millennials and empty nesters indicates

a strong preference for mixed-use neighborhoods in which automobile use is an

option rather than a universal mandate.

Based on these indicators, the question is not whether people and businesses will be

moving downtown, but whether they will be moving to downtown Tulsa. The

answer to that question will depend in part on whether Tulsa provides a downtown

environment that welcomes and supports walking.

It can be said with some objectivity that there is still much work to be done in this

regard. Most streets in downtown Tulsa are engineered to invite driving speeds

considerably higher than those posted. One-way roads with the characteristics of
freeways rush commuters in and out of downtown. Bicycle facilities are almost

nonexistent. Unlike many cities with far less to offer, downtown Tulsa suffers from

I
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traffic patterns and behaviors that almost certainly impede its development of a

robust street life.

Acknowledging these circumstances, Tulsa's political and business leaders have

asked the quesiion of how their downtown can become more walkable and livable,

and-by exiension-more safe, healthy, and sustainable. This report attempts to

urrr-.i that question in a manner that both directs and motivates real change in the

short term. Fìw people will dispute whether its recommendations will lead quickly

to more walking, biking, and vitality downtown. Few people will dispute that a more

lively downtown will help to create a more successful Tulsa. But many will ask

*heihe, this study's proposals are a high priority. It is hoped that the evidence

gathered here wili tttãk" the urgency of this report's proposals clear, and overcome

Ihe attachment to business as usual that is generally the greatest impediment to the

revitalization of American downtowns.

Approach

By applying a design strategy centered on walkability, this study asserts and

aitempts to demonstrate how a series of careful planning interventions can exert a

profound influence on the livability and vitality of downtown Tulsa.

This document begins with a discussion of the four components of walkability,

describing how most people will only make the choice to walk if that walk

simultaneously useful, safe, comfortable, and interesting. Those four criteria are

then used as a basis for the recommendations that follow'

These recommendations are organized into six parts, as follows:

Part I, What Causes People to Walk?, goes step by step through the Safe, Useful,

Comfortable, and Interesting Walk, describing the factors that contribute or detract

from each. Because feelings of pedestrian safety are particularly challenged in

Tulsa, that category is further broken down into nine separate sections discussing

best practices in downtown safety, addressing everything from one-way vs' two-way

travel to the details of street design. Part II, A Safe Walk, then goes on to show how

these nine categories of best practices apply specifically in downtown Tulsa, and

what changes to street design strategy they mandate'

Part III, Street Reconfigurations, summarizes the revised street design strategy into

a kit of parts that is then applied to all streets in the downtown. This process leads

to a collection of more than 67 distinct street configurations to be applied in

downtown Tulsa, and elsewhere in the city as apProPriate. Because these

configurations are designed to fit between existing curbs, none of them requile any

street reconstruction bãyond the application of a new topcoat and striping, keeping

costs to a minimum.

2
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part IV, A Useful Walk, gets into detail on the principal factors that determine the

usefulness of walking in downtown Tulsa. These include housing supply, the

pricing and management of parking, transit service, and wayfinding' Specific

1.".o--"ndations are made for optimizing each of these important factors'

The study area, apþropriately, is downf.own Tulsa, as bounded by the Inner Disþersal Loop.

part V, a Comfortable and Interesting Walk, introduces the concept of the Street

Frontage Quality Assessment, which, along with an Anchors Analysis, determines

the ,,Nãtwoiks of Walkability": where people can be expected to walk in downtown.

These Networks of Walkability-Priority, Primary, and Secondary-allow us to

prioritize all the improvements recommended in this Study, because there is little

Èeneflt in improvit g the pedestrian experience along a street that pedestrians rarely

use. Additionally, this Part addresses the issues of a downtown zoning overlay,

sidewalk dining, and other factors that can impact the comfort and interest of

walking in downtown Tulsa.
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Finally, Part VI, Setting Priorities, revisits the proposed street reconfigurations in

light of Networks of Walkability and, in conjunction with already-budgeted street

improvements, suggests a schedule for implementation.It also highlights those

aspects of this Stuãy's other recommendations that would seem to merit the

greatest attention in the months ahead.

The report ends with appendices that describe the traffic analysis that was

.o-plet"d as a foundation for this effort. Because it is unsafe for streets to have

-orã lun", than needed for traffic, and because one-way networks are less safe than

two-way networks, this effort recommends a redesign of the downtown street

networt that eliminates many unnecessary driving lanes and reverts many one-way

streets back to two-way flow. Such a lecommendation can only be made responsibly

if one has confide.r"" ihut no intersections will become overburdened by traffic. For

that reason, this effort began as a traffic modeling exercise, which is described here.

A final note: this document is designed to function independently, but also to

supplement the City's excellent and still vital Downtown Area Master Plan, completed

itt ZbtO, with which it agrees in almost all respects. In those rare instances when an

alternative approach is recommended, it will be noted herein.
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PROLOGUE

The section that follows is a synopsis of the first three chapters of the book Walkable

Citl: Hou Downtown Can Saue America, One Step at a Time, (Jeff Speck, NY: Farrar
Straus & Giroux, 2012). Full footnotes for all data and quotations can be found in
the book. The book's full text is recommended as background reading for those

who wish to better understand the theory and experience behind the
recommendations in this report.

THREE ARGUMENTS FOR THE WALKABLE CITY

After several decades arguing for more walkable cities as a designer, this city
planner has found that it is more useful to do so as an economist, an

epidemiologist, and an environmentalist. What follows is a discussion of why these

three groups are all independently fighting for the same thing, which is to redesign
our cities around the pedestrian.

The Economic Argument

Many cities ask the same question: How can we attract corporations, citizens, and
especially young, entrepreneurial talent? In some cities, they ask it differently:
"How can we keep our children from leaving?"

The obvious answer is that cities need to provide the sort of environment that these

people want. Surveys-as if we needed them-show how creative class citizens,
especially millennials, vastly favor communities with street life, the pedestrian
culture that can only come from walkability.

The number of 19-year-olds who have opted out of earning driver's licenses has

almost tripled since the late seventies, from 1 in 12 to 1 in 4. This driving trend is
only a small part of a larger picture that has less to do with cars and more to do
with cities, and specifically with how young professionals today view themselves in
relation to the city, especially in comparison to previous generations.

The economist Christopher Leinberger compares the experience of today's young
professionals with the previous generation. He notes that most 50-year-olds grew uP

watching The Bradl Bunch, The Partridge Family, and Hapþ Days, shows that idealized
the late-mid-2Oth-century suburban standard of low-slung houses on leafy lots,
surrounded by more of the same. The millennials in contrast, grew up watching
Seinfeld, Friends, and, eventually, Sex and the Cit1. They matured in a mass culture-of
which TV was only one part-that has predisposed them to look favorably upon
cities, indeed, to aspire to live in them.

This group represents the biggest population bubble in fifty years. 64 percent of
college-educated millennials choose first where they want to live, and only then do
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they look for a job. According to surveys, fu]lly 77 percent of them plan to live in

America's urban cores.

Meanwhile, the generation raise d, on Friends is not the only major cohort looking for

new places to live. There's a larger one: the millennials' parents, the front-end

boom"rs. They are citizens that ãvery city wants-significant personal savings, no

schoolkids.

And according to Christopher Leinberger, empty nesters want walkability:

"This group is finding that their suburban houses are too big' ' 'All those empty

,oo-r-hu,r" to b" healed, cooled, and cleaned, and the unused backyard

maintained. suburban houses can be socially isolating, especially as aging eyes and

slower reflexes make driving everywhere less comfortable-"

In the 1980s, city planners began hearing from sociologists about something called

a NORC (Naturaliy Occurrin! Retirement Community). Over the past decade, a

growing ,rurrrb"r. oi retirees have been abandoning their largelot houses to resettle

in mixed-use urban centers. For many of them, that increased walkability means all

the difference between an essentially irousebound existence and several decades of

continued independence'

Of the 100 million new households expected to take shape between now and 2025'

fully 88 million are projected to be childless. This is a dramatic change from 1970'

when almost half of all households included children. These new adults-only

households won't be concerned about the quality of local schools or the size of their

backyards. This fact will favor cities over suburbs, but only those cities that can

offer the true urbanism and true walkability that these groups desire'

This growing demand for pedestrian-friendly places is reflected in the runaway

success of Walk Score, the website that calculates neighborhood walkability' In this

website, which gets millions of hits a day, addresses,are ranked in five categories'

with a score of 50 needed to cross the Somewhat Walkable threshold. 70 points earns

a very walkabte ranking, and anything above 90 qualifies as a walker's Paradise' san

Francisco's Chinatowi earns a 100, while Los Angeles' Mulholland Drive ranks a 9'

(Downtown Tulsa earns an 87 , good overall, but about average for a mid-sized

downtown.)

If walk score is so useful in helping people decide where to live, then it can also

help us determine how much thãy 
"aiue 

walkability. Now that it has been around

for a few years, some resourceful economists have had the opportunity to study the

relationsúip between Walk Score and real estate value, and they have put a price on

it: $500 to 
^$SOOO 

per point. In a very typical city, Charlotte, North Carolina, the

economistJoe Cortright. found thai each Walk Score point was worth $2000-that's

$200,000 across the full scale.

NELSON
rr¡ vc'a n nõ
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That is the value that houses get for being walkable. But what about cities
themselves? Does being more walkable make a whole city worth more?

In 2007 ,Joe Cortright, the economist responsible for the Walk Score value study
cited above, published a report called "Portland's Green Dividend," in which he

asked the question: what does Portland get for being walkable?

To set the stage, it is useful to describe what makes Portland different. Beginning in
the 1970s, Portland made a series of decisions that fundamentally altered the way
the city was to grow. While most American cities were building more highways,
Portland invested in transit and biking. While most cities were reaming out their
roadways to speed traffic, Portland implemented a Skinny Streets program. While
most American cities were amassing a spare tire of undifferentiated sprawl,
Portland instituted an urban growth boundary. These efforts and others like them,
over several decades-a blink of the eye in planner time-have changed the way that
Portlanders live.

This change is not dramatic-were it not for the roving hordes of bicyclists, it might
be invisible-but it is significant. While almost every other American city saw its
residents drive farther and farther every year, and spend more and more of their
time stuck in traffic, Portland's vehicle miles traveled per person peaked in 1996.

Now, compared to other major metropolitan areas, Portlanders on average drive 20

percent less.

Accordingto Cortright, this 20 percent (4 miles per citizen per day) adds up to $1.1
billion of savings each year, which equals fully 1.5 percent of all personal income
earned in the region. And that number ignores time not wasted in traffic: peak
travel times have actually dropped 11 minutes per day. Cortright calculates this
improvement at another $1.5 billion.

Whât happens to these savings? Portland is reputed to have the most independent
bookstores per capita and the most roof racks per capita. These claims are slight
exaggerations, but they reflect a documented above-average consumption of
recreation of all kinds. Portland has more restaurants per capita than all other large
cities except Seattle and San Francisco.

More significantly, whatever they are used for, these savings are considerably more
likely to stay local than if spent on driving. Almost 85 percent of money expended
on cars and gas leaves the local economy-much of it, of course, bound for the
Middle-East. A significant amount of the money saved probably goes into housing,
since that is a national tendency: families that spend less on transportation spend
more on their homes, which is as local as investments get.

That's the good news about Portland. Meanwhile, what's happened to the rest of
the country? While transportation used to absorb only one tenth of a typical
family's budget (1960), it now consumes more than one in five dollars spent. The
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typical "working-class" family, remarkably, pays more for transportation than for

housing.

This circumstance exists because the typical American working family now lives in

suburbia, where the practice of "drive]til-you-qualify" reigns suPreme. Families of

limited means move further and further away from city centers in order to find

housing that is cheap enough to meet bank lending requirements. Unfortunately, in

so doing, they often find that driving costs outweigh any savings, and their total

household expenses escalate'

No surprise, then, that as gasoline broke $¿.OO per gallon and the housing bubble

burst, ihe epicenter of foreclosures occurred at the urban periphery, places that

required families to have a fleet of cars in order to participate in society, draining

their mortgage carrying capacity. These are the neighborhoods that were not hurt

by the housing bubble bursting; they were ruined by it.

This is bad news for Orlando and Phoenix, but it's good news for New York,

Chicago, and Portland. But the real Portland story is perhaps not its transportation

but something else: young, smart people are moving to Portland in droves' Over

the decade of the 1990s, the number of college-educated 25 to 34 year-olds

increased 50 percent in the Portland metropolitan area-five times faster than in the

nation as a whole.

There is another kind of walkability dividend, aside from resources saved and

resources reinvested: resources attracted by being a place where people want to live'

The conventional wisdom used to be that creating a strong economy came first, and

that increased population and a higher quality of life would follow. The converse

now seems more likely: creating a higher quality of life is the first step to attracting

new residents and jobs. This is why Chris Leinberger believes that "all the fancy

economic development strategies, such as developing a biomedical cluster, an

aerospace cluster, or whatever the current economic development 'flavor of the

montir' might be, do not hold a candle to the Power of a great walkable urban

place."

The Epidemiological Argument

OnJuly g,2004, three epidemiologists published a book called Urban Sprautl and

Public Health. Until that day, the main arguments for building walkable cities were

principally aesthetic and social. More significantly, almost nobody but the planners

iu. -ãkitrg them. But it turns out that while the planners were shouting into the

wilderness about the frustrations, anomie, and sheer waste of suburban sprawl, a

small platoon of physicians were quietly doing something much more useful: they

-"r" do.,r-enting how our built environment was killing us, in at least three

different ways: obesity, asthma, and car crashes.
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The numbers are compelling. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control,

fully one-third of Ameiican children born after 2000 witl become diabetics. For the

firsi time in history, the current generation of youth are expected to live shorter

lives than their paients. This is due partly to diet, but partly to planning: the

methodical eradication from our communities of the useful walk has helped to create

the least-active generation in American history'

In any discussion about American health, obesity has to be front and center. In the

mid-ig7gs, only about one in ten Americans was obese, which put us where much of

Europe is right now. What has happened in the intervening thirty years is

astonìshing:by 2007, that rate had risen to one in three, with a second third of the

population "ciearly overweight." According to the rules of the U.S. military, twenty-

ii,rl p"r..rrt of young men and forty percent of young women are too fat to enlist'

Much has been written about the absurdity of the American corn-based diet and its

contribution to our national girth. But our body weight is a function of calories in

and calories out, and the latest data suggests that diet is actually the smaller factor.

One recent study, published in the British MedicalJournal, called "Gluttony or

Sloth?" found that obesity correlated much more strongly with inactivity than with

diet. Meanwhile, at the Mayo Clinic, Dr.James Levine put test subjects in motion-

detecting underwear, placed them all on the same diet, and then began to stuff

them with additional ialories. As anticipated, some subjects gained weight while

others didn't. Expecting to find a metabolic factor at work, he learned instead that

the outcome was entirely attributable to physical activity. The people who got

fatter made fewer unconscious motions and, indeed, spent on average two more

hours per day sitting down.

Over the past decade, there has been a series of studies that attribute obesity to the

automotive lifestyle and, better yet, to the automotive landscape. One study, in San

Diego, reported ihat 60 percent of residents in a "low-walkable" neighborhood were

orr"i*"ight, compared to only 35 percent in a "high-walkable" neighborhood.

Another, a six-year analysis of 100,000 Massachusetts residents found that the

lowest Body Mass Index averages were located in Boston and its inner ring suburbs,

while the highest could be found in the "car-dependent" outer ring surrounding

Interstate 495.

Now, let's turn to asthma. About fourteen Americans die each day from asthma

attacks. That number does not seem particularly high, but it is three times the rate

of 1990. Now, 7 percent of American's suffer from Asthma in some form.

Pollution isn't what it used to be. American smog now comes principally from

tailpipes, not factories. It is considerably worse than it was a generation ago, and it
is unsurprisingly worst in our most auto-dependent cities, like Los Angeles and

Houston. In i007, Phoenix recorded three full months of days in which it was

deemed unhealthy for the general public to leave their homes.
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Finally, for most healthy Americans, the greatest threat to that health is car crashes'

Most people take the risks of driving for granted, as if they were some inevitable

naturål pir.rro-"rron-but they aren't. While the U.S. suffers 12 traffic fatalities

annually per 100,000 population, GermanI, with its no-speed-limit Autobahn, has

only 7 , u"a ¡upu" ratel a 4. New York City beats them all, with a rate of 3' If our

entire .o,rni.y .hared New York City's traffic statistics, we would prevent more than

24,000 deaths ayeat.

San Francisco and Portland both compete with New York, with rates below 3 deaths

per 100,000 population, respectively. Meanwhile, Tulsa comes in at 14 and
^Orlando 

at i0. Clearly, it's not just how much you drive, but where you drive, and

more accurately ho* ihose places were designed. Older, denser cities have much

lower automobile fatality rates than newer' sprawling ones. Ironically, it is the

places shaped around automobiles that seem most effective at smashing them into

each other.

In search of some good news, we can turn to Dan Buettner, the National

Geographic host and bestselling author responsible for The Blue Zones: Lessons for
Liuilg iongn fro* the People Who'ue Liued the Longest. After a tour of the world's

longevity Loi spots, Bueitner takes his readers through the"Power Nine: the lessons

froÃ the Blue Zones, a cross cultural distillation of the world's best practices in

health and longevity." Lesson One is "Move Naturally":

,,Longevity all-stars don't run marathons or compete in triathlons; they don't

transiorm themselves into weekend warriors on Saturday morning' Instead, they

engage in regular, low-intensity physical activity, often as a part of a daily work

,orrtitr". Rather than exercising for the sake of exercisin$, try to make changes to

your lifestyle. Ride a bicycle instead of driving. walk to the store instead of

driving. . ."

Like most writers on the subject, Buettner and his sources neglect to discuss how

these "lifestyle" choices are inevitably a function of the design of the built

environment. They may be powerfully linked to place-the Blue Zones are zones'

after all-but there is scant aãmission that walking to the store is more possible,

more enjoyable, and more likely to become habit in some places than in others. It
is those þ1u"", that hold the most promise for the physical and social health of our

society.

The Environmental Argument

In 2001, Scott Bernstein, at the Center for Neighborhood Technology in inner-city

Chicago, produced a set of maPS that are still changing the way Americans think

about their country. In these maps, remarkably, the red and the green switched

places. This reversal, perhaps even more than the health discussion, threatens to

make walkability relevant again.
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On typical carbon maps, areas with the greatest amounts of carbon output are

shown in bright red, and those with the least are shown in green, with areas in
between shown in orange and yellow. The hotter the color, the greater the

contribution to climate change.

Historicall/, these maps looked like the night-sky satellite photos of the United
States: hot around the cities, cooler in the suburbs, and coolest in the country.

Wherever there are lots of people, there is lots of pollution. A typical carbon map,

such as that produced in 2002by the Vulcan Project at Purdue University' sends a

very clear signal: countryside good, cities bad.

These maps are well in keeping with the history of the environmental movement in
the United States, which has traditionally been anti-city, as has so much American
thought. This strain traces its roots back to ThomasJefferson, who described large

cities as "pestilential to the morals, the health, and the liberties of man." Not
without a sense of humor, he went on: "\Mhen we get piled up uPon one another in
large cities, as in Europe, we shall become as corrupt as in Europe, and go to eating

one another as they do there."

For a long time, these were the only type of carbon map, and there is certainly a

logic in looking at pollution from a location-by-location perspective. But this logic

was based on an unconsidered assumption, which is that the most meaningful way

to measure carbon is by the square mile.

This assumption is false. The best way to measure carbon is per person. Places

should be judged not by how much carbon they emit, but by how much carbon they

cause us to emit. There are only so many people in the United States at any given

time, and they can be encouraged to live where they have the smallest

environmental footprint. That place turns out to be the city-the denser the better.

Or, as the economist Ed Glaser puts it: "We are a destructive species, and if you
love nature , stay away from it. The best means of protecting the environment is to

live in the heart of a city."

No American city performs quite like New York. The average New Yorker
consumes roughly one third the electricity of the average Dallas resident, and

ultimately generates less than one third the greenhouse gases of the average

American. The average resident of Manhattan consumes gasoline "at a rate that

the country as a whole hasn't matched since the mid-1920s-"

New York is America's densest big city and, not coincidentally, the greenest. But

why stop there?: New York consumes half the gasoline of Atlanta. But Toronto cuts

that number in half, as does Sydney-and most European cities use only half as

much as those places.
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This condition exists not because our buildings or cars ale less efficient' or oul

buildings are less green, but because our cities are not as well organized around

walking. This point was made clear in a recent EPA study, "Location Efficiency

and Building Type-Boiling it Down to BTUs',' that compared four factors: drivable

vs. walkablel"tiansit-orienied") location; conventional construction vs' green

building; single-family.rs. multifamily housing; and conventional vs' hybrid

automobiles. The study demonstrated that, while every factor counts' none counts

nearly as much u, *ulkubility. specifically, it showed how' in drivable locations'

transportation energy ,rr" to"'i'Lntly tops household.energy use' in some cases by

more than 2.4 to t. ä, a result, the mosigreen home. (with Prius) in sprawl still

loses out to the least green home in a walkable neighborhood'

It turns out that trading all of your incandescent light bulbs for energy-savels

conserves as much carbon Per year as living in a wálkable neighborhood does each

week. Why, then, is the vast majority of ou.-r national conversation on sustainability

about the former and not the laiter? Witold Rybczynski puts it this way:

Rather than trying to change behavior to reduce carbon emissions, politicians and

entrepreneu* harr" sold grãening to the public as-a kind of accessorizing' "Keep

doing what you,re doingl' is the message,;ust add ano.ther solar panel, a wind

turbine, a bamboo flooi what".r"r. Buå solar-heated house in the suburbs is still a

house in the suburbs, and if you have to drive to it-even in a Prius-it's hardly

green.

This accessorizing message has been an easy sell in America, where it is considered

politically unwise to ask consumers to sacriiice, to alter their quality of life in

service of some larger national goal, such as keeping a dozen of our largest cities

above sea level. Brit what if there were a more positive quality-of-life discussion'

one that allowed us to satisfy consumer demurrà, that have not been met by a real

estate industry centered on suburban sprawl'

The gold standard of quality-of-life rankings is the Mercer survey, which carefully

.o*p-ur". global citiesln the ten categories including political stability' economics'

social quality, health, education, recrãation, housing, and even climate' Its

rankings shitt slightly from year to year, but the top ten cities always seem to

include u ,.r,r*b"i-oi plu.", íh"." tirey speak German (Vienna, Ztrich, Dusseldorf'

etc. ) along with vanåouver, Aucklaná, und Sydney. These are all places with

compact settlement patterns, good transit, and principally walkable neighborhoods'

Indeed, there isn't a single auto-oriented city in the top.50' The highest rated

American cities in 20lglwhich don't upp"ui until number 31, are Honolulu' San

Francisco, Boston, Chicago, Washington, New York' and Seattle'

Looking at this ranking, the message is clear' America's cities, which are twice as

efficient as its suburb.lt.tr' twice Ihe fuel of European, Canadian, and Aussie/Kiwi

places. Yet the quality of life in these foreign cities deemed considerably higher'

N
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This is not to say that quality of life is directly related to sustainability, but merely
that many Americans, by striving for a better life, might find themselves moving to

places that are more like the winners. . . or better yet, might try transforming their
cities to resemble the winners. This sort of transformation could include many
things, but one of them would certainly be walkability.

Vancouver, always a top contender, proves a useful model. By the mid-2Oth centuryr
it was fairly indistinguishable from a typical U.S. city. Then, beginning in the late
50s, when most American cities were building highways, planners in Vancouver
began advocating for high-rise housing downtown. This strategy, which included
stringent measures for green space and transit, really hit its stride in the 1990s, and
the change has been profound. Over the past fifteen years, the amount of walking
and biking citywide has doubled, from fifteen percent to thirty percent of all trips.
Vancouver is not ranked #1 for livability because it is so sustainable; the things that
make it sustainable also make it livable.

Quality of life-which includes both health and wealth-may not be a function of our
ecological footprint, but the two are deeply interrelated. To wit, if we pollute so

much because we are throwing away time, money, and lives on the highway, then
both problems would seem to share a single solution, and that solution is to make
our cities more walkable.
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PART I. WHAT CAUSES PEOPLE TO WALK?

The pedestrian is a delicate creature. while there are many harsh environments in

*t i.ir people are physically able to walk, there are few in which they actively choose

to walË, especially *î"r, the option of driving is available. The following four

sections describe a hierarchy åf corrditions that must be met if the average person is

going to make that choice. Each is necessary but not alone sufficient' They are:

A safe walk;

A reason to walk;

A comfortable walk; and

An interesting walk.

Reviewing and understanding these criteria is a prerequisite to properly considering

the recommendations made in this report'

NELSON
NYGAAR
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A Safe Walk

While crime is sometimes a concern, most people who avoid walking do so because

the walk feels dangerous due to the \r"ty ,"àl threat of vehicles moving at high

speed near the sidewalk. Statistically, áorrirrg automobiles are much more of a

dung"ro.r. threat to people walking than is crime'

Street life is dramatically impacted by the speed of vehicles' Whether they know it

or not, most pedestrians understand in theii bones that a person hit by a car

traveling at 30 mph is roughly nine times as likely to die than if the car is traveling

at 20 mph. Any communitly tirat is interested in street life-or human lives-must

carefully consider ,fr" ,p""a at which it allows cars to drive in places where people

are walking.

Pedeetrlan lnfurlee at lmpact Spestg

40 mph
85% death 15k, iniured

30 mph
45% death 50% injured 5È uninjured

Z0 mph
5% dÊath ó55 ìnjured 30*. uninjured

Kæping driaers at or below the downtown 25'mph sþeed límit is

essintial to pedestrian safety in Tuka'

And in most American cities, the place where people are most likely to walk is the

downtown. Acknowledging this fa;t opens up i"al p-ossibilities, as it allows us to

have dramatic impact Jn ialking whiie impactingãriving.only minimally' By

focusing on vehicle speeds in downtown, *ì .u' make walking safer for the most

pedestrLns with the ieast amount of driver inconvenience'

The illustration below tries to make this point clear' It shows how the difference

between an attractive and a repellant downtown may be less than a minute of drive

time.Wouldmostpeopleue*itti,'gtospare-48secondseachdayifitmeantthat
their city was a place worth arriving at? Probably'
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comrnute times.

This logic explains why a growing number of cities have instituted "20 is Plenty"

ordinances in their downtowns, and a few have even settled on 18 mph as the target

,f".a. Wisely, Tulsa already posts a 25 mph lP":d limit throughout the downtown'

B'ut, us discussed, lowering tp""d limits is only the half of it' The more important

step is to engineer the stråts'for the desired spe"d, which means outlawing wider

lanes and other inducements to speeding'

If the key to making a street safe is to keep automobiles at reasonable speeds-and

to protect pedestriÃs from them-we must address the principal factors that

determinedriverspeedandpedestrianexposure.InTulsa'therearenine:

This diagrarn d'esøibes how a significant change ín doøntoøn speeds tlpicatty results in a minimal change to

1. One-waY vs. two-waY travel;

2. The number of driving lanes;

3. Lane width;
4. Cycle facilities;
5. On-street parking and street trees;

6. Sidewalk curb cuts;

7. The presence of unwarranted signals;
g. The provision and design of crosswalks, signals, and streetlights; and

9. The presence of swooping geometries'
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The understanding of how each of these factors impacts both driver and pedestrian
behavior has evolved tremendously over the past few decades. Much of what many
traffic engineers were taught in school has been invalidated, and'many of the
lessons learned are counterintuitive. In the pages that follow, each of these nine
criteria is discussed at length, in order that current best practices can direct the
redesign of Tulsa's streets. In the subsequent part of this Study, the same nine
criteria shall be used to organize a series of specific recommendations for making
downtown Tulsa more walkable.

3rd Street: Posting a 25 mph sþeed limit has little irnþact on driuer behauior if the

street itselfinuítes high speeds.
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I Sam Schwarfz, Street Smørt, P. 4l

2 Sam Schwartz, Street Smart, P' 104
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fnturlude: What TraffÍc Means

Before analyzing traffic behavior further, it is worth stepping back to address the

consequen.". oiirr.r"ased traffic in American downtowns, because all is not

negative. Downtowns need traffic to survive. Indeed' cars, moving slowly, are the

lifeblood of the American City. If given a chance, each driver is a potential-shopper

or diner. However, the rush hour driver is not an ideal shopper. It is clear that

many if not most of the people who drive to the downtown in the morning and

homl at night are simply using city streets as a conduit, without stopping'

This sort of behavior is of course influenced by the nature of the streets that the

commuters are on. The more that a street feels like a highway, with multiple lanes

in a single direction and timed traffic lights enabling non-stop flow,,the less likely a

drìver is to stop and shop or dine. This factor presents an additional incentive to

modify Tulsa's roadways so that they better resemble downtown streets'

It is eye-opening, in this regard, to consider the measure of Level of Service, which

traffic pluìrrer. use, often äclusively, to determine the success of a street network'

Level of Se.vice (LOS) rankings run-from A to F, with A presumably considered the

ideal, and F representing gridiock. Clearly, gridlock must be avoided, but beyond

that, we must ask orrrr"l.rÃ' what is the target for a healthy downtown? Most

experienced engineers understand that a certain amount of congestion is inevitable

in city centers, ánd aim to provide an LOS of C or D downtown'

Now, picture a lively city center. How fast are the cars moving, and how far apart

ure tírãy? Readers *itt ¡" surprised to learn that an LoS of D means that cars are

,oughly eight carJengths upurtt. That's one or two cars movingperblock'lt is clear

that-the LóS system, which was created to grade highways, is the wrong measure

for determining the success of a city. Indeed, as the engineer Sam Schwartz also

notes, when comparing cities, every 10% increase in traffic delay correlates to a3'40/o

increase in per-caPita GDP2.

Fast traffic also depresses property values. Surprisingly, a clear inverse correlation

can be found in North American cities between an inner city's land values and that

city,s investment in roadways. GenerallY, the more highways a city builds through

its downtown, the less valuable that downtown's real estate becomes' (A longer

discussion of this history can be found in Speck, Walkøble Cfty.) While this

correlation applies principally to the construction of elevated highways, it is

relevant to the constructlãn óf surface streets as well, to the degree that those streets

invite multiple lanes of brisk travel. cars speeding past properties make them less

attractive, u, do", large quantities of traffic. And, as documented by Donald
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Appleyard in 1981 in Liuable Streets, the wider and more trafficked a person's street,
the less sense of community they are likely to report.

In sum, traffic can be a boon to a downtown and, indeed, downtowns need
significant traffic to survive. But the traffic will only benefit the city if it is does not
overwhelm the city with its speed. Many of Tulsa's downtown streets already invite
speeds which are not beneficial to the city, a circumstance that this Study hopes to
correct.
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1, Avoíding One-WaYs

Like in many American cities, Tulsa converted many of its downtown streets to one-

way traffic by the late 1950s. This transformation, by eliminating the delay inherent

in left turns across traffic and by introducing and allowing for synchronized signals,

helped to speed the motion of cars through downtown. Unfortunately, it did so at

the expense of pedestrian comfort and business vitality'

Recognizing these disadvantages, the DAM Plan recommends the reversion of all

or"-oJuy pui.s do*rrtown. Thus far, the City has already reverted Boston Avenue

(2007) u"¿ tttui" Street (2013) and plans, in short order, to revert Boulder Avenue

and Cheyenne Avenue as well.

How One-Wavs Work

People driving tend to speed on multiple-lane one-way streets, because there is less

frictìon from opposing tiaffic, and due to the temptation to jockey from lane to

lane. In contrast, -hen two-way traffic makes passing impossible, the driver is less

likely to slip into the "road racer" frame of mind. Also, drivers turning onto one-

*uy, fro* side streets have learned that, if they hit the gas, they can catch the tail

"ná 
of the "green wave" of synchronized signals, and avoid waiting at a light' For

this reason, setting a low speed limit on the green wave, as is done in Tulsa (17

mph), does not eliminate sPeeding.

Additionally, people often don't look both ways before turning onto the one-way

street, since aù traffic is coming from over only one shoulder' This means that

people entering the crosswalk from the opposite direction are not seen until a

conflict is imminent.

It is not b1 accident that people sþeed on Tulsa\ lne-wa! streets' Ilhen

a street tooks tike a highway driaers find it diffrcult not to driae like

they are on a highway.

And then, of course, there is the danger of the "salmon swimming upstream'"

Almost everyone has a story about having seen someone drive the wrong way on a
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one-way street-something that even occurred with us in the vehicle during our

visit-evidence that the system is not intuitive for anyone. This danger is confirmed

by data: a recent crash report documents thirty-nine collisions on one-way streets

sínce 2010, with six of those resulting from cars going in the wrong direction'

One-ways also have a history of damaging downtown retail districts, principally
because they distribute vitality unevenly, and often in unexpected ways. They have

been known to harm stores consigned to the morning path to work, since people do

most of their shopping on the evening path home. They can also intimidate out-of-

towners, who are-afraid of becoming lost, and they frustrate locals, who are

annoyed by all the circular motions and additional traffic lights they must pass

through to reach their destinations. For example, fully a quarter of trips on 1't

Streeibetween Boulder and Cheyenne Avenues appear to be generated by circling

necessitated by the one-ways - trips that wouldn't exist in a two-way system'

Learning from the damage wrought by the one-way conversion, dozens of American

cities are reverting these streets back to two-way. One such success story,

Vancouver, Washington, was famously covered in Goaerning magazine in 2009'

Merchants credit a two-way reversion of their one-way main street with the

revitalization of a struggling downtown. A similar experience was documented in

Savannah, Georgia, where a conversion to one-way traffic on East Broad Street in

1968 resulted in a loss of almost two-thirds of all businesses. When the street was

reverted to two-way in 1990, the number of businesses quickly rose by 5O Percent.
More local experience can be found in downtown Oklahoma City, which has

reverted almost all of its one-way grid back to two-way travel over the past five

years, the outcome of which will be described ahead.

If downtown is reverted back to its original two-way grid, several things will happen

differently. First, the distribution of these drivers among two-way stteets, with fewer

opportunities for lanejockeying, will result in a safer environment for all. Second,

thã more comforting'?nain street" experience offered to these drivers, and the time

spent lingering at intersections, will make them more likely to shop or dine'

E^*p.ri"n.irrg T,rlsa as a place, and not just a conduit, they will be more inclined to

spend a little time.
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The Betr¡rn of the Two'WaY Street
Why the double-yellrow stripe is maklng a comeback ln downtowns

BY AL.AT-¡ EHRENHALT I DECEMBER 2OO€

0
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48

@
0

ffiðdtü ¡i-ntd tr¡ñá na dómti¡m Hilton hold'

Some of these ¡nvestmenß have been successful, but r}rey did next to not5ing for

va¡n st¡eet itser. Ûrrough most of tlrig decade, the street remaíned about ae dreary

arwer.Tlren,'y*'"go,tr'"citycounciltriedanewstrategl.Ratlrertlr¿nwaitfor
the $r4 millton more ¡liståtÉ and federal money it was planning to spend on projects

on and around Mâjfl streeq it opted for sometiring much rirnpler. It painted yellow

lines in the middle of tl¡e ro"d, iook dontt some signe and put up others, and lnstalled

*-" ,rr* *rmc üghts. In ofher words, it took a one-lr¡ay stfeet and opened lt up to

€D iÏ::ffion ua¡n srreet had hígh hopes ror rhis chans¡e. But none orthem

I were pãp*"ãf- *ft"a actualty happ-enediollowíng the_changeover on Novemberl''

2OO8. In the midst of a severe 
"*o-"-iott, 

Maín Street ln vancouve¡ seemed to come

,ffi, backtolifealmoãtovernigbL

In 2009, Gouerning Magazine documented some of the benefits of two-wa1 reuersion'

One issue already raised, the need for servicingr cân also be a concern when a two-

way reversion elíminates the opportunity to doub-le-park.-This was the challenge

fuá¿ by the City of Lowell, Màsra.hnsetts, population 108,000, when the two-way

rerrersión of its áowntown streets was Proposed five years ago' At that time' it was

said that the main retail corridor, Merrimuck Street, could not accept eastbound

traffic because its second westbound lane was needed for truck deliveries'

Eventually, a servicing plan was completed, and in 2015 the full downtown two-way

reversion took pla.e-irr.luding Merrimack street. Deliveries now occur in certain

designated locations, and the ãntire transformation came off without a hitch'

Recent Experience

The most recently published report on this topic comes from Louisville, Kentucky'

and is outlined in a report titleá "One Way to Fix Louisville's Declining

Neighborhoods," by ProfessorJohn Gilderbloom. This papel covers the experience

of two Louisville Streets, BrooË and First, that were reverted to two-way traffic a few

years ago, and compares them to nearby streets (second and Third) that remain

one-way.
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Here are some of the findings: along the reverted streets, a "significant reduction in
crime, accidents, and an increase in property values, business profits, and bike and
pedestrian traffic." Specifically, Brook Street saw a 36 percent reduction in car
crashes and a 39 percent increase in property value. Car crashes on First Street
dropped 60 percent. Meanwhile, on one-way Second and Third Streets, car crashes
increased an average of 15 percent. And while crime increased 36 percent on
Second and Third Streets, it dropped 23 percent on Brook and First.

Revenues to businesses on the converted streets have also risen significantly, with
one restaurant doubling its table space. It is likely that the merchants of Tulsa,
when presented with this information, might consider it worthwhile to relocate their
deliveries in order to achieve a proper two-way street.

Annoyance and Confusion

Conversations with focus groups reveal some interesting stories about the practical
difficulties of living with a one-way downtown in Tulsa. For example, it was pointed
out that some Hyatt visitors who park overnight at the adjacent lot and then wish to
pick up their family and luggage at the front door are faced with a half-mile odyssey
involving four turns and five traffic signals, all potentially red.

The notorious halfmile loop from parking to hotel pickup.

One also hears stories about the not insignificant number of Tulsa residents who
are apparently reluctant to visit downtown because they are intimidated by the one-

way system and afraid of getting lost. Particularly for people already fearful of
(largely non-existent) crime, the prospect of becoming disoriented and potentially
sent the wrong way in an unfamiliar one-way network can be the last straw in
keeping them away from downtown entirely.
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2. The Proper Number of DrÍvÍng Lanes

The more lanes a street has, the faster traffic tends to go, and the further
pedestrians have to cross. Most of Tulsa's downtown streets clearly have more lanes

than they need to satisfy the demand upon them, as will be demonstrated ahead.

Removing these wasted driving lanes frees up valuable pavement for more valuable

uses, such as curb parking and bike lanes.

The Size

Determining which lanes are unnecessarlr now and into the future, is a central

challenge of this effort. The Appendix contains a summary of the traffic analysis

that was completed by Nelson\Nygaard to determine the right size of the downtown

street network. The first step of that effort was simply to compare the network's

current capacity (supply of lanes) to its traffic (demand for lanes). The diagram on

the next page shows how many lanes are present on each street in the downtown
grid.
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Tulsa is a city that does a very good ¡ob keeping track of its traffic, and recent

traffic counts have been recorded on every downtown street that handles more than

a light trickle of vehicles. To be useful in considering rush-hour, traffic counts are

measured in number of vehicles per peak hour. Because data varies across the

country, so do assumptions about how many vehicles each lane is expected to

process, but most engineers use a number between 500 and 800 vehicles per hour.

Oklahoma has not established a State standard, but others have. For example,

Iowa's is 750 vehicles per lane per hour. In order to be extremely conservative, this

Study uses a measure of 500 vehicles per hour. This translates to an average of
more than seven seconds between each vehicle passing.

Applying this ratio to Tulsa's current traffic counts results in the diagram on the

next page. In this drawing a street with 501 cars at peak hour in a given direction
receives a second lane in that direction, and 1,001 cars earns a third lane.
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As is immediately evident, there is a dramatic difference-indeed a huge

disconnection-between the demand for lanes and the supply of lanes in downtown

Tulsa. How this came to be is always an interesting discussion, but it is less useful

than recognizing the tremendous inducement to speeding that these lanes

representlu, *"fl as the resource they can provide for other uses such as parking

and cycling.

The wealth of that resource can be seen in the diagram on the next page, which

represents the difference between the first two drawings, and the extent of

o¡,r"rrtpply currently present in downtown. Putting many of these excess lanes to

alternative use is one of the main objectives of this study'
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Turn Lanes Count Too

Most of the larger two-way streets in downtown Tulsa include left-turn lanes. This is

not surprising, as it has become common practice to insert such lanes wherever they

will fit, sin." th"y increase the efficiency of intersections. But left-turn lanes are by

no means the universal approach to intersection design. They should be used only

at intersections where congestion is caused by cars turning left; otherwise, they

make the street more dangerous for drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists alike'

In Bethlehem, PA, an unnecessal! and oaerlong turn lane has

eliminated a block of curb parking, contributing to the failurø of most

adjacent businesses.

When unnecessary left-turn lanes are provided, the extra pavement width

encourages speeding, lengthens crossing distances, and takes up roadway that could

otherwise be used for on-street parking or bike lanes. For streets where infrequent

turning movements fail to justiiy a turn lane, and none is inserted, the occasional

pause lhat drivers must make for other vehicles turning left is an effective traffic

calming device.

When justified, left-turn lanes should be just long enough to hold the number of

cars that stack in them in standard rush-hour conditions, and no longer, for the

same reason: extra roadway causes speeding.

Unlike left-turn lanes, exclusive right-turn lanes are rarely justified in urban

locations where people are likely to be walking, and only make occasional sense

where heavy pedìstiian activity causes queuing right-hand turners to dramatically

impede thråugh+raffic. This is a condition that rarely happens in downtown Tulsa.

Belurr.e rightlurns are never opposed by oncoming traffic, adding an exclusive

lane for them provides only a limited increase to a street's vehicular capacity, while

dramatically undermining pedestrian comfort. This trade-off rarely makes sense in

streets meant to encourage multi-modal use'
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The Network

Before moving on, it is useful to bring up one other important factor in considering
the provision of lanes, the often overlooked role of the street grid, or network. For
roughly forty years, the dominant ideology of roadway planning was to eschew

street networks in favor of dendritic (branching) systems. In such systems, which
characterize suburban sprawl, parking lots and cul-de-sacs lead to collectors, which
lead to arterials, which lead to highways, and there is typically only one efficient
path from any one destination to any other. \Me now know that these systems

present many disadvantages to the traditional network alternative, principal among
them their inflexibility. A single engine fire on an arterial can bring an entire
community to a halt.

The inflexibility of these dendritic systems has led to a general tendency within the
traffic engineering profession to think of networked systems as being considerably
less flexible than they truly are. Often, each street is considered individually, with
little attention paid to the fact that, within a grid, traffic can easily switch from
street to street in response to congestion. Remembering this fact-that each car
within a grid is an "intelligent atomic actor" maximizing its utility at every corner-
allows us to manipulate networked street systems with much greater freedom than
we would have in dendritic sprawl. Gridded streets can and do absorb each other's
traffic every day, something we see clearly when one street is narrowed or closed for
repairs. The analysis and recommendations that follow take into account that
parallel streets are typically available to ease the pressure on busy streets.
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3. Lanes of Proper WÍdth

Different-width traffic lanes correspond to different travel speeds. A typical
American urban lane is 10 feet wide, which comfortably supports speeds of 35 mph.

A typical American highway lane is 12 feet wide, which comfortably supports
speeds of 70 mph. Drivers instinctively understand the connection between lane

width and driving speed, and speed up when presented with wider lanes, even in
urban locations. For this reason, any urban lane width in excess of 10 feet

encourages speeds that can increase risk to people walking.

Many streets in downtown Tulsa contain lanes that are 12 feet wide or more, and

drivers can be observed approaching highway speeds when using them. It is
surprising to learn, then, that the correlation between lane width and driving speed,

accident frequency, and accident severity is a very recent discovery of the traffic
engineering profession, and contradicts decades of conventional wisdom within that
profession. Even today, many traffic engineers will still claim that wider lanes are

safer. This understanding is accurate when applied to highways, where most people

set their speeds in relation to posted speed limits. But on city streets, most people
drive not the posted speed, but the speed which feels comfortable, which is faster

when the lanes are wider. Fortunately, a number of recent studies provide ample
evidence of the dangers posed by lanes 12 feet wide and wider.
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Studies shout that wider trauel lanes are correlated Øith higher aehìcle sþeeds.

These studies, published by the National Cooperative Highway Research Program
and others, demonstrate that urban and suburban 12-foot lanes are clearly
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severlty.'

associated with higher speeds and higher crash frequencies than 1O-foot lanes3

Additionally, aJune 20i5 report by the Canadian Institute of Transportation

Engineers tâ""ã that lanes wider than 10 feet generate risk for higher crash

NELSON
NYGAARD

Given that lO-foot lanes handle no less traffic than l2-foot laness, there is clearly no

justification for 12-foot lanes in urban locations. In acknowledgement of this body

tf ,erear.h, numerous organizations and agencies, like NACTO (The National

Association of City Transportation Officials), have recently begun to endorse- 10

foot lanes for use in urban contexts. NACTO's Urban Street Design Guide lists 10 feet

as the standard, saying, "Lane widths of 10 feet are apploPriate in urban areas and

have a positive impacion a street's safety without impacting traffic

operatiãns." They add: "Narrower streets help promote slower driving speeds

*hi"h, in turn reduce the severity of crashes'"

o o

Cornpared to 1T-þot lanes, 1 2-þot lanes correlate with a dramatically higher degree of crash seueriry'

Source: h.lt.þ://z.t)Øte.tcal'.ca/wp-contenr,/uplacds/20I5//0/Karhn'þdf

This same conclusion was reached by ITE, the Institute of Transportation

Engineers. According to the ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook, 7th Edition, "Ten feet

should be the defaulrwidth for geneial Purpose lanes at speeds of 45 mph or less'"

That statement is very telling, u, it implìes, accurately, that lanes wider than 10 feet

encourage speeds gr"ut"l. than 45 mph. And 45 mph is a full 20 mph over the

posted speed limit for downtown Tulsa!

The ultimate argument for this 10-foot-lane standard is Tulsa itself, which already

uses 1O-foot lanes on many of its streets. About half of the streets in downtown

contain four lO-foot lanes side by side. Most of the driving lanes on M'LtK'-Jr'

Boulevard/Cincinnati Avenue, úetroit Avenue, and Boston Avenue, and Main, 2nd,

4rn, 7rh, urrã 8tn Streets, are 10 feet wide. In fact, many of these lanes are slightly less

3 project 3-72, Relationship of Lane Width to Safety for Urban and Suburban Arterials,

NCfinp 330, Effective Utilization of Street Width on Urban Arterials

a https://www.researchgate.net/publicationf 277590178-Narrower Lanes-Safer-Streets

5 FDOT Conserve by Bike Program Study, 2007

¿75m 3.f-3.8m 4om
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than 10 feet wide. The picture below shows Cincinnati Avenue holding four lanes in

39 feet. This is the most commonly used street design in all of downtown'

lhp lãlelh;
Gmnd ts¡lhr

Hedhg:

A&$ Fesl

o&g¡--*--
35.mdoglä

As shoøn here on Cincinnati Auenu4 man) downtown streets alreadl contain lanes 10

feet wide or less.

No further evidence is needed to establish 10 feet as the ongoing standard for

downtown.
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4. Including BÍke Lanes

Cycling is the largest planning revolution currently underway' . . in only some

American cities. The news is full of American cities that have created significant

cycling populations by investing in downtown bike networks. Among the reasons to

institute such a network is pedestrian safety: bikes help to slow cars down, and new

bike lanes are a great way to use up excess road width currently dedicated to

oversized driving lanes. When properly designed, bike lanes make streets safer for

people who are biking, walking-ønd driuing.

Safety-for All

This was the experience when a cycle track (protected two-way bike lane) was

introduced on Prospect Park West in Brooklyn, NY. A 3-lane one-way street was

converted to 2 lanes, parked cars were pulled 12 feet off the curb, and a cycle track

was inserted in the space created. As a result, the number of weekday cyclists

tripled, and the percentage of speeders dropped from about 75 percent of all cars to

less than 17 percent. Injury crashes to all road users went down by 63 percent from

prior years. Interestingly, car volume and travel times stayed almost exactly the

same-the typical southbound trip became 5 seconds faster-and there were no

negative impacts on streets nearby.

The insertíon of a cycle track on thís Brookþn street dramaticalþ imþroud safety for all road users øìthout

reducing daily car through-Put.

Experience in a large number of cities is making it clear that the key to bicycle

safety is the establishment of a large biking population-so that drivers expect to see

them-and, in turn, the key to establishing a large biking population is the provision

of buffered lanes, broad lanes separated from traffic, ideally by a lane of parked

cars. In one study, the insertion of buffered bike lanes in city streets was found

generally to reduce injuries to all users (not just bicyclists)by 40 percent. Of course,
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buffered lanes need not be inserted everywhere. Often, in smaller cities, the

insertion of just one prominent buffered facility can have a tremendous impact on

cycling population.

Economic Impacts

Additionally, bike lanes are good for business. A study in Portland, OR, found that
customers arriving by bike buy 24 percent more at local businesses than those who

drive. And merchants along 9th Avenue in New York City showed a 49 percent

increase in retail sales after buffered bike lanes were inserted.

New York has dominated the biking headlines in recent years because of its
investment under Mayor Bloomberg in a tremendous amount of cycle

infrastructure. But many smaller and less "progressive" cities are making significant

cycling investments, with the goals of reducing car dependence, achieving higher
mobility at lower cost, and especially attracting young entrepreneurial talent. More

than half of the states in the US already have buffered bike lanes as part of larger

downtown networks.

Currently, Tulsa has almost no downtown bicycle network to speak of. By

contemporary standards, "sharrow" signs placed in driving lanes no longer qualify
as bike facilities, principally because they fail to attract cyclists not already bold
enough to attack unmarked city streets. In fact, one recent study found that

sharrows may actually increase safety risk to cyclists.6 If Tulsa hopes to become a

cycling city-one of the objectives of this Study-then it needs to establish a network

of marked lanes, mostly buffered, that welcome more timid cyclists throughout the

downtown core. This is no small task, but it can be accomplished through a limited
number of well-placed facilities.

By necessity, this Study's recommendations will interface with the region's Bicycle

and Pedestrian Master Plan as laid out in the GO Plan, which we have reviewed

and discussed with its creators. It does not shy away from making recommendations
for specilìc facilities, for two reasons: first, because certain key challenges and

opportunities surrounding cycling corridors became quickly apparent during the

study; and second, because a central strategy of this effort is to identify excess street

pavement that needs to be put to other use lest it encourage speeding'

6 http://www.citylab.com/ cityfixel2016l02lsharrow-safety-bike-infrastructure-lane-
chicagol460095l
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5. ProvídÍng Contínuous On'street Parkíng and Street Ttees

Whether parallel or angled, on-street parking provides a barrier of steel between the

roadway and the sidewalk that is necessary if people walking are to feel fully at ease'

It also causes people driving to slow down out of concern for possible conflicts with
cars parking or pulling out. On-street parking also provides much-needed life to city

sidewalks, which are occupied in large part by people walking to and from cars that

have been parked a short distance from their destinations'

On-street parking is also essential to successful shopping districts. According to the

consultant Robert Gibbs, author of Urban Retail, each on-street parking space in a
vital shopping area produces between $150,000 and $200,000 in sales.

Many streets in downtown Tulsa lack a significant amount of their potential on-

street parking due to driving lanes that are either too wide or too many in number-
that is, more than traffic counts would suggest are needed. Some of these streets

have no on-street parking at all. On many other streets, parking sPaces are missing

due to curb cuts and to what appears to be an oversized sight triangle requirement-
ensuring that cars can see clearly around (and thus speed around) corners-or for no

discernable reason at all.

Bringing missing parking back will contribute markedly to the safety and success of

downtown. It is in recognition of the value of downtown parking that cities,

including Tulsa, regularly invest tens of millions of dollars in parking structures' It
is said that one or several new parking garages are needed downtown. Yet there is

literally a parking structure's worth of missing curb spaces in downtown Tulsa. This

,rnteulired asset-and the need for safer sidewalks-should compel the city to make

an inventory of all the places in the downtown where curb parking has been

disallowed, to determine where it can be reinstated. The individual street redesigns

that follow discuss some, but not all, of these many locations.

In the context of pedestrian safety, street trees are similar to parked cars in the way

that they protect the sidewalks from the moving cars beyond them. They also create

a perceptual narrowing of the street that lowers driving speeds. But they only

perform this role when they are sturdy, and planted tightly enough to register in

drivers'vision.

Recent studies show that, far from posing ahazard to motorists, trees along streets

can actually result in fewer injury crashes. One such study, of Orlando's Colonial

Drive, found that a section without trees and other vertical objects near the roadway

experienced 12 percent more midblock crashes, 45 percent more injurious crashes,

and a dramatically higher number of fatal crashes: six vs. zero.

When planting street trees, it is best that arboring species are selected and planted

such that the tree canopies will touch once the trees have matured. While a few

downtown Tulsa streets have some good trees, most lack adequate tree cover. This

NELSON
ruvcÃ¡no
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is not surprising given the cost of planting and maintaining them. These costs are

easier to justify when one enumerates the many hidden benefits of shade trees,

which include the absorption of storm-water, tailpipe emissions, and UV rays; the
lowering of urban heat islands and air-conditioning costs; increased income streams

to businesses; and dramatically higher real-estate values (and property tax revenue)
on tree-lined streets.

A sidewalk without parked cars 0r street lrees,

as imagined by artist CarlJilg.

This final item could perhaps provide the motivation necessary for a greater
investment in tree planting and maintenance, as the data is compelling. A
comprehensive study of the east side of Portland, OR found that an adjacent tree

added 3.0 percent to the median sale price of a house, an increase of $8,870. Since

there are more houses than street trees, each individual tree was deemed
responsible for almost $20,000 in increased real estate value. Extrapolating to the

city as a whole, the study's authors found that the presence of healthy street trees

likely adds $15.3 million to annual property tax revenues. Meanwhile, the City pays

$1.28 million each year for tree planting and maintenance, resulting in a payoff of
twelve to one.

This twelve-to-one return on investment ignores all the other benefits provided by
street trees including their contribution to pedestrian safety. It is hoped that a
similar analysis conducted in Tulsa might be used to mandate an enlarged
commitment to street trees.
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6. LÍmÍtÍng SÍdewalk Curb Cuts

Among the fourteen cities for whom we have completed walkability studies, Tulsa

suffers far more than any from a preponderance of curb cuts violating the sidewalk

edge. In a city where many alleys are available to provide easy access to properties'

such an outcome is surprising, unfortunate, and in need of immediate attention'

A curb cut occurs whenever a driveway crosses a sidewalk. Each curb cut presents a

potential danger to people walking and biking who may be hit by a vehicle crossing

iheir path. This danger makes the sidewalk feel less safe and comfortable, a feeling

which is reinforced by the tilt of the driveway skirt and the missing curb.

Additionally, as noted above, curb cuts eliminate on street parking that would

otherwise protect the sidewalk edge, resulting in a visual widening of the street that

encourages illegal speeds.

Sidewalks thøt are continually uiolated by curb cuts do

not feel safe to walk along.

This preponderance of curb cuts threatens to derail many of the improvements

recommended in this Study, for several reasons:

o Adding curb parking to a street by right-sizing the number and width of

driving lanes has little impact if the parking is removed for curb cuts.

o Bike lanes crossed by curb cuts are not as safe as they would be otherwise.

. Cycle tracks, where parked cars protect bike lanes from traffic' are badly

interrupted by curt cuts, which replace the parked car with a wide striped

buffer zone providing little protection.

¡ It is more challenging to plant street trees when the sidewalk is regularly

interrupted by drivewaYs.

Downtown Tulsa will not become a walkable place until its number of curb cuts is

reduced significantly. Ahead, we will propose a specific Program towards reaching

that goal.
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7. ReplacÍng f,Jnwarranted Signals wÍth AII'Way Stop SÍgns

For many years, cities inserted traffic signals at their intersections as a matter of

pride, *iiú th" understanding that a larger number o{ signals meant that a place

was more modern and cosmopolitan. Recently, that dynamic has begun to change,

as concerns about road safety have caused many to guestion whether signals are the

appropriate solution for intersections experiencing moderate traffic' Research now

."gg".r, that all-way stop signs, which require motorists to approach each

intersection as a negotiation, turn out to be much safer than signals' Unlike with

signals, no law-abidìng driver ever Passes through the intersection at more than a

lrJry lo* speed. There is considerable eye-contact among users. While people

driíing sláw down, they never have to wait for more than a few seconds to pass, and

people walking and biking are generally waved through first'

While it would be useful to have more research, the one study on this subject is

compelling. It is described in Persaud et. al.: "Crash Reductions related to Traffic

Signãl ReÃoval in Philadelphia" (1997). This study recounts the 1978 removal of

462 traffic signals due to a 1977 state ruling stating that signals were not warranted

on intersections with an annual average daily traffic of less than 9,000 on the major

street or less than 2,500 on the minor street. 199 of these signals had adequate data

to make it into the study, and,7 ! non-converted intersections were identified as a

control group.

In almost all cases, the signals were replaced by all-way stop signs. The overall

reduction in crashes *u"24 percent' Severe injury crashes were reduced 62'5

percent overall. severe pedestrian injury crashes were reduced by 68 percent. while

,o*" p"destrians and drivers prefer signalized intersections, this data is too

conclusive to ignore. Until a cãntradicting study is completed, cities should be

compelled to Jonduct an audit of current signalization regimes to determine which

signals may be eliminated

When converting signals to stop signs, cities are faced with the choice of two-way

and all-way stops. C'Íearly, if onì stieet contains tremendously more traffic.than the

other, a two-way stop mákes more sense. However, there is no doubt that all-way

stops should be used wherever they do not pose an undue burden, as they are

considerably safer. In studying the conversion of two-way stops to 4-way,"the

collective results of numerãus published studies of such conversions established

that crashes are reduced by apþroximately 40 - 600/o, and injury crashes are reduced

by 50-80%."7 Additionally, two-way stops are damaging to walkability, as they

essentially require people crossing the faster street to jaywalk. For that reason, it is

generally wir" to lå,r" signals in place in locations where a four-way stop does not

make sense.

7 Hauer, 1985
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One great byproduct of converting signals to stops is money saved: stop signs are
much cheaper to install and maintain than signals. This fact is important to keep in
mind as one considers the conversion of downtown streets from one-way to two-way.
The principal cost of these reversions is signal reorientation. However, while signals
are almost always required where multilane one-ways intersect, they are often not
required where two-lane two-ways intersect. Moreover, when two-lane two-ways
cross at a  -way stop sign, there is often no need or use for a left-turn lane pockets,
and that pavement can be used instead for parking or cycling.

The savings that accrue from replacing signals with stop signs are a factor that
advocates for making two-way reversions in a more comprehensive way, rather than
piecemeal. It is only when intersecting multilane one-ways are both converted to
two-way that signals can be eliminated.
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8. ProvÍdÍng Propet Crosswalks, SÍgnalso and LÍghtÍng

N E_Llq N
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One does not need to commission a walkability study to understand the need for

proper crosswalks at all intersections. Yet, as in many cities' crosswalks in Tulsa are

notionsistently well marked, and many are not 
"P- 

t? th" current best-practice

standard of striping. Part of a commitment to walkability is ensuring that the

annual street-mainí".run." budget includes funding for bringing crosswalks up to

date.

Additionally, street lighting should be provided at all intersections, with additional

care and emphasis taÈen uiurd near crosswalks' Independent of safety, proper

street lighting is also important for pedestrian comfort' while darkness increases

danger ãrrd fãurs of crime, an excess of lighting, espec.ially harsh-spectrum lighting

frori tull fixtures (a.k.a Scorched Earth Policy) can also deter walking.

Pushbutton crossing requests are another feature that impacts the-pedestrian

experience. While ,Ë"y *"r" ostensibly created to assist people walking, they more

often then not have the opposite effeci. Typically, the introduction of a pushbutton

means that, unless they pïrn tn" button, people walking are not given an ample

crossing time. In ,o-" åses the walk signal never aplears at all unless the button is

p.rrh"dlQuite often, the pedestrian is frustrated by the impression thatthe button

is ineffective. Little ,"otd"., then, that most walkable cities don't have them'

When pushbuttons are introduced, it is often in conjunction with a multi-phase

signal ut *hi.h pedestrians must wait for all cars to compete their turning motions

bJfor" given the walk sign. This regime is quite frustrating, as it results in much

longer iedestrian wait times and, aì a result, more jaywalking. It is pedestrian

inconvenience in the name of pedestrian safety, and it ultimately undermines

safety, not just through jaywalling, but by reducing the pedestrian population' If
p"opiá -uliirrg have to wait ages at every intersection, many give up and drive

instead.

The traditional and propel signalization system for intersections is called a

"concurrent regime.; Under a conculrent regime, pedestrians receive the walk sign

when cars get ih" gr""r light, and vehicles must wiit for pedestrianS to clear the

crosswalk before tirning.lhis system is extremely convenient for people walking: if

they can't cross one tegãt an intersection, they can cross the other' The concurrent

regime is the reason wiy it is possible to walk diagonally across Manhattan without

ever stopPing.

In recent yeafs, one upgrade has been introduced to the concurrent regime, the

Lead Pedestrian InterväI, or LPI. The LPI gives pedestrians the walk sign a few

seconds before the light turns green allowing them to claim the crosswalk before it

is encroached by turiing vehicles. For crosswalks at which many people are

walking, LPIs aie the safest and most convenient solution'
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9. AvoÍdÍng SwoopÍng GeometrÍes

Walkable environments can be characterized by their rectilinear and angled
geometries and tight curb radii. Wherever suburban swooping geometries are
introduced, cars speed up, and pedestrians feel unsafe. The road network of any
urban area should never be shaped around a minimum design speed, but rather
should be designed to accommodate the turning motions of only the largest vehicles
that will be using it on a daily basis.

Across the U.S., is easy to spot those parts of cities that have been reshaped to meet
minimum design speed criteria. In Tulsa, one such area would seem to be the
intersection of 10th and 1lth Street at Boulder Avenue, where Route 66 has been
relocated. Where an historic shift in the street grid has created an irregular
intersection, a wide swooping curve has been introduced, including a right-turn slip
lane on both sides of the intersection. This area, called Cathedral Square, no longer
feels like a square because it has been designed around the turning radius of a car
going 40 mph. Pedestrians rarely feel safe or welcome in places designed around
highway department criteria, because they inevitably feel more like highways than
places.

Route 66 tøas irnproþerly øllowed t0 swol| through doøntoun Tulsa with
high-speed geometrics that møke Cathedral Square unøelcomìng to

þedestrians.

While swoops of this kind are often quite expensive to undo, there are techniques
for appropriately narrowing the roadway and eliminating slip lanes that can
effectively civilize the traffic and make pedestrian life possible again, as will be
covered ahead. The main lesson in this category is for future use: to make a
commitment as a city to not allow other similar changes to be perpetrated upon
downtown streets.
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EpÍIogue: the OKC exPerÍence

N,E_!! e N
NYGAARD

It is useful and convenient, when proposing dramatic changes to a city's street

network, to have a nearby examplã of a similar effort that is largely finished' In this

case, we can look to downtown Oklahoma City, where Speck & Associates

completed one of its first walkability studies almost eight years ago' At that time,
preuintionmagazine had named OKC the "least walkable city in the United States,"

and city leadJrship was desperate to make its downtown more safe, healthl, and

livable. That study led into Project 180 where, in conjunction with the construction

of the Devon Tower, the City dlcided to invest over $100 million in rebuilding

most of the streets in its 4O-block central business district.

This effort is now largely complete, and put into play many of the same practices

recommended in this Study, including:

o Reverting a half-one-way street network almost entirely to two-way traffic;

o Reducing the number of driving lanes to meet anticipated demand;

r Reducing lane widths to a safer standard, typically 10 feet;

o Doubling the number of on-street parking spaces;

¡ Introducing an effective network of bike lanes;

¡ Replacing aging curbs and crosswalks; and

o Planting hundreds of new street trees'

Project 180 differed from this effort in Tulsa in several key ways' First, as n-oted' its

turg" Urraget resulted in many improvements being expensively constructed rather

thJn mere.-ly striped. Second, it was designed at a time when cycle tracks were not

yet common, so none were included in the plan. But otherwise, its

recommendations were largely similar to the ones found in this Study, and

therefore it is a good model for Tulsa to consider as it weighs this report'

As might have been expected in 2009, the recommendations for reducing the

.upu.ñy of the street nãtwork were met with great skepticism, and were in fact

t"¡i.t"á by the City's traffic planning consultants, who eventually had to be

oJerruled'for the project to proceed. Most contentious was the project's

recommendation ihui tto left-turn lanes be included on any street expected to

experience fewer than 10,000 car tips per day. The Public.Works department

concluded, correctly, that unnec".rãty left-turn lanes would invite speeding, and

supported the recommendation.
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According to Laura Story, the OKC Public Works engineer who managed Project

180, the much-feared congestion has not come to pass. She notes that traffic
downtown now remains "better than acceptable, even with additional unrelated

construction within the original boundaries'"

More importantly, downtown OKC has experienced a much-celebrated rebirth.
Even through the great recession and the current "oil bust," every year has

reportedly brought more housing, shops, and vitality to the heart of the city. It is a

different place than it was in 2009, and most people acknowledge that Project 180

played some part in this change.

Because she was such a key figure in Project 180-and is also a licensed engineer-
Laura Story was commissioned to write a short memo describing her experience. It
is included in Appendix B, along with an article thatJeff Speck wrote about the

project, "A 180" Turnaround," published 2011 in Planning magazine (Appendix A).
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A Useful Walk

AsJaneJacobs noted, "Almost nobody travels willingly from sameness to sameness'

. . i,"r, iT the physical effort required is trivial." For people to choose to walk, the

walk must serve some purpose. In planning terms, that goal is achieved through

mixed use. Or, -or" uã.,r, ately, placing the proper balance of the greatest number

of uses all within walking distance of each other.

An essential step towards achieving better walkability, therefore, is to consider all of

the uses pr"."ni in the heart of your city, and to see which uses are lacking or in

short supply. These uses include office, housing, retail, dining, entertainment,

hospitality, schools, recreation, worship, and others. The better these uses can be

balanced in yotrr downtown, the more walkable it will be. In most downtowns, the

use that is most underrepresented is housing.

Ample lfousÍng

Tulsa must attain a larger supply of housing to achieve a ProPer balance of

activities downtown. Bringing mole peoPle downtown is already a priority of the

City, but there is still a long way to go: the area within the IDL now contains only

about 1800 housing units, which represents a density of less than three units per

acre. . . the equivalent of low density suburban sprawl'

The aþproximate housing densiQ of downtown Tulsa'

While evening events are important, little does more to create a lively and safe

downtown coie than the development of downtown housing. Unfortunately, given

all the friction associated with in-town development-from tight sites to historic

structures to concerned neighbors-it is simply more exPensive to build there. This

is not a great barrier to creating luxury housing, but there is a very small market for

luxury housing in downtown Tulsa; the people most ready to live downtown are
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recent college graduates and empty nesters of moderate income, and they seek

comfortable apartments at an attainable cost. For that reason, the City must take a

more active role in encouraging and enabling the construction of large quantities of

inexpensive housing within the IDL.

Market-Rate Parkíng

Parking provision can contribute to the usefulness of the city in many ways' On-

street p*t itrg is cherished by merchants, who understand that many people need to

be enticed by curb parking in order to shop and dine. Additionally, there exists a

perception that the future office success of downtown Tulsa is constrained by its

iltttit"d parking supply. Fortunately, a tremendous amount of untapped supply lies

waiting in the dozens of downtown streets containing driving lanes that are either

too wide or too many in number. Making these streets safer for people walking and

driving will also make most better for parking.

It is not enough, however, to simply increase parking supply. The price of parking
must be carefully set to reflect its value, or the market for parking sPaces will not

function properly, causing a number of undesirable outcomes. Overpriced parking
will result in-empty curbs and streets that continue to invite speeding. Underpriced

parking will result in overcrowding at curbs and circling traffic. The parking expert

bon Shoup , in The High Cost of Free Parking, documents how merchants suffer when

underpricãd parking results in a lack of curb vacancies. A pro-business approach to

the hourly pricing of parking downtown suggests some significant changes to the

City's current policies and practices, especially with what is regarded as lax

enforcement.

Useful Transít

Transit service can play a large role in a downtown's usefulness, as it grants

pedestrians access to a much larger proportion of their daily needs and

ãestinations, freeing them from the burden of car ownership. Additionally,
downtowns in car-dependent regions like Tulsa can provide transit as a

convenience, to allow car owners to drive less, especially in the evenings when they

may be out drinking. Such was the intention of The Loop, a downtown circulator
which has yet to achieve a critical mass of ridership. It is worth considering how

the Loop might be made more effective, particularly as an all-day convenience for

those who would rather not dig their car out of a lot.

In Tulsa, most transit service exists to serve those who are not able to own or

operate a car-transit by need. The current bus service is essential, and can be made

more effective through a better integration with other modes of transit, as will be

discussed ahead.

NELSON
NYGAARõ
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WayfíndÍng

Finally, even the most mixed-use, well-managed, and well-connected downtown will

fall shorr of its potential utility if it is not cleàrly legible; locals and visitors alike

need to be able to find their way in and out of downtown. If arriving by vehicle'

they must be directed clearly to key destinations and to public parking' If moving

around on foot, they must be directed clearly among prime pedestrian activity

centers. Tulsa .orrlá perform somewhat better in both of these categories'
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A Comfortable Walk

The need for comfortable walk is perhaps the least intuitive part of this discussion,

because it insists that people like to be sþatialþ contained by the walls of buildings.
Most people enjoy open spaces, long views, and the great outdoors. But people also

enjoy-and need-a sense of enclosure to feel comfortable walking.

Evolutionary biologists tell us how all animals simultaneously seek two things:

prospect and refuge. The first allows you to see your predators and prey. The

second allows you to know that your flanks are protected from attack. That need for
refuge, deep in our DNA from millennia of survival, has led us to feel most

comfortable in spaces with well defined edges. This issue has been discussed from
before the Renaissance, in which it was argued that the ideal street space has a

height-to width ratio of 1:1. More recently, it has been suggested that any ratio
beyond 1:6 fails to provide people with an adequate sense of enclosure, creating a

sociofugal space: an environment which people want to flee.

Therefore, in addition to feeling safe from automobiles, humans are not likely to
become pedestrians unless they feel enclosed by firm street edges. This is
accomplished in several ways:

Streets Shaped by BuíIdìngs

The typical way in which cities shape streets is with the edges of buildings that pull
up to the sidewalk. These buildings need to be of adequate height so that the 1:6

rule is not violated, ideally approaching 1:1. Gaps between buildings should not be

very wide. If a street is intended to be walkable, then no building along it should be

allowed to sit behind a parking lot.

No Exposed Surface ParkÍng Lots

Most American cities suffer from the windswept spaces created where historic
buildings have been torn down to provide ample surface parking. These parking
lots are often the single greatest detriment to pedestrian comfort, and city codes

and private land-use practices must be reviewed in order to fundamentally alter the

conditions that lead to their proliferation. Among these are the on-site parking
requirement, which should ideally be replaced by a regime that treats parking as a

public good, provided strategically in the proper locations to encourage more

productive land use.

Some streets in the study area contain only one or two parking lots that mar an

important and otherwise viable pedestrian trajectory; these lots should be made

high,priority development targets. Conveniently, it is not necessary to eliminate
such parking lots fully; rather, only the front edge needs to be replaced by a

building against the sidewalk. Since 60 feet is the typical thickness of a center-

corridor residential building, this iypically means that only a single bay of parking
must be removed.
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Street Trees

Already mentioned under Safety, street trees are also essential to pedestrian

comfort in a number of ways. They reduce ambient temperatures in warm weather

and reduce the effects of wind on cold days. Trees also improve the sense of

enclosure by "necking down" the street space with their canopies. A consistent

cover of trees can go u lottg way towards mitigating the impacts of an otherwise

uncomfortable street, but the tiees must be substantial. The City's tree list should

be reviewed and purged of any species that is merely decorative and/or fails to offer

the microclimate impact of a large shade canopy to those who walk.
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An Interesting Walk

Finally, even if a walk is useful, safe, and comfortable, people will not chose to go

on foot unless it is also at least moderately entertaining. There needs to be

something interesting to look at.

Humans are among the social primates, and nothing interests us more than other

people. The goal oi all of the dãsigners who make up the city must be to create

urban environments that communicate the Presence' or likely Presence' of human

activity. This is accomplished by placing "eyes on the street," windows and doors

that open, and avoidir¡g all forms-of blank walls. The stretch of 2nd Street near

Tulsais Performing ArIs Center building is a prime example of how designers, for a

while, forgot this rule'

As bad as blank walls are the edges of structured parking lots, which must be

shielded by a habitable building edge, at least at ground level. Cities that support

walkability do not allow any new parking structures to break this rule in their

designateá walkable corridtrs. Wttite somewhat wanting in its execution, the thin

liner of residential buildings on Boulder Avenue garage demonstrate a good way of

doing this. City codes should ensule that all future parking structures have active

uses ãgainst ttre sidewalk. Retail use is much more interesting than office or

residential use. Moreover, successful retail desires connectivit/r so the goal of

continuous retail against designated streets needs to inform planning decisions'

Tulsa also suffers fio- -unytlank walls against sidewalk edges. When those

cannot be activated with new openings, there's local precedent for activating

façades through artist murals.

A final enemy of pedestrian interest is repetition. The era of the multi-block mega-

project is foriunaiely over, but cities must take pains not to allow any single

architectural solution to occupy more than a few hundred feet of sidewalk edge'

Boredom is another reason why "almost nobody travels willingly from sameness to

sameness,,' and multi-building developments should be asked to distribute

schematic design responsibility to -nltipl" architects (even within the same firm),

to avoid a city-is-project outcome. Many hands at work is another way to suggest

human activity, 
"rp"".iully 

when the number of humans on the sidewalk is less than

ideal.
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PART II. A SAFE WALK

A Strategy for Street Redesign

The first chapter in Part I described nine factors that influence driver speeds and

otherwise determine the safety of a street for all usels. These were as follows:

1. One-waY vs. two-waY travel;

2. The number of driving lanes;

3. Lane width;
4. Cycle facilities;
5. On-street parking and street trees;

6. Sidewalk curb cuts;

7. The presence of unwarranted signals;

g. The provision and design of croÁswalks, signals, and streetlights; and

9. The presence of swooping geometries'

Each of these nine discussions offers specific direction-on how to make downtown

Tulsa safer and more walkable. In this Chapter, we will lay outthe changes.in street

design that are ,r"."*rury to achieve the ends stated in each of those discussions'

NELSON
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l, AvoÍdÍng One-Ways Ín Tulsa

Whether or not more one-way streets should be restriped to two-way is the biggest

and most often asked question regarding traffic patterns in downtown Tulsa. The

current half-one-way configuration provides the advantage of allowing drivers to

ride a wave of green lights through downtown and to take left turns unimpeded by

oncoming traffic. It provides the disadvantages of increasing danger to pedestrians

and cyclists, undermining retail viability, lengthening trips, and confusing visitors.

Each of these advantages and disadvantages effects different populations, so the

choice between solutions is a political one, and will ultimately be made by weighing

the interests of drivers passing through downtown against the interests of downtown
residents, visitors, and business-owners.

Currentll, about hatf of the significant doøntown streets hold one'uta1 traffic.
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Few people will argue that, in the heart of a city, the desires of commuters just

pu.råg thro.rgh sh'ould trump the safety of pedestrians and the success of

businesses. However, there are many péopl" who reasonably fear that slowing down

traffic might create i.h .orrg"stion that ihe city fails to function properly' and that

all residents and businesses will suffer u. u r...rit. While this fear is reasonable, it is

not based in fact. The experience of hundreds of cities all across America-

including Tulsa when it reverted Boston Avenue and Main Street to two-way-has

been consistent: there is not a single record in the extensive annals of urban

planning of a city's vitality suffering in any way from a one-way to two-way

reversion. To the contrary: there are -uny reports of business success and a rebirth

of street life, but never hás the additional traffic friction presented by two-way

streets caused a city to perform less well socially or economically'

, r- - ^ oi*^la +rorrrneI}f between those who
l'or that reasont thls drscusslon uecurrluù d' srr¡rPrv 4¡óu¡¡¡Ù

want to get through the downtown as quickly as possible, and those who want a

downtown worth arriving at. While oniy those who prioritize speed ove-r vitality can

argue for the former, it riust be acknowledged that the "green wave" of traffic flow

prãsents a luxury that many street users enjoy. Worth noting is that two-way streets

can still be timed with green waves-inborrttd in the morning and outbound in the

evening-that shorten Jommuting times. But a more meaningful approach is to

acknowledge that the elimination of a green wave does indeed represent a small

sacrifice on the part of commuters, onJ that deserves acknowledgement and thanks'

Fortunately, many, if not most, commuters occasionally also walk around the

downtown, utd, *ú"., they do, they can also count themselves among the

beneficiaries of a safer and more successful street network.

The one-way pairs in downtown Tulsa are as follows:

o Cheyenne & Boulder Avenues (North-South)

o M.L.K..fr. Boulevard/cincinnati Avenue & Detroit Avenues (North-South)

. l't & 2"d Streets (trast-West)

. 4th & (partial) 5th Streets (East-West)

. 7th & 8th Streets (East-West)

The DAM PIan recommends that all of these pairs be reverted to 2-way traffic as do

we; it would be a misunderstanding of this stuay to suggest that anything less than

this is ideal. That said, this Study Ã.o--"nds ihat this conversion be pursued in

two phases, for three r."urorrr first, because a compete reversion of all the streets

above would likely require a budget too large to be identified in the short term

(although, were funding found, ,J.h a .omfr"h"rrsive reversion is recommended);

second, because some reversions are considered easier to achieve than others; third

because there is a political logic to preserving one green wave in each direction

through downtown; and fourlh, because there is u ðl"ut logic in sugPlft of 
-studying

the overall impacts of a partial reversion before completing the full effort' while
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evidence gives us confidence in a positive outcome, there is no great harm in
proceeding cautiously.

Were money no object, a comþlete ttþo-tþaj reztersion u-tould haae the most positiue imþact on downtown.

In conversations with focus groups, it has become clear that the most difficult one-
way pairs to convert are M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard/Cincinnati Avenue & Detroit Avenue
and 7th & 8th Streets. In contrast, Cheyenne & Boulder Avenues are already slated
for reversion, and 1st & 2nd Streets do not seem difficult to revert if that change is
kept away from the highway ramps at their ends. 4th Street represents a largely
unbalanced half of a one-way pair with 5th Street, which has already been
reconstructed to contain only two blocks of light one-way traffic.

Happily, these two blocks of Sth Street are already slated for conversion. 4th Street
is difficult to revert to2-way west of Denver, due to its island intersection at Civic
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Center Drive, but reverting its central one-way segment, from Denver to Detroit,
would result in more evenly-dispersed traffic throughout the grid. Because of their
highway ramps to the east and west, 1st and 2nd Streets should be reverted from
Denver to Greenwood, and not beyond. New eastbound traffic on 1st street would

be forced to turn north or south at Greenwood, while westbound traffic on 2nd

would reach only as far as its termination on Denver at the BOK Center. As already

planned, the two-way reversion of Cheyenne and Boulder Avenues would

encompass the entirety of their current one-way segments.

The recommended Phase I reaersìon comprises Cheyenne and Boulder Aaenues and 'l't, 2nd, 4th, and 5th Streets.

One concern about one-way reversions relates to access to private properties and

parking structures whose entries were designed in response to the current one-way

layout. There are a number of parking structures that will be approached differently
as a result of the two-way reversion, but none would seem to require any
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reconstruction to function properly' For example, the garage at the corner of 
,

Ctr*t"""rt and 4th-whi.fr ålreãay creates qt".t"t of drivers due to its valet-only

management-may wish to feverse its interior flow so that cars enter from

Cinciãnati rather than 4th, but this change requires no construction' Otherwise,

only the service ramps that lead off of cheyenne Avenue under oneoK Plaza

pres"nt a challenge, tut that issue was already resolved in the City's current two-

ïuuy p.oposal; if ihe southbound down- and up-ramPs reverse roles and directions,

ttteywifipresent no conflict with two-way traffic on Cheyenne'

one final consideration regarding this partial reversion is timing, which

theoretically presents ,o*J significant irade-offs. While it may not be possible to

budget the entire effort in a single phase, it is usually less expensive to complete the

fro;ã.t in one fell swoop, so thJ stieet signals at intersecting streets need be 
-

..^--^-*{i-,,-o.{ ^-.l,, ^nr-c Fnr examnle. if Boulder Avenue is reconfigured in 2017
I CUUIrrrðr,lr cu u¡¡¡/

and l't street in 2019, then the signal at their intersection would need to

reconfigured twice.

However, an interesting condition exists in this case' as all of the intersections

between the streets prolor"d for reversion are also intersections in which traffic

signals will no lorgå, bà warrantedor necessary once reversion is completed' As

described ahead in Section 7, onceboth intersecting streets become two-way' they

will function better with all-way-stop control. This circumstance would seem to

reinforce the above discussioniif Bãulder and 1't, as an example, are reverted in

two phases, they -ill ,"qrrire a signal reconfiguration and then a signal removal' If

,",n"it"d all at once, theìignal can simply be removed'

The reconfiguration of signals is the greatest cost in reverting one-way streets to

two-way trafiic. As furthei described in Section 7,the entire Phase I reversion

propo.Ld here requires that signals be reconfigured at a total of 14 intersections'

with the remainder of signalizãd intersections becoming all-way stops' The more

that reconfigurations .ui b" limited through this signal temoval, and through

careful phaJ.rg, the more affordable this effort can be'

NELSON
NYI;AAIID
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Tulsa two-zøa1 reaersion proposaL

In summary, a comPlehensive overview of the proposed two-way reversion strategy

is presenteá uborr.. ìt must be noted that the many street designs presented in this

,"iort, as well as the traffic study conducted by Nelson\Nygaard, are all based on

thìs proposed partial reversion scenario and would require modifications if a

different Phase I reversion is selected'
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2. The Proper Number of DrÍvíng Lanes Ín Tulsa

A central effort of this walkability study has been a careful analysis of anticipated

future traffic downtown. Working with ihe City, Nelson\Nygaard established

reasonable assumptions regarding anticipated iuture traffic within the network, and

then determined how thosJ trips were liÈely to be redistributed by the partial two-

way reversion just discussed. Wt it" all such assumptions are merely guesses,-it is

worth remembering that, in a porous street network, each driver (a'k'a' "intelligent

atomic actor") has ihe opportunity to shift to a parallel path if it sees congestion

ahead, and therefore what matters most is the capacity not of each individual street

but of the system as a whole'

As discussed, reverting additional streets back to two-way traffic alters the network

function in a numbe, ãf ',"uy, that impact traffic flow. One the one hand, it reduces

the number of unopposed låft turns; åne advantage of one-way systems is that

drivers can turn ietì^wltt out crossing oncoming iraffic. on the other hand,

reverting to two-way travel eliminates much of the circling that is needed for people

to reachlheir destinations. In order to be doubly conservative in sizing our

proposed street network, the trips saved by eliminating circling were simply not

counted.

When one-way streets are reverted back to two-way, there is often a compulsion to

insert many new left-turn lanes in fear of the congestion that may result from

drivers having to turn across newly-opposing traffic. Here, restraint is needed to

avoid an over-wide roadway. There wiÍl be certain intersections, where many drivers

turn left, where such turn lanes are mandated. Additional turn lanes should be

avoided lest they encourage speeding'

More information on the assumptions underlying the traffic analysis can beJound

in the Appendix. This analysis áetermined the number of lanes required to hold

anticipaià traffic in each áowntown street subsequent to the two-way reversions

prop*"d in the Study, producing the diagram below' This diagram then became

lhe basis for the redesign of each downtown street'

NELSON
NY{ìAAIII]
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The traffic analysis completed by Nelson\Nygaard has identified those locations
where a left hand turn lane is needed to ensure smooth traffic flow on busy streets.
However, in right-sizing downtown Tulsa's streets to match this diagram, there is
one other important issue to resolve. Trucks sometimes double-park to load and
unload on these streets, and the removal of extra lanes can make this act
impossible. As streets lose these impromptu loading lanes, the City must work with
business owners to identify alternative loading zones within a reasonable distance.
One hopes that merchants will be incited to support this effort by the data
surrounding two-way conversion and retail success.

In a few cases, where such a solution seems impossible, it may make sense to
introduce a center turn lane, and allow trucks to load from its midblock section.
This solution, which can be found in many locations around the U.S., may seem
awkward and potentially dangerous, but actually is another factor that causes
drivers to proceed more slowly and safely on city streets.
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Centerlane loading alreadl occurs in a number of locations in doøntou-¡n.

In recommending the above lane reduction, it is understood that a city cannot
restripe all of its downtown streets with the flick of a switch. While much less costly
than reconstruction, restriping takes dollars and time. It is essential to establish a

priority ranking for such an effort-one of the tasks of this Study-but also to stress
that, if a safer and more livable downtown is the goal, then right-sizing as many
downtown streets as possible, as quickly as possible, must be a key objective.
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3, Lanes of Proper WÍdth in Tulsa

Every standard driving lane in downtown Tulsa that is more than 10 feet wide is a
direct invitation to speeding and a threat to pedestrian safety. As already noted,
about half of the lanes downtown already meet this 1O-foot measure. The rest do
not; many downtown street contain lanes that are 11, 12, even 15 feet wide and
wider. Like removing extra lanes, replacing these wider lanes with a 10 foot
standard creates a tremendous opportunity to reallocate pavement to better use

while potentially saving lives.
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The current plan for restriþing Boulder Auenue includes 1 1-foot lanes.

Reducing these lanes to 10 feet wide, as shown below, results in a street in which
fewer drivers are likely to speed. It also replaces a substandard cycle track, in which
the car-door buffer is only 2-feet wide, with one that meets best practices.

It is important not to pull any punches here. Placing an 1l-foot lane in a street with
a 25-mph speed limit is an invitation to breaking the law. For that reason, with
certain justified exceptions, all of the street redesigns provided ahead are based on
a 1O-foot standard.
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But What About Buses?

1l-foot lanes are often provided in ordel to meet the perceived demands of buses

But are they really necåssary? In some cases' yes' as we shall exPlain'

Tulsa Transit buses are 8'-6" wide, plus mirrors. When a bus in a 1O-foot lane

passes a car in a 1O-foot lane, there is no friction. when abus passes another-bus

under similar circumstances, some "give" is needed in an adjacent area to allow

smooth passage. This squeeze requires the bus to slow down slightly, for a moment

that is too short to impact bus schedules, but has a positive impact on the street's

safety to all users. Som" transit agencies aPPreciate the value in the traffic-calming

¡,,alrré of 1O-foot lanes. The administrators of DART, in Des Moines, advocate for

1O-foot lanes, reminding us that "every transit ride begins and ends with walking,

and without walkable streets we are undermining the opportunities for public

transit in the community."l However, DART is the exception; most agencies and

standards recommend il-foot bus lanes. Indeed, even NACTO allows for one 11-

foot lane on streets that are active transit corridors'

This standard comes, as expected, from the worry that bus mirrors will collide

when two buses pass each oih"l. on two 1O-foot lanes, not knowing whether the

adjacent l.oud-uy provides additional "give" to allow smooth passage' The real

*Jrry, then, is oi beitrg constrained to a clear zone 20 feet wide; 22 feet is

considered necessary."For that reason, a more sophisticated standard allows 10-foot

lanes in locations *ú"r" there is 22 feet clear or more-in other words, where the

street consists of more than two lanes flanked by parking. The presence of a center

turn lane, a bike lane, or some other facility that widens the clear zone allows us to

avoid the pitfalls of the 2O-foot clear. This means that most downtown streets are in

a position to handle buses quite adequately in 1O-foot lanes-as many already do'
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Details

Some exceptions to this standard are needed. For example, it is standard practice to

provide wider lanes against angle parking stalls, to allow more freedom of parking
motions. As can be evidenced on Mathew B. Brady Street and elsewhere, angle

parking is such an effective tool for calming traffic that these lanes do not pose a

safety risk unless excessively wide. This Study limits these lanes to 12 feet across, in
order to match the outcomes that the City has already provided so successf'ully on

Brady.

Additionally, there are a few locations where a driving lane is proposed to sit right
up against a curb, with no parking or bike lanes in between. In these locations, an

1l-foot driving lane has been allowed to allay concerns about too tight a squeeze.

Finally, as pertains to driver behavior, a lane is only as narrow as it appears to be.

When an unstripeci parking iane is not fuii of cars, it effecûively 'oecorrres a pai't of
the adjacent driving lane, widening it perceptually by 7 feet or more, encouraging

higher speeds. For this reason, it is important that all parking spaces have their
outer edges clearly marked, with paint that is not allowed to fade out of sight.

Slow Flow Streets

It must also be noted that streets handling considerably less traffic may make use of
a standard that is yet smaller. Across America, many historic and newer

neighborhoods contain lower-speed streets with lanes as narrow as B feet wide. This
"slow-flow" geometry is appropriate for low volume, non-regional streets that do not
serve bus routes. A typical slow-flow street contains one or two 7- or 8-foot parking
spaces flanking two 8- to 9-foot driving lanes. There are several instances in
downtown Tulsa, most prominently the brick-paved section of Main Street, where

applying slow-flow geometry would allow the return of much-needed curb parking.

A new slout-flou) street in Virginia contains B-foot driuing lanes and no centerline.

Centerlines

Typically, slow-flow streets contain no centerline. The absence of a centerline on

wider streets has produced positive results as well. On streets with standard-width
lanes, one recent study found that removing the centerline from six well-used streets
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effectively lowered driving speeds by an average of 7 MPH. It was found that, like
wide lanes, centerlines give drivers confidence that they have a clear path, resulting
in more speeding.2

Based on this recent information, more cities are making the choice to forego
centerlines on certain moderately traveled streets, and such an approach is
recommended for all two-lane two-way streets within the downtown. It is already the
practice on the eastern segments of 1lth and 12th Streets. However, to avoid driver
confusion, particularly on streets that have been reverted from on-way to two-way
traffic, it is advisable to mark the centerline for a short distance at each
intersection-for example along the 20 feet of street adjacent to the stop bar-while
leaving it unmarked for the remainder of the block.

2 http¡ ¡.ontent.tfl .gov.uk/centre-line-removal-trial.pdf
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4. IncladÍng Bike Lanes ín Tulsa

As noted, downtown Tulsa is well behind most American cities in its provision of

bicycle infrastructure. If share-the-road markings-which probably do not improve

biking population or safety-are not included, then the downtown bike map is

turg"iy "-pty. 
As ."e' b"Lo-, the only facilities present can be found to the

northwest, where Archer Street contains two bloìks of bike lanes and the Katy Trail

arrives behind the jail on a path that feels unsafe due to loitering.

l)outntoutn Tuka's bike netøork is currentll negligible'

The good news is that the City is already taking measules to change this situation

dram"atically, and this Study provides an opportunity, through its recommen^ded

restriping, to create a new áo-rrto*tt bike network that is truly robust and effective
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Designing a cycling network is a complex and iterative task that must weigh many

different factors. In making a proposal for downtown Tulsa, we considered the

following factors:

o The recommendations of the GO cycling plan currently underway;
o The arrival points of regional bicycle infrastructure at the edges of downtown;

¡ The likely origins and destinations of cycling trip within the downtown;

o The desire for a sparse network that still reaches within a few blocks of all
locations;

o The need for internal connectivity and avoiding dead-ends;

o The availability of excess pavement for reassignment to cycling infrastructure;
o The direction of vehicle travel and its implications on bicyclist safety;

o The opportunities presented by currently-planned resurfacing projects; and

o The desire to give the cyclist a path that is not just expedient, but pleasurable.

A sparse netøork ofhigh-quality cyclingfacilities proaides safe access to wìthin afew blocks ofall
doøntown addresses.
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These factors led to the proposed plan presented above. It can be described as
follows.

North-South:

¡ When they are reverted to two-way travel Cheyenne and Boulder Avenues are
already slated to receive a bike lane in each direction. This strategy is embraced,
but the bike lane is replaced by a cycle track wherever space exists, which is in all
locations except in Cheyenne north of 1't Street. This facility covers the western
half of the center of downtown.

o North of Archer, M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard and Detroit Avenue are also being restriped
to include bike lanes. Properly sizing these streets' travel lanes allows for these
lanes to be one-way cycle tracks as well. These lanes are instrumental in bringing
students northward toward OSU Tulsa and Langston University, and should be
continued safely beyond those anchors. .

r South of Archer, Cincinnati Avenue no longer has enough extra space to include
cycling facilities, so the pair of cycle tracks are moved east to Elgin Avenue, a two-
way street with ample pavement and lower car volumes. The east-west transfer
occurs along Archer Street. This cycle track covers the east side of downtown.

o An additional north-south facility is needed on the far west side to connect the
western ends of the planned east-west network. This is achieved by placing bike
lanes in Guthrie Avenue, a short segment of Heavy Traffic way, and along
Houston Avenue to 3'd Street. At that location, Houston widens, and its tráffic
loads suggest that one of its northbound travel lanes can be eliminated beyond the
southern edge of downtown. This provides the opportunity for cycle tracks to be
located on both flanks of the street all the way south to 12th Street, where they will
connect with the cycle track there. These changes require construction of the
median between 4th and 7th Streets.

¡ Finally, a north-south corridor is still needed in the heart of downtown between
Cheyenne and Elgin Avenues, which are 5 blocks apart. Midway between them is
Boston Avenue, which has the least car traffic and the nicest views in downtown,
and also connects directly to Tulsa Community College and its 7,000 in-town
students. This facility can eventually reach from 3'd Street past the IDL, where it
can continue all the way to 18th Street. The segment of Boston Avenue beyond the
IDL should receive a classic 4-to-3 road diet, where its two lanes in each direction
are replaced by two bike lanes flanking two driving lanes and a center turn lane.

East-West:

Just south of the north leg of the IDL, sharrows are placed in slow-speed Easton
Street to indicate the link between the Trail and the Cheyenne/Boulder facility.
With its ample pavement width, low traffic volumes, excellent connections beyond
downtown, and its minimal amount of angled parking, Archer Street provides an
ideal corridor for a pair of east-west cycle tracks serving the Brady and Greenwood
districts.

a

o
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a 3rd street has most of the same qualities as Archer, and is the first street south of

Archer to reach safely beyond to the IDL, including to the Pearl District and the

Midland Valley Traií to ihe East. West of Cincinnati Avenue, it is wide enough to

hold two cycle tracks. Further east, they become standard bike lanes.
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This ideat d.ual'c1cle-track condition is þroposed for the møin segrnents of Etgin Aaenue, Archer St., 3'd' SL,

and Oh Street.

o Between 3.d and 10/11th Streets, only 6th Street provides the opportunity for safe

passage from east or tn" IDL all the way to Houston Avenue' Depending on its

width, it receives a.pair of either cycle tracks or bike lanes. Between Main and

Boston Avenues, the introduction of a median requires one block of sharrow

markings instead'
o Route 66 is planned to approach downtown from the east on 11th Street with a cycle

track, and a cycle track i, alr"udy funded for 12th Street where it brings Route 66

into the west side of downtown. 
'Between 

these two, that facility should continue as

a cycle track along 10th and 1lth S_treets. Where 10th and Elgin intersect at the new

roundabout, shariows and careful signage will be needed to announce the merge

condition.
o Bike lanes are planned to approach downtown from the east along 13th Street' and

these are continued to their terminus on Boston Avenue'

The outcome of the above facilities is a network that amply serves the entire

downtown with four principal north-south corridors and four principal east-west

corridors. ny pfu.irrg facilities in less than a third of all downtown streets' evenly

distributed, it bringi cyclists within two blocks of every address within the IDL'
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An illustration of how to anglø a bike lane around a curb.exlensìTn,uith.mínirnal loss of parking rfaus'

Source: Federal Highøay Aãministration's Separated' Bike Lane Planning and Design Guide , pl 10'

One detail to make note of is the slight impediment to curbside bike lanes

presented by curb extensions, oI "bulb-outs" already present in the downtown'

Wh"r, the curb extends outward into a parking lane in order to shorten crossing

distances at intersections, this requires thut u.ty new curbside bike lanes flare

around that extension. The plop;r technique for doing so is shown above' Since

every curbside parking space has value, it is recommended that a minimal length

.hu-f", ,orre be prorrid"d, such that the full distance from the stop bar to the first

parking space be limited to 40 feet.

When transforming a largely non-existent bike network into a complete one, the

biggest challenge ii f""ai"g and the biggest question is prioritization' It is hoped

that a dedicated funding *Jrrr"" can be identified to accomplish this effort^in short

order. In that regard, wã note that the City of London just committed Ê770 million

(about $t gittion-) to its already healthy cycling infrastructure' If applied per capita'

that would translate to about $¿S -ittiorr in Tulsa' The plan proposed here could

likely be accomplished for a fraction of that amount'

Absent immediate funding, the desire to complete much of this system in the near

future is one key factor thát will be used aheaã to determine the prioritization of

the street ,edesig.r. proposed by this Study. Given the large size of the downtown-

roughly 16 blocis squar^e-it wiíl be difficult to encourage more cycling until at least

t*o-otihe north-souih and two of the east-west cycle tracks are complete'

This point is worth additional attention. It will be difficult to assess the success of

the niscent cycling network until it is large enough to be useful' That is one reason

why a major first Phase is needed'

:r-) tl
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On the same token, there will no doubt be many people who argue against the value
of a cycling network in Tulsa, where so few people can be seen cycling. Again, it
must be stressed that cycling population has shown itself globally to be a function
principally of cycling infrastructure. To say that we should not build bike lanes in
Tulsa because nobody bikes is like saying we shouldn't build a bridge across a river
because no one is walking on the water.

Finally, it is hoped that Tulsa's planned bike share system will consider this plan in
determining where to locate its facilities. For example, a bike share station on
Boston Avenue at both 3'd and 1Oth Streets would encourage students to zip
downtown for lunch without resorting to driving.
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5, ProvÍdÍng ContÍnuous On-Street ParkÍng and Street Trees Ín Talsa

Four principal measures are recommended to better protect the sidewalks in

downtown Tulsa from moving traffic. They are:

o The restripin$ of streets to provide more curbside parking;

. The consistent application of limited sight-triangle distances at corners and

driveways;
. The proper pricing of curb parking; and

o A requirement for ample shade tree provision along all rebuilt curbs'

Each of these measures is discussed in turn below.

Restriping for Parking

As noted, a principal recommendation of this Study is to right-size all downtown

streets to thã rrr*t", of driving lanes demanded by the amount of traffic they

handle. Doing so allows much asphalt to be put to better use, and that use is either

cycle facilities or curb parking. Cycle facilities were located in the previous section,

Áaking use of a certain amount of that resource; all remaining available extra

pavement is now available to increase the amount of curb parking downtown'

On some streets, this increase may take the form of adding a lane or two of parallel

or angle parking. In others, it may mean turning parallel parking into angle

parking. Ir, ,o-" it may mean both. The amount of new parking a street can receive

will be a simple function of how much extra room it has'

We are fortunate that the City has already pioneered this effort in the

reconstruction of certain streets downtown, most notably M.L.K. Jr.
Boulevard/Cincinnati Avenue and Mathew B. Brady Street. On Cincinnati, between

4th and 8,( Streets, a four lane cross-section with parallel parking was transformed

into a three-lane section with parallel parking on one side and back-in angle parking

on the other. On Brady Street, a variety of configurations have been introduced

depending on the widih of the street. These vary from half-parallel half-angle to all-

ungl", witi that angle being either 45" or 60'. All angle parking spaces on Mathew

B. Brady Street are head-in rather than back-in.

Because they perform so well in providing parking and calming traffic on Mathew

B. Brady Stieãt, it is worth noting the rules implied by Brady Street's various

configurations:

o A street 45 feetwide or wider can include angle parking on one side. 18 of those

feet are dedicated to the parallel parking lane and its driving lane.27 feet are

dedicated to the angle parking and it's driving lane. This parking is angled at 45" to

take less space in this narrow configuration'
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o Once 30 feet become available for angle parking plus driving, the 45" angle is

allowed to be a more conventional and efficient 60" angle. By this logic, one can see

on Brady that 55-foot-wide segments have two sides o145" angled parking, 60-foot-

wide streets have two sides of 60" angled parking, and 58-foot wide streets have one

side of each type.

These measurements have been accepted as a standard in this effort and are used as

building blocks for many of the street restripings ahead'

The difference between Brady's head-in parking and Cincinnati's back-in parking
deserves comment. Many cities across America are now experimenting with back-in

parking. The recent tradition has been for angled parking to be nose-to-the-curb

although, historically, many Main Streets did it the other way around. Recently, it
has been determined that back-in parking is considerably safer than head-in. As a

result, dozens of Main Streets nationwide have reintroduced back-in parking-
,. ^t i ,, Tr I I T--Ii-,-^-^^l:- Nl^-..\,2^-'l- Q^^r+I^ 'T',,^^^-lncludlng ]\ustln, unarlolte, nonolulu) rlrurauaPurls, 1\cw Iulllr ruclLLrcr I uùLuut

and Washington-and accidents are down, especially those involving bikes. Tuscon,

for example, averaged about one bicycle/car crash per week before converting from
head-in to rear-in parking. Four years into implementation, no such crashes had

been reported.
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The City recentll restriped Cincinnati Auenue to include back-in angle þarking on one side.

The additional safety comes from the fact that, with back-in parking, the reverse

motion is into the curb, while head-in parking requires drivers to back into moving

traffic. Back-in parking is also more convenient for loading and unloading, and

safer for getting ones children to the curb. The only major problem with back-in

parking is that some people don't like it, mostly because they are not used to it. To

Èe fair, it does require more skill to back into a tight parking space than into a wide-

open street-but it's still easier than parallel parking.
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The City is to be commended for striping back-in parking on Cincinnati Avenue.
The majority of mid-sized American cities have not yet summoned the courage to
try it. And, unlike other places, like Cedar Rapids, Iowa, there does not seem to
have been much significant public backlash against it. In focus groups, there were
few complaints. Perhaps Tulsans are just better at backing up their vehicles than
people in other cities.

Given the success of the pilot project on Cincinnati, all angle parking recommended
in this Study has been shown as back-in. It should be understood that this
recommendation is flexible. Downtown, Tulsa has only experimented with back-in
parking on one-way streets. Just to the south, however, an installation exists on two-
way Riverside Drive. Two-way streets provide more opportunity for driver
confusion, and an education program may be needed, including instructional
signage, to keep people from cutting across two-way streets to park head-in on the
wrong side. There may be locations where back-in parking is not advisable. That
said, we would recommend against putting front-in angle parking along any street
that attracts a significant number of cyclists, because front-in parking and cycling
simply are not a safe combination.

Limited Sisht Triansle Distances

The sight triangle requirement deserves special attention in Tulsa, because its
inconsistent application has resulted in the loss of many on-street parking spaces. In
many locations, parking is not allowed within 20 feet of a crosswalk. In others, a
standard of about I feet is used, which is more in keeping with what is found in
more walkable cities. This 8-foot standard should be applied on all future
restripings.

@ ¡¡, .n
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On a recentþ restrþed segment of Cincinnati Aaenuø pørøllel parking
begins B feet frorn the crossøalk, an appropriate støndard, as greater
dìstances can encouroge spædíng øround ctrners.
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A similar concern exists around curb cuts, discussed in more detail below. In this

case, the standard seems to have crept upward over time, from just a few feet, to

what is now a full 16 feet. Such a large standard is not in keeping with the practice

in more walkable cities.

Below are images of a curb cut on 7th Street before and after a recent restriping' An

area that was once legal for curb parking has been striped out, to enlarge the sight

triangle. Because theie are so many driveways downtown, creating wide parking

setbacks around them has resulted in many block faces lacking parallel parking

entirely. The result is streets that feel wider, inviting speeding, and sidewalks that

are unprotected by parked cars.

Because it is counterintuitive, this point needs repeating. Wide sight triangles cause

drivers to speed in and out of driveways across sidewalks, endangering pedestrians'

They can bã expected to reduce safety, not improve it. Unsurprisingly, focus group

participants complained of drivers entering driveways quickly and not showing

þrop", respect to people walking. Tighter sight triangles would help cut down on

this dangerous practice.

7th Street, before and. after: recent restripings haae elirninated on-street þarkìng to the rìght of a parkíng lot

driueøay

It is therefore clear that, a new standard needs to be established regarding driveway

parking setbacks. In Des Moines, the rule is 2 feet. In New York City, the rule is

,".o feãt. 3 feet would seem to be a reasonable standard, to be applied on all future

restripings.

Pricing Curb Parking

Curb parking does not provide its traffic-calming role if it is empty. Whether or not

a parkìng .pu." is usedls a function of two factors: price and convenience. If these

two factors do not exist in a proper relationship, parking will not be utilized

properly. This phenomenon will be discussed at length in the Parking section

ãtr"ã¿. For the p.ttpot". of this discussion, it must be stressed that, unless

inconvenient parking is inexpensive, it will not be used'
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Many on-street parking spaces in downtown Tulsa currently go unused most of the

time. Many ,noi" ur" likely to be introduced with the implementation of this Study

These spaces, like all downtown spaces, must be priced in a way that reflects their

value. Just as some over-subscribed downtown spaces need to cost more, many

undersubscribed spaces need to cost less. For some, that cost will be zero.

Many of the changes proposed herein will fail to have the desired effect unless

parking spaces are priced to sell. To cite just one important example, a protected

bike lane is not protected by parked cars when no cars park'

Plantins More Shade Trees

It is encouraging to see that the downtown's newest streetscapes, like new sidewalks

built along Detroit Avenue and M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard near the IDL, include steady

rows of shãde trees. These installations suggest that current regulations and

practices demand street trees as part of all new curb repairs downtown. This

circumstance should be confirmed and celebrated, and reinforced with a
commitment to fund maintenance of all new plantings. If not given dedicated care,

most urban trees will not live very long.

New sifuwalks on Detroit, M.L.K., and elsewhere suggest a Proqer tres'

þlanting standard is ìn Place.

This experience along new sidewalks contrasts markedly with the typical curb in

downtown Tulsa, where it is sometimes difficult to find more than one tree in a
row. An effort should be made to return trees to those streets that are missing them,

but such an effort needs to be prioritized based upon where people are likely to

walk. This Study will offer a list of priority streets where efforts to replenish the

urban canopy should be directed first. Given the great exPense of creating new tree
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pits, all efforts should first focus on replacing missing and damaged trees rather
than creating new places for them. Whenever a curb is rebuilt, however, it should
be done to the standard shown above, with proper tree pits placed continuously
along the sidewalk edge at a spacing not to exceed 30 feet on-center.

When locating trees along Tulsa streets, the City should approach sight triangle
requirements with the same skepticism already encouraged above. First, it can be

argued that reduced visibility around corners at intersections, far from increasing
safety, can instead increase driver confidence and vehicle speeds. Second, it should
be noted that tree trunks are narrow and do not obstruct views in a meaningful way
As evidenced in a 2006 study by the Institute of Urban & Regional Development,
street trees, if pruned correctly, cause less visibility problems than newspaper racks
and on-street parking and can therefore be planted close to intersections, as they do

not cause significant sight obstruction.3 \,Ve recommend that, when making a

planting plan for new curbs, the fist tree pit at each corner should be located about
10 feet back from the edge of the crosswalk.

Crepe myrtles, like those þlanted along Easton Street, prouìde little shade while
cr o w ding adj a c ent s i dew allcs.

A final important note concerns tree species. It is clear that the City's current list of
approved street trees includes a number of species that are not properly considered
as such. Even full grown, crepe myrtles and other bushlike trees do not provide the

shade and sense of protection of a sycamore or oak. The list should be edited to
eliminate trees that do not have columnar trunksr proper canopies, and significant
height at maturity. Most good street trees grow well over 30 feet tall, with canopies

at least 30 feet wide.

3 "street Trees and Intersection Safety" httpf lwww.uctc.net/research/papers/768.pdf
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6. LÍmÍtÍng SÍdewalk Curb Cuts ín Tulsa

The physical city is a product of written rules. Somewhere along the line, unlike

other .iti"r, Tulsa begãn to allow property owners unlimited curb access to their

properties. While othãr cities do not allow any curb cuts to alley-accessed lots, Tulsa

*o"f¿ appear to allow as many as are desired, including continuously along the full

property frontage. The outcome is a downtown in which sidewalks, on-street

þurli.tg, and potential bike lanes are all undermined significantly.

It is clear how the design of surface parking lots has responded to Tulsa's current

curb cut rules. Below cán be seen two parking lots on 8th Street. The lot to the left is

built surrounding its alley, and requires no additional driveways along the sidewalk'

(Despite this fact, it has still taken an extra one, visible to its upper right') The

n"*Ër lot, to the right, has ignored its alley entirely, and run all five of its drive

aisles directly into ihe street. Effectively, it has appropriated the street as an aisle

for moving between Parking baYs.

Old. as. new þarking lot design: When a lot is allowed as manl curb cuts as it wants, it takes them all.

While the sidewalk along the left parking lot feels safe to walk on, the curb against

the right one does not. While the iurb against the left parking lot can potentially

hold IZ parked cars, the curb against the right one can hold, at most, 4. Tellingly,

these spaces are not striPed'

parking lots like this one to the right can be found throughout the downtown. The

already:planned restripings of M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard/Cincinnati Avenue, Detroit

Avenue, and Boulder Avenue suffer inordinately from their adherence to

redundant and completely unnecessary curb cuts along private properties. While

one does not want tå delay these efforts, it is frustrating to see streets restriped to
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such a comPromised outcome, when property owners have not even been asked
about the possibility of modifying their street access.

The best approach to this crisis would appear to be a two-step process. First, to stop
the bleeding, the City should immediately pass a rule allowing no new curb cuts for
properties downtown, with notable limited exceptions for parking structures and
other necessary auto-oriented businesses.Ary new curb cuts should be limited to 20
feet in width for parking structures, and 10 feet otherwise. Second, particularly in
high priority areas-where pedestrian life is desired-the city should create a
properly funded program for closing existing curb cuts that are unnecessary or
redundant. This effort should begin immediately for streets about to be restriped.

Such a program to close redundant curb cuts would need to be structured in a way
that acknowledged the cost to property owners, in time and effort, of closing these
access points. Ideally, it would provide the following owner-assistance process:

o ProPerty owner notified of upcoming curb replacement. Meeting requested. If
owner chooses not to meet, curb will be replaced without owner
involvement.

o For cooperating owners, City provides design for reconfiguring owner's
property, and executes design with owner's approval.

o In some cases, reconfiguring a property such as a parking lot will result in a
net loss of interior parking spaces, representing a foregone revenue to the
owner. This anticipated revenue should be calculated according to a
standard formula as the net present value of future income, and paid in a
lump sum to the owner as a subsidy.

If properly executed, this owner-assistance program can be funded principally from
the additional revenue that the city will receive from new curb parking installed
along the reconstructed curbs.

The above proposal is is a first attempt at a viable and fair process for replacing
curbs in downtown Tulsa. It is not based on best practices, because it is, to our
limited knowledge, unprecedented. This fact is not entirely surprising, given how
much more acute this problem is in Tulsa than in most other cities.
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7. Replacing Unwarranted SÍgnals wÍth AII-Way Stop SÍgns Ín Tulsa

When street networks are right-sized to meet traffic volumes and one-way streets are
reverted to two way traffic, many intersections that were previously not good
candidates for all-way stop signs become viable for signal removal. This happens
because the greatest challenge to all-way-stop function is having multiple lanes
intersecting in multiple directions. When any street approaches an intersection with
more than one through-lane, all-way stops become confusing to use, as drivers are
not sure who is supposed to take the next turn. At the time of this Study, this
condition could be observed at the corner of Cheyenne Avenue and 6th Street,
where a temporary stop sign created much confusion among drivers who were
sometimes approaching the intersection two at a time from the same direction.

A successful aþþlication of all-zøay stop function can be seen at Boston Aaenue and Mathew
B. Brady Street fu the Guthrie Green.

When a four-lane street becomes two-lane, or a multi-lane one-way becomes two-way
(with one lane in each direction), all-way stop signs become easy to use.

Presuming traffic volumes are not high enough to warrant a signal, signal removal
is prudent if the goal is to achieve greater safety. However, there are still some
locations where it makes sense to keep signals in place. Most obvious would be
along the remaining one-way streets, where a green wave provides drivers with an
expedited path through downtown. Next, there are some places where cross traffic
is too light to justify an all-way stop, suggesting a two-way stop solution. Since two-
way stops are bad for pedestrians, the safer solution would be to keep the existing
signal in place.
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for øarrants.

The signal izationregime proposed below is based on the street network

recommended abovi in *tti.tt most streets see a reduction in lanes and all but two

one-way pairs are reverted. A different solution would produce a different proposal'

Analyrirrg this layout, it became evident that most downtown intersections will not

handle enough traffic to warrant signals. This analysis, which can be found in the

Àpp"rrdi", aiplied the guidance of-the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices

gfrffufCll to ãigttt hour, four hour, and peak hour traffic'

In some states, like Pennsylvania, cities are not allowed to put signals where they

are not warranted by.,olumes. In Oklahoma, doing so is allowed, but often not wise

for the reasons discissed. Under the planned reconfiguration, only 20 of the

downtown's current supply of 91 signals would remain warranted, as shown above'

Once the systern of lanes ß r¡ght-sized and half-conaerted to two-way' most d.owntoøn signals uill no longer qualifl
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However, among the 71 unwarranted signals, there are_reasons to keep many of

them. 25 of these signals sit on the two one-way pairs of M'L'K' Jr'

Boulevard/Cincinnãti Avenue & Detroit Avenue and 7th & Bth Streets' Three of

them are located at intersections with one dominant direction of travel' where

signal removal would result in an undesired two-way or one-way stop condition'

Several others were located at intersections planned to have more than one through

lane is a given direction, such as on the 5-lane section of Denver Avenue' About ten

more were in places *hár" nobody is likely to walk, whatever the conditions' All in

all, 39 unwarranted signals *"r" á""-ed íorthy of retention, leaving 32 for which

removal seems the ProPer oPtion'

Of the manl unwarranted signals iloøntown, iustification could be found for keePing more than half.

The above proposal also keeps all signals in place within a block of the BoK

Center, the Cox Business Cåt"r, utt¿ ONEOK Field, to help drivers negotiate post-

event crowds. other signals can be retained where crowd control is determined to
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be a problem, but that decision should be made only in places where a rare event
can't be handled by a crossing officer.

While there is some short-term cost to removing the 32 signals shown in red in the
above diagram, the long term financial prospects are more than positive. Each
signal represents a long-term maintenance burden, and will also need eventual
replacement. In this context, the roughly $6,0O07intersection cost of signal removal
would seem a good investment.

A word is also needed about the driver experience that accompanies the
replacement of signals with all-way stops. It is true that, compared to a network of
signals, a network of stops signs result in a drive that is interrupted by more pauses.
Drivers must reduce their speed to near zero at every controlled intersection.
However, these pauses are all quite brief. Never does the driver have to sit and wait
for a light to turn from red to green. Such waits at signalized intersections are often
30 seconds long or longer, and, across a network, can add up to a lot of time wasted.
As a result, while a trip through a network of stop signs will involve more stops than
the same trip through a signalized network, it can often take less time. Surprisingly,
more stops can mean a quicker commute.

It is clear that removing these 32 signals represents a win-win scenario, in which
increased safety is met by reduced public expenditure without lengthening travel
times. This Study recommends that, particularly to save funds, the signal removal
be done directly in conjunction with the street reconfigurations, without delay. As
noted above, these signal removal recommendations stem from the suggested street
reconfigurations and may not make sense in their absence.
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8. ProvÍdÍng Proper crosswalks, sÍgnalso and LightÍng ín Tulsa

Crosswalks

As noted, due to budgetary constraints, crosswalks in Tulsa are not consistently

well marked, and ur"-morily not up to the current best-practice standard of striping'

trstablished and illustrated by the National Association of County Transportation

Officials, that standard includes the following (Source: NACTO Urban Street Design

Manual):

1. Stripe all signalized crossings to reinforce yielding of vehicles turning during a

gr"Ën signal phase. The maþrity of vehicle-pedestrian incidents involve a

driver who is turning.

2. Stripe the crosswalk as wide as or wider than the walkway it connects to' This

will ensure that when two groups of people meet in the crosswalk, they can

comfortably pass one another. crosswalks should be aligned as closely as

possible *iitrthe pedestrian through zone. Inconvenient deviations create an

unfriendly pedestrian environment'

3. High-visibility ladder, zebra,and continental crosswalk markings are preferable

to standard parallel or dashed pavement markings. These are more visible to

approaching vehicles and have been shown to improve yielding behavior'

Ç
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The numbers aboue correspond to the recommendations here'

4. Accessible curb ramps are required by the Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA) at all crosswalks.

5. Keep crossing distances as short as possible using tight corner radii, curb

extensions, and medians. Interim curb extensions may be incorporated using

flexible Posts and ePoxied gravel'
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6. An advanced stop bar should be located at least I feet in advance of the
crosswalk to reinforce yielding to people walking. In cases where bicycles
frequently queue in the crosswalk or may benefit from an advanced queue, a
bike box should be utilized in place of or in addition to an advanced stop bar.
Stop bars should be perpendicular to the travel lane, not parallel to the adjacent
street or crosswalk.

With so many crosswalks ready for improvement, the cost would seem too high to
launch an downtown-wide restriping effort. One of the tasks of this Study is to
create a means for prioritizing tasks of this nature, so that an affordable first phase
can be identified. Ahead in this document can be found a designation of the
downtown's Priority, Primary, and Secondary Networks of Walkability-the
locations where pedestrians are most likely to be found. It is recommended that all
crosswalks be brought up to best practices first within the Priority Network, next
within the Primary Network, next within the Secondary Network, and only
eventually downtown-wide.

Beyond that, however, it is worth considering crosswalks as opportunities for public
art. Tulsa is special in the number of skilled graffiti artists that are active in the
downtown. It would be lovely to see a competition created, sponsored by a local
nonprofit, to create a zor'e of artistic crosswalks in a particularly lively part of
downtown.

One of many artistìc crosswalks recently ìnstalled in Madrìd, Spain.

Such an effort would require the active collaboration of the City, and a willingness
to accept crosswalks that are not in keeping with established standards. While no
studies have yet been completed, impressions among users is that these unusual
crosswalks, by attracting the interest of pedestrians and drivers alike, result in more
cautious use of the intersection.
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Signals

As noted, Tulsa is a downtown with few pushbutton crossing signals, which puts it
in the company of America's most walkable places. However, pushbuttons have
recently been introduced in a few locations, such as those on Brady Street at M.L.K.

Jr. Boulevard and at Detroit Avenue, suggesting a negative trend. These
pushbuttons should eventually be removed, and as intersections are modified in
downtown, no new pushbutton signals should be added. To be truly walkable, every
intersection should always allow pedestrian travel in one direction or the other. If
the north-south crosswalk says "Don't Walk," the east-west crosswalk should say

"\Malk."

This sort of "concurrent" signalization regime demands that drivers who are

making turns wait for pedestrians to clear the intersection before attempting to do
so. In order to increase the safety of this circumstance, the City should introduce
Lead Pedestrian Interval (LPI) devices as feasible. As mentioned in Part I, the LPI
gives pedestrians the walk sign a few seconds before the light turns green allowing
them to claim the crosswalk before it is encroached by turning vehicles. Such a
signal is generally the safest and most convenient solution for people walking. This
type of signalization should be implemented whenever a crossing signal is replaced
within the Networks of Walkability, and perhaps more aggressively in areas with
the highest pedestrian activity.

Lighting

In focus groups, there were not many complaints about the adequacy of lighting
within the downtown, with the two exceptions of the convention center area and the
Greenwood District. It is recommended that these locations, which sit on the
Primary Network of Walkability, be given immediate attention. As an area of shops
and restaurants, North Greenwood Avenue should be designated to receive a larger
number of smaller, human-scaled streetlights rather than larger high-watt
stanchions.
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9. AvoÍdÍng SwoopÍng Geometties Ín Tulsa

Left-Turn

NELSON
NYGAAiìD

As noted, swooping geometries cause cars to speed up'

and make pedesttians feel unsafe' As the introduction

of more two-way travel results in the provision of some

new left-turn lanes, it is important that the City design

these facilities to an urban standard, which does not

include a pre-swoop center stripe zone' As illustrated

here, this zone tells drivers that that they are on a

highway, encouraging higher speeds'

The urban standard results in the area apProaching

the turn lane taking one of two forms' Either the

center lane is maintained straight and striped because

it is needed as a loading zone for deliveries, or it
disappears and the traveled roadway narrows around

it. Thìs latter condition is represented in the drawing'

where it can be seen that the narrower roadway

beyond the turn-lane taper zone allows for a flank of

parallel parking to appear. On streets that already

contain iwo flanks of parallel parking, it can be seen

how the narrowing of the travel way could allow one

flank to become angled instead' Such midblock

transitions introduce a complexity to the street that

increases driver caution and can be expected to lower

speeds.

AT RIGHT: Híghøay+tyte teft+um lanes encourage speeding and reduce

the suppll of on'street Parking.
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Intersection Paths
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One condition that appears in Tulsa that we have not seen elsewhere is the unusual

marking of intersections to encourage drivers to take over-wide turns' As pictured

below, ihe striping on some intersections directs drivers to turn not into the

immediate, lan", but into the second lane out, encouraging higher speeds.

cincinnati and 2ù is one of manl locations øìth second'lane turnmarkings.

One focus-group participant located this condition as occurring at the following

Iocations:

¡ Detroit Avenue at 1't Street;

o Cincinnati Avenue at l't and 2"d Streets;

¡ Boulder Avenue at 2d and 7th Streets;

o Cheyenne Avenue at l't Street'

There may be other occurrences as well. It would seem that these stripes should be

removed at the first oPPortunitY.
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One Key Intersection

As discussed earlier, the intersection of Boulder Avenue and Route 66 is a location
where high-speed engineering has changed what should be a walkable intersection
into something else. This location has all the makings of a nice urban place, but the
wide streets, slip lanes, and swooping geometries make that impossible.

Current conditions øhere Boulder Aaenue meets Route 66 priorìtíze aehicle sþeed oaer søfety.

A proposed redesign consists of the following steps:

o Reconfigure Boulder as proposed in this Study to include two-lane, two-way

travel with a southbound cycle track and curb parking as fits. North of the

intersection, there is room for angle parking on one flank and parallel parking
on the other. South of the intersection, there is room for parallel parking on
both flanks.

o Reconfigure Route 66 as proposed in this Study to include two travel lanes,

protected by two cycle tracks and one lane of parallel parking.
o Remove the slip lanes at the northeast and southwest corners with limited new

construction.
. Update the crosswalks to the current best practice. Since curbs are being

reconstructed, a higher standard of a contrasting material is shown.
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o Since we are showing the ideal condition, the two parking lots to the southwest

have had their curb cuts closed, since they have alternative access points on

other sides.

These changes result in the drawing below. At a limited cost, they would make

Cathedral Square a much safer-and more aPpealing-location.

The ideat reshaping of the intersection extends the northeast and southwest curbs to embrace the corner. Streets are

shown as rnodified by Lhis Stu@\ recomrnendatíons.
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PART III: STREBT RECONFIGURATIONS

The Kit of Parts

By the reasoning already put forth in this document, almost every street in
downtown Tulsa is in need of a redesign. This assessment is presented with an
understanding that changes to streets often come slowly and sometimes at
considerable expense. But they do come-routine deterioration demands
resurfacing, which offers the opportunity to reconfigure-and sometimes a proper
understanding of the value of safer streets causes them to come more quickly.

Indeed, in Tulsa's case, there appears to be a mandate for change to be made much
faster than has been the case in the past. Plans are already underway to convert
three more streets back to two-way traffic, and this Study has been commissioned
largely because of a growing sense among concerned parties that the design of its
streets may be holding the downtown back from reaching its full potential.

In that vein, this Study has gone to the effort of proposing the reconfiguration of
every downtown street that could benefit from change-over 30 in all. Plans for the
different segments of these streets, comprising more than 70 distinct designs, are
presented ahead. In this context, it is important to recognize that such a
comprehensive repaving/restriping effort threatens to be overwhelming, and also, if
pursued in a random order, would result in dollars being squandered in locations
where their impact would be limited. For that reason, this analysis also includes a
Priority Ranking that suggests the most impactful order in which reconfigurations
can be accomplished.

Importantly, none of these reconfigurations require the rebuilding of curbs; to save

money, øll curbs øre kept in their ercisting locøtions. The designs ahead were
accomplished by following the following five steps:

1. Reverting Cheyenne and Boulder Avenues, and 1't, 2nd,4'h, and 5th Streets to
two-way traffic;

2. Providing the number of driving lanes recommended by the traffic analysis;
3. Providing bike facilities where indicated by the cycling plan;
4. Dedicating all remaining unused street space to on-street parking; and
5. Rebalancing cycling and parking as needed to optimize both.

The final step was needed only where the demands of cycling and parking were in
conflict, in order to produce the best possible cycling network without unduly
limiting convenient parking.

These steps were taken making use of a Kit of Parts that has already been suggested
by the above discussion: driving, parking, and cycling lanes that are as large as

needed, but rarely larger. It is important that this kit of parts be properly
communicated, because it presents a toolkit that the City rr,ay use in all areas where
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walkability is desired. Moreover, if conditions change, requiring the modification of
the street reconfigurations presented in this report, the Kit of Parts allows that work
to be done in keeping with the intent, if not the letter, of this document. ,4s Iøg as a

strú øttains no rrøÍe driuinglanæ tlnn ndd, and the Kít dParts Ís followd, the
City can move forward with confidence that streets are being reconfigured in a way
that is supportive of a more walkable and bikeable downtown.

The Kít of Parts Ís as follows:

Drivins Lanes

Driving lanes shall be 10 feet wide except for these exceptions: on slow flow streets,

against angle parking, where they shall be 12 feet wide; and if a 22-foot-clear is not
otherwise maintained or when directly against a curb, where they shall be 11 feet
wide.

Cycle Lanes

Un-buffered cycle lanes shall be 6 feet wide, unless circumstances require them to
be narrower, in which case they shall be no less than 5 feet wide. However, a short
stretch of 4-foot lane is acceptable where there is no curb parking and the
alternative is a less-safe Sharrow condition. Buffered cycle lanes shall be 5 to 6 feet
wide, with 4 feet allowed on limited occasion. When 7 feet is available for cycling, it
should be striped as a 4-foot lane with a 3-foot buffer. When 6 feet is available for
cycling, it should be striped as a 6 foot cycle lane with no buffer. When 15 feet is

available for both curb parking and cycling, it should be striped as a 7-foot parking
lane next to a 3-foot buffer next to a 6-foot cycling lane.

Parallel Parking Lanes

Parking lanes shall be I feet wide except for these exceptions: against a bike-lane
buffer or in other rare occasions when space is at a premium, where they shall be a
minimum of 7 feet wide; and when there is additional space in the roadway, where
they may be as much as 9 feet wide.

Ansle d Parkins Lanes

Based on existing parking measurements in downtown Tulsa, parking stalls shall be

between 15 and 20 feet deep. If more than 17 feet deep, they shall be angled at 60".

Otherwise, they shall be angled at 45".

In reviewing the full Street Typology that follows, this Kit of Parts should be kept in
mind. Any street that does not correspond to the Kit of Parts represents either an

error in the design, an error in the communication of the Kit of Parts, or an
exception that is justified by special circumstances. Determining which of those

three conditions holds is a task to be considered carefully.
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The Downtown Tulsa Street Typology

For the purposes of this report, 67 new street designs are ProPosed for downtown

Tulsa. This large number is a function of the fact that there are more than 25

different street widths within the study area. Applying the Kit of Parts to these

many widths, while creating streets thãt are one-way or two-way, one to four lanes

*rJ", parallel_ and/or anglelparked,_a_nd containing some or no bike facilities,

results in 67 distinct streãt iesigns. Most of these designs are for segments of

streets, since many streets cha.r-g" their width, travel volume, or function along their

length.

while downtown Tulsa's current repertoire of streets is quite limited and generic'

this Typology is fine tuned to the nãeds and opportunities on each street, block by

Lr^^r- ra:,,^- +L,o ¡ncr nf nrwincr a st.reet. and the importance of street design to
uluul\, ulvçrl Lt¡L vvoÙ "^ r*"^-o - --

safety, there is 'o ,"u,o,,^ why streets should not be laid out with this much

pr".írior. When u U"rpot " 
,íit .o.t, little more than sackcloth, why not get the

suit?

The table rhat follows lays out the full Typology. It is organized alphabetically by

width, and describes the number and *iâin oiåa.h street component' The final

column indicates for what street(s) each street type is proposed' Please note that

these street configurations are based upon the '",.o^T,'"'ded 
reversion to two-way

traffic of Boulder and cheyenne Avenues and 1", 2'd, and 4ih streets'

Following the table are all 67 street designs' Below each.design is a similar list of

where that street is proposed, and from i"hut dir".tion the street section is viewed'

The following two sections, North'South Streets a¡d East-West Streets' then go on to

make recommendations for each downtown street in detail' Current conditions are

reviewed, opportunities are discussed, and specific reconfigurations are then

described.

It must be stressed that these 67 street designs were not completed under the

illusion that they all would be implementeJ quickly or, indeed ever' It is expected

that a good number will be implemented rigút away' It is hoped that many will be

implemented soon. But some will never see-the light of day' For example' it would

be better that, befãre 7th and gth Street are reconfigured to this standard' there is

instead a determination to revert those streets to two-way traffic'requiring different

designs, to be completed according to the Kit of Parts'

ThisTypologywascompletedfullybecausewewantedtheCitytohaveanew
standard for any downtåwn street that it might wish to repave in the years ahead'

These reconfigurations are ordered g"ogruphi.ally and not by priority' which will

be discussed subsequentlY'
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DOWNTOWN TUTSA STREET TYPOTOGY

I o12 TANES PARKING

94
ELIILD]NGÉ ELBCKS STRILI5 NEIEHAORHÉÚD5 ÞI5TR¡CTs CNRRIDÚR3 IOW\= CIIIES REGINN=

BUFFER ANGTE PARAUET MEDIANTURNING REPORT
E CARTPATH DIRECÍION

96. 168ãth2@ 192@62-wav 2@7070-ABDDBA
16. 1707th2@6 z@62 la10. 10 1@ 1068-BDDTMDB 68

Houston )7,1521la8 1@11) (ã5 2@32@1A.!@!22-wav
Hôúston )7,7521@3,ñs 1la6. 1@81@ 70 1@1067-BDDMTDB 67 2-wav

98, 1644th2@2065 1-wav 2 @ r2.5
98. 136. 138. 1644th. Detroit, MLK/Cincinnati2 @ 18.56t 1-wav z@1261-ADÞA-1W
99. 138MtKt(aL9 1(ô8i@6 r@41-wav LO, T259.BPDDA-1W 59
s9. 136. 138. 139Detroit. MLK¿@81lô6 r@73rô1059-BPDDDP.lW 59 'too.77410th2@82@6 2@42@7LB 58 2-way

;th 100, 168L@42(A6 2@32 (õ 77.1256 2-wav56-BDDMDB
)enver 701, r492 off oeak t@114, (A \755 2-wav

t0!, 733, 1,42,743,

L49, 155, L59,767,
16,5. 766. 173.776

Frankfort, Main, Denver,

Brady, 1st, 2nd, 5th, gth,

1lth2 @ 75.52@12
102, 136, 138, 1s9,

167.170. r72
Detro¡t, Cinc¡nnati, 1st, 2nd,

7th. 8th2 @ t5.52@ 1255 1-way
lst. 2nd 102, 159, 1617(475 1@82 (a 10.1255-ADDDP 55
c¡ncinnat¡.7th.8th 703, L39, I70, L721la15 1ta82 @ 1o.1255 1-wav
2 n.l 103, 161, 1641la81(4 1510. 72 Ltô1055-ADTDP 55 2-wav
F lsin 104.134! rô82@3.57 @10 1la10 2@52-wav55.BDTDPB

704. L45. L463oulder, cheyenne1(õ Z t@L7 1@81@s2-wav TO, L255-BPDDA
10s. 157Archer,67 1@82@5.52-wav 3@1055.BPDDDB 55
tos, t34, t40, 741,

t57.163.168
Elg¡n, Archer, Boston, 3rd,

6th2@82(45 2@3.s2@7755.BPDDPB 55

1ñ6 't45.746
Boulder, cheyenne
f comDrom¡se)2@al@6 1@32@lo t@Lo55 2-wav

106, 1592 (47.5 1st)@70 2@to55 2-wav55-PDDTTP
107.73611ô8 Detro¡tl@ L510 1) 1la10Eq-PTfìDÂ-1W 55 1-wav
707 1s3Heaw Traff¡c Wâv2@654 2-wav 4 @ 10.554-BDDDDE
108. 1644th1,@20 r@91-wav to, t453.ADDP-lW 53
108. 1761lth2@s 2@r.s2-wav 4@1053-BDDTDB 53
109. 17611th2@7.52@5 z@32@7753.BPDDPB
109 146chevenne1ô15 1la87(A610. 125l-PBDDA 51 2-way

Grêenwood. 4th. sth 1L0. 132, 165, 1661rô 8I@2070.7250 2-wav5O-ADDP
6rh 10fh 170. L68, r741@A2@52@65C 2@705O.BPDDB

t11. 168. L746th, 10th {Alternative)2@3 2@7z@45C 2-wav 2@TL50-BPDDPB

13.q7
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DOWNTOWN TULSA STREET TYPOTOGY

2 o12 LANES PARKING

NAME CARTPATH DIRECÍION DRIVING IURNING CYCI-ING SUFFER ANGTE PARALLEI MEDIAN TOCATIONS REPORT PAGES

50-PDMDP 5ol2-wav 11,4.13 2@9 1@5 7th r77.170
5O.PDTDP 5ol2-wav lz ø to 1@ 72 2@9 Greenwood 772.732

48-ADDP-1W 4811-wãv l].o.72 1@18 1@8 8rh 1,12, L72

48.ADDP 4812-wav lto. tz 1@18 1@8 Frankfort, 5th, 11th 113,133,154,1,66, t76
48.BDDDB 4812-wav 13 ra 10 2(46 ¿@3 Archer L1,3,1,57

48.BDTDB 4812-wav 12 @ 10 1@10 2@6 z@3 Archer.12th 1L4, r57, t77
48.BPDDB 4812-wav 12 @ 70 2@6 2@4 1@8 Archer, L3th n4. r57. 179

48-BPDDP 4812-wav lz ø tt t@6 1(44 ) (ãa Chevenne 115. 147

48.PBDDBP 4812-wav 12 @ 70 2@6 2@8 3rd, 6th 115. 163, 168

48.PDDDP 4812-wav 13 @ 10 2(ã9 2nd St- 716.767

46.BPDDB 46|2-wau 12@77 2@5 2@3 l.@8 Archer 1,16.1,57

45-ADDP 4512-wav lto, tz 1@ 75 1rA8 Mâ¡n. Denver.4th 777. 74?. 749. 765

45-ADDP-1W 4511-wav l7o.12 1@15 1@8 Detroit, 8th Lrg. ß6. r72
45.BPDDB 4512-wav l¡ ra n ) @\5 2(ã3 1rô8 Boston 777.74t
44.BPDDP 44|2-wav 12@77 1@5 1lô3 ¿@7 Boulder 11.8, 145

44-PBDDEP 4412-way lz @ ro 2(ãS )@7 3rd. 6th 119. 163. 168

43-PBDDP 4312-wav 12 @ 70 L@6 3.9 Chevenne ttg,146
42.BDDBP 4)l)-wav ll ø'tl ) (46 1rA8 13th 720.779

4O-ADD 4ol2-wav no. 12 1@18 lvla i n 120, t42
[O-PDDP lol)-wau lz ø tl z@9 11th 127. t73.776
40-PDDP-1W 4olL-wav lz @ 11, z@9 1st 121, 159

40-PDDT-1W 4ol1-wav ll ø 'to 1(4 11 1la9 1st 122.759

36-PDDP-1W 3611-wav 12 @ Lr ¿@7 Frisco, Lst, 8th 122, r50. L59.171,. L72

¡6.PDDP 3612-wav lz ø tt 2(47 Elwood. Frisco.sth 123. 150. 166

'6-BDDB
3612-wav 12 @ 10 2@5 2@3 Elsin. Guthrie 723.134.15L

15.BDDP 3512-wav 12 @ 70 7@S 1(A 2 1tô8 Boulder. Chevenne 124. r44. t46
l0-sDD 3012-wav 111. 10 1@5 1@4 Chevenne 124,1,46

to-PDp-1w 3ol1-wâv lt ø tz 2(ã9 Kenosha 125. 130

¡O.PDD solz-."u l, @tl 1(ô8
Frankfort, Carson,
gth. 11th. 12th

125, 133, t47, 754,

773.776. r77. r78
30-PDD-lW 3011-wav 12@ Ll 1@8 8th t26,17t
3O-PDDP 3ol2-wav 12 @ 8 2@7 Main t26.743
28-BDDB 2812-wav 12 @ 10 2@4 Houston L27,752
26-PDP-lW 2611-wav 11, @ 12 z@7 4th 727.765
26-PDD 2612-wav 12 @ 9.5 r@7 Boston, 12th r28. t+t.778
24-PDD 2412-wav 12 @ 8.5 t@7 Mâin. 5th. 12th t28. 743. 766. r78
22-BD-1W z2lL-wav lL @ 72 1@6 1 @)4í 11th 129,176
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This cross sectiln is reclmmended flr 7th Street between the IDL and 6th Street, uieued here lllking east.
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This cross sectiln is reclmmended flr the half block of 4th Street u)est of Ciaic Center Driue, uieued here

looking east.
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This cross sectiln is reczmmended flr:
o 4th Street the half block east of Ciztic Center Driae, aiewed høre looking west;

o Detroit Aaenue betØeen Archer and 'l't Streets, uieøed here looking south;

¡ M.L.K. Jr. Bouleuard / Cincinnati Aaenue betzneen Archer and -l't Slreets, aieu)ed here looking north.
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This cross sectiryn is recvmmended. flr M.L.K. Jr. Bouleaaril betuteen Cameron and Archer Streets, uiewed here

looking south.
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This cross section is reclmmended for:
o Detroit Street between the IDL and. Archer Street, oieøed here looking south;

o M.L.K. Jr. Bouleuard betrøeen the IDL and Camerun Street, uieztted here looking north.
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feet, attoøingfor the addition of a secondflank ofparking to the south side.

56-BDDMDB

I
t

ït'
a tîI

]

-

It -l-
l

6'

B¡ke tane

LI
DñYe lene

6
Bil€ lane

Thís cross section is recommeniled..for frh Street from 7th Street to Ciuic Center Driae, looking east.

ll
DriYe lane

4 12

Dr¡re hîe
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5T¡EtrK 6T A5ãTf EIATES LLtr N NELSON
TIY.jÁA¡¿iI

I

I

I

I

.r. .1.
I

I

55-(P) DD(P)

I

I

I

t
'l't

--

I

1l',

.G!L.

75W

Angle p¡ddnt @ a5"

55-ADDA

: fTî

:

P¡rk¡nglûE i D.lGhæ l M€4ån

7t
hrklrìt lane

This cross section is recommended for Denuer Aaenue between lst ûnd 7h Streets, aieøed here looking north. As the

cartpath uaries in width between 55 and 57 feet, the median øould uaryt correspondingþt betu)een 1/ and 13 feet.
If a median cannot be built soon, it should be striþed in anticiþation.

7l' t7' lt
Dr¡vc læ

I

ti I .1.

t2'

Driæ l¡æ

12

Drire bne

^JLt a

TSvt

fîI

--

An¡le prfüq¡ @ ,15'

This cross section is recommended for:
o Frankfort Aoenue just south of 3'd Street to the mid-block allel;

¡ Main Street between Bradl and Archer Streets and between th and -l}th 
Streets;

¡ Denuer Auenue between Cameron and Archer Streets;

t Matheø B. Brady Street between Denaer and Cheyenne Auenues;

. 'lst Streel between Denoer and Cincinnati Aaenues;

¡ 2'd Street between Denuer and Frankfort Auenues; between Frankfort and Greenøood Aaenuøs;

c 4th Street between Denuer and Frankfort Auenuøs; betøeen Kenosha Aaenue and Lansing Auenue south of
the triangle;

o 5th Street betueen Cincinnati and Elgin Auenues;

c 9th Street bet¿øeen Boulder and Elgin Auenues;

c 'l'lth Street betøeen Main Street and Boston Auenue.
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EFEtrK & AsSBtrlATES LLB N NELSON
NYijÂÀitil

II
55-ADDA-1W

t
'l !¡

,lü ^GL. I

15v;

Angle parking @'15"

-,-

I

-

.-^

tsu

I

15'

- fr
12'.

Dríæhæ

tz
Dríve hæ Angle garking @ 45'

This cross sectiln is reclmmende(i flr:
. Detr\it Aaenue between 1't and'l 2th streets, aiewed here looking south;

o cincinnati Aaenue belØeen 'l't and 3'd streets, aieøed ltere looking north;

. -lrt slreet between Heauy Trffic wal and Denaer Aaenue, uiewed here looking east,

. 2nd Street betøeen Greenwood Auenue and the IDL;

. 7h Street bel,ween Bouldør and cincinnati Auenues, uieøed here looking east;

. Bth street betøeen Main street and Detroit Aaenue' aiewed here looking west'

55.ADDDP

I 
-, 

t -]- -Jl, tt

-
IlI rI

I

1ü

g

I Parttng trne Drhe htre Aryle parlcry @ /l5'

This cross section is reclrnmended flr:
o .lst street between cincinnati and GreenØ\\d Auenues, aiewed here lookíng east,

o 2nd Streøt betøeen Boulder and Cincinnati Auenues, aiewed here looking utest'

!f)
Drlæ l¿ne

72

Þrirelæ
ltt
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5PEËK &.4,55Tf EIATES LLtr N

55-ADDDP-1W

NELSON
l.1Yl,AÀi?l)

I
'l' t

Tü

I't'

-

I'
Pãrkjnt lane

- -

]

-

-
I, I } I .-;,

-

t5'

I I:

t!
Angle parldog @ 45"

This cross sectiln is reclmnxended flr:
¡ Cincinnati Aaenue betØeen 3,d and 4tt' Streets and Bth and 1sth Stueets, aiewed here looking north;

o 7th Street betøeen Denuer and Boulder Aaenues, aieLøed here looking east;

. Btt, Street between Detroif and Kenosha Auenues, aiewed here looking n)est but in mirror image.

10

Orive lane

!û

Dr¡wlil€

12,

Ðrire lane

55-ADTDP

^G:.
- fîI

I I

15',
8'

I Angle parking @ {5' Pârkinglàne l

This cross secti,n is recommeniled for 2nd Street betu.teen Cincinnati and Frankfort Aaenues, uieøed here looking

east.

72'

Driæhæ

10.

Dri€ 1aæ

10

DriYe lane
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sPtEK & AE¡strttrlATEs LLtr N

I
55-BDTDPB

.r.

NELSON
tlY(;AÀil1)

I II
?

'l't
-

at
- -, tî-

5'

g¡la hüe

10'

Tum hæ

1(y

Drivê lee

5'

B¡kÊ lane

a
hrk¡ng læeP¿rk¡r€ lffi

This cross sectirn is reclmrønded flr Elgin Auenue betøeen 7th and Bth Streets, uiewed here looking north.

I I .I-

-

55-BPDDA

10

&iæhæ

t2
Dr¡æ låæ

*Jt

Ansle ÞarldnS @ 45' I

IIt frI'l' I
,Iü

B¡ke lùe Pârk¡r8 hne

This cross sectiln is reclntmended es the preferred alternatiue for:
o Boulder Auenue betaeen Easton and 'l)th Sûeets, uiettted here looking north;

. Chelenne Aaenue between |st and -l-lth 
Stueets, uiewed here looking south.
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55-BPDDDB

t I' I I .l

NELSON
NY{JAÂiIi)

ñ'
T

at

l't - - r
-

8'

Parfthg låæ

3' 5v;g5v; 1(y

Dr¡y€ ¡se

l(y

Dñ€ lâne

10

Driw lane i Eile hne

55-BPDDPB

This cross section is recommencled for Archer Street 
'betøeen Guthriø antÌ Eíøood Áuenues, ui¿ø¿d Ítere I ^ ^l-:^ -LUU n LtL.<

Øest.

Eike lile

I f
a

I
,$

t

I'
I. I -]. .I-

- -
¡ î

B' ?w

Parking lâne I
P¿rk¡ng lene

This cross section is recommended.for:

¡ Elgin Aaenue between Archer antl 7th Streets and betøeen $th on¿ l0t1' Streets;

o BostonAuenue betøeen 3'd Street I'o just south of l2th Street;

o Archer Street betuteen Cheynne Aaenue and. Main Street and betu.teen Greenuood Aaenue and the IDL;

o 3'd Street between IDL and Cincinnati Aaenue;

o 6th Street between Denaer Aaenue and Main Street; between Boston Auenue to halfwry bettøeen Elgin and

Frankfort Aaenues.

5',

B¡kê lare

11'

Driw ¡ãre

11'

Drhæ hne

s',

Bike hne

8'.3v;
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5PrtrK & ASstrltrlATEs LLE N

55-BPDTDP

NELSON
NYf;AAi{i)

ô,

I
/II

-
a

ï

t t .I. -t-

I'
Park¡n8 lâne

f

î
'f'

-

8'

hrk¡ng lane

-

-

I

ó'

Bike lane

10'

Drlw hne

10'

Turn hne

10

Drive lane

This cross section is recnïnmended as the ctmpromíse alternatiue for:

o Boulder Aaenue betØeen Cameron and lyh Stueels, uieøed here looking north;

. chryenne Aaenue bel,ween 1't and 7'lth streets, uieuLed here looking south.

55-PDDTTP

r, r 
-. 

.I" -1" --- mtIt
I
'l'{.ü n

-

7Y2'

Prrling lane

10

Drlve lile

10

Drive lane

10
.Iijm 

lane

to'

Tum hne

7ls

Parldng h¡e

This cross section is recommended.for 'l't Street betuteen Cincinnati and Greenwood Aaenues, aieøed here

looking east.
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E¡F¡EtrK & ASSEElATES LLE N

I
55-PTDDA-1W

NELSON
NYíJAA'ìI-1

I
t
'|'.T'.' l- .1. -I- .-. -Jl,

75',

Ange pr*ing @ 45'

a

frI It

8'
Parkint larc

I

10'

Drive lane

r10, Dr¡y€ lme
ìtz'j
i Dfiye lane j

This cross section is recommendedfor Detroit Auenue just south of 'l't, 2od, and Vh Streets, uiewed here looking

north.

54-BDDDDB

^- r .-- -I.
-

ô',
Bikelane I

to*'

Drive la¡e

tovJ

Drive lane

1.OYz'

Drive lâne

10rå'

Orive lâne

e

'arclaæ |

This cross sectiln is reclmm.ended flr Heaa! Trffic Way betøeen Lawton Aaenue and Hlustln Auenue.
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53-ADDP-1W

NELSON
I..]YÍJAÀì¿I-)

II
t

T'i' fi
.t" ¡ t I, ..tl\ I,t

f
a

I a

9, 1

20'rt
Dr¡ve bm

t4'

Drtve hæ

This cross section is recommeniled. for the hatf 
'biock 

of 4íi' Streel øesi' oi Denaer Áuu¿ue, aieu¡ed here laaking east'

53.BDDTDB

Pârkht lile i
Pcrp€nd¡cuhr PerldnS

I I' l .I- -I-

-
D

a

f1t

5'

ll¡kê lâûê

10'

Dr¡ve ¡âfie

10'

Drire l¡ne

Lg

Tum làne

10

Ddve làne

5'i
i B¡ke lail€

This cross section is recommønd.eil for 
-l'lth Street betuieen the 'l2tt' Street triangle and Denuer Auenue, uiewed here

looking east.
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53-BPDDPB

NELSON
NYãAÄiti.)

II
?

f't' fi
I

t7w

r

I

f
aIII .-,

-

-

I r It

3' 7Yz' 3'

F¿rking lâne Pârking laæ

This cross section is recnmnxended ftr 
-l-lth 

Street betueen Denuer and Boulder Auenues'

5'

B¡ke lane

1t'

Dr¡ve lane

It
DriÉ laûe

51 -PBDDA

I

5'

Bike lâne

I
t ,-L t

I
T tI ¡ r )
-

6'.

Bile lane

10'

Dr¡ve lâne

12'

Drive hne

15'8',

Parking lâne Angle parting @ ,15'

This cross section is recnmmen¡led flr Cheyenne Aaenue between the railroad tracks and -l't Street, uiewed here

looking south.
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5F¡EtrK 6k AsE¡tr¡trtATE5 LLtr N NELSON
r.tYriAAirt]

5O-ADDP

II
-

t

l't ft - 
.-

- -

8'

.JL. mI I

ñ
Pârk¡ng lâne 

i
Ángle parking @ 60'

This cross sectiln is reclmmended flr:
¡ Greenu.tood Aaenue bstØssn Archer and '!'t Slreets and betaeen 2od and .3'd Streets, t-tieued h-er¿ looking

s0uth;

. 4th Street between Kenosha and Lansing A?)enues, aiezøed here looking east;

. îtt' Street mid-block betØeen Elgin and Frankfort Auenues.

10'

DriYe lane

t2'

Dr¡ve lâne

50-BPDDB

I ; III frat
l't 

'*
- 

I, .1.
-

Bufie¡

10ì5,
DrtEl¡æ Buffer

This cross section is recommended for:
o 6th Street between Ehøood and Boulder Aaenues, uiewed here looking east;

o lOt' Street between Boulder and Detroit Aaenues, uieøed here looking utest.

110

ó'

Blke lânê

a
Parhng laæ

t0'

Drive lene

6'

Blke bne

5'
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50-BPDDPB

NELSON
NYlrAAi¿{)

n
f
a Iç

'l't
- 

I .I. -I.
r

This cross sectiln is reclnxmended for:
. 6th Street mid-block bstween Elgin and Frankforl Aaenues;

c -l0t' 
Street between Boulder and Detroit Aaenues.

11' : l1',

9¡,tve l¡ne I Orire lane

-

50-PDMDP

P:rting

.I t I .I. fr-

9'.

Pârk¡nt

5'

Median

i14

hne I Dri"e lane

a ,

l3.
i

Drive lâde I

I
Par*ing l¡ne

This cross section is reclmmended ftr 7tù Street between th Street and Elwood Aaenue'
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5PttrK & As5¡EltrlATE5 LLtr N

50-PDTDP

NELSON
l.lYírAÀl¿l)

I

I

It
'l'1ü 

t$

t I

t. 
- 

.t- -I. .1.
-

Ia

q'.

Pârldr€ lane

f1

ffI

I'
Park¡ng l¿ne

This cross sectionis recommendedfor GreenutoodAaenue betzøeen lil and 2od Streets, uiewedhere lookingsouth.

10,

Drlve fÐ€

L7

ïûm lüe

10'

Drive lerc

48-ADDP-1W

tt 
'$

-
.t. .I. -Jr.

8'

ParkinS lane

10'

D.tue lme

17

DriYe lile

I

18'

Angle parking @ 60'

This cross section is recommended for 9th Street betuLeen Denaer and Boulder Aaenues, aiewed here looking east.
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5t¡EtrK & A5E¡tf trlATE5 LLE N NELSON
f'.tYcAÀi¿i]

II
48.ADDP

IIt
'l 

iü 
'*

r 
-. 

.1.

8'

Parftlng hne

- 
r .f.

I :

I
.JL, fI

fr

ñ
rI

ß'
Ange prklng @ 60'

10

Þrlve lðe

L2'

Dric la¡e

This cross section is recomrnended for:
o Frankfort Auenue between 2nd and 4th Streets, aiewed here looking south;

o Sth Street between Boston and Cincinnati Auenues, uiewed here looking zoest;

¡ l'lth Street between Main Street and Boston Auenue, uieuted here looking west.

48-BDDDB

IIt
'l't 

'$
f

at

3'

B{a ¡aæ

This cross section is recommended for Archer Street betøeen Elutood and Denaer Aaenues, uiewed here looking

uest.

6'

Bke Íile

1(I

Þrlre läne

10'

Drlre hne

10'

Drlve lile

t
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48-BDTDB

NELSON
NY0ÄAi?l)

t

ó' i3
i

B¡kê låne

It
' e lq
' B¡kelùe lBtdfs

I .I. .I'
å

n
I

a

I 1I
10

Drivè làre

1Û

Tuñ laoe

tg
ÞriÉ lâ¡ê

ó'

Eike lâne

-

8'

ParkinS lile

10
1

Dri€ lane ì

10.

Drtve lafle

3

This cross section is recommended for:
o Archer Street betøeen M.L.K. Jr. Bouleaard anil Delroit Auenue, aieuted here looking east;

o.l2thstreetberuteensouthwestBouleaarilandtheTlthstreetTriangle,uiewødherelookingeast'

48-BPDDB

fI

I r, 
- 

.t.
-

a

4d
A¡fs . B¡le lane

lI
This cross section is recommended.for:

¡ Archer street between Denoer and cheyenne Aaenues and between Main street and Boston Aaenue and

betøeen Detroit and Greenwood Aaenues, uieøed here looking east;

o 13th street betøeen cincinnati Aaenue and the IDL, aieuLed here looking east'
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48.BPDDP

I I' 
- 

.I. .I-

NELSON
NYíJAAi¿i}

IIt

l't' rfi - -

,Õ,

T
J

û

.t.

fI

ffI

8'

Parkíng laæ DriYe l¡m fur*lrg hnê

This cross seciion is recommen¿s(i fur Cl¿eye¡ine Áuet¡.ue beiween 7'lth Street and t!¿e IDL, aitwed here looking

south.

t1'I6' 
"4'i

Blkê lile ; Bufrs

Lt'

Dr¡ve lile

48-PBDDBP Ii
I

a

--
I.

t
'l'i'' 

'q

I

-
t I

I'r6'
ì

hrkir¡g hne I Bike lane

This cross section is recomrnended for:
c 3'd Street between Lansing and Madison Auenues;

o 6th Streøt betzøeen Frankfort Auenue and the IDL'

10'

O.tve hæ

1û

Drlv€ hre

6
B¡ke tåre

8':
Parkrg lane
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NY3AAiIi}

I II

;

rf
I

48-PDDDP

;t
'l'f 

tq -
I

-
I .-. f frI

I'
Parking lane

10'

D.iYe lanÊ

lt
Drive hre

1t
Drive hæ

46-BPDDB

g',

Parkng hne

This cross section is recommended for 2od Street between Boulder and Cincinnati Auenues, aiewed here

looking east.

I I
I I I .I. a fI
5'

Bike lâne

1t
Drire hæ

11'

Þrive hæ

5'

Bikê l¡re

This cross section is recommended for Archer Street between Boston Auenue and M.L.K.Jr. Bouleuard, uieuted here

looking east. I

t,lt 
'q
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45-BPDDB

I

NELSON
NY{:]AAI¿;)

I
I

- 
.I .I I

lür¿Ake'vi

ffI'l't' 

'q
-

8'
Orfvc låne i

t-

-

I a

10
Dr¡wlw

10'

Ðrm lilc

r .l- .-

3', 5',
5' svt

Btle lårie,

This cross section is recommendeil for Boston Aaenue from the curae south of -l2th Street to the IDL, aiewed here

looking norlh.

45-ADDP

II
ït' 

'q
h ^G\¡, tfII t

12,

Drive Iaæ

1(I

Drtæ la¡€

This cross section is recommended for:
o Main street between lah sfteet and the IDL, uietøed here looking north;

o Denaer Auenue between Easton and. Cameron Streets, aieøed here looking north;

o 4th Street betuteen Frankfort and Kenosha Auenues, aieøed here looking west'

1t
Ande pårldnC @'f5'

a
Perkiog hæ
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hlYrlAÀi¿i)

II
45-ADDP-1W

I

I

;t

l'û 
'q

'f't 
t$

I I

-
^-E),

-
I

10 t2' 15'
3

Drtyelåæ;Driyo¡eæ:A¡Ulcpad<¡n8@45'

I ffr

ffr

il
I hr*¡ng l¡nc 

1

This cross seciion is recommenrÍerÌ for:
¡ Detroit Auenue between '12'h and -l3th 

Streets, uiewed here looking south;

t Bth Street between Eløood and Denuer Aaenues, uieøed here looking øest.

II
44-BPDDP

5'

Blks le€

11'

ÞrlYe lme

11'

Drlrc laæ

I
lr

t
- 

r -t. .-.
E II

31 7
, Pãrldr$ hne

zl
Farkhghne j

This cross section is recommended for Boulder Aaenue between 
-l}th 

Sbeet and the IDL, lieued here looking north.
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44-PBDDBP

NELSON
NY{ìAAiIIl

,
'l't 

t$
I

-

I'
Prkng laæ

t

s,ìT
I

¡t¡l€lâml Íårki'glaæ

¡

P¿rkftìghæ

ffI

flI

.I-II.t
lr

I
I

7 5

Púk¡r! laæ Bite lane

This cross section is recommended for:
. 3'd Strset betøeen Cincìnnati and Lansing Aoenues;

¡ 6tt' Street bettøeen Frankfort Aaenue and the IDL'

10'

Dri€ hft

1(}

Orive låne

43-PBDDP

t
'l't 

,$ h
.- t

- 
.1. I

8'

-

:o
Driw låre

I

6
Blke lme

1g
Driw bne

This cross section is recommended.for cheynne Auenue betøeen the IDL and cameron street' aiewed here looking

south.
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ElikÊ lâne

18'

Angle parking @ 60'

8'

^JL.
I a

t

tIi

6'

B¡ke lane

1t
Drive lane

tl'
Drive lâne Park¡ng lane

This cross section is recomrnendedfor 73th Street between Boston and Cincinnati Auenues, aiewed here looking

east.

4O-ADD

t
'l't 

tq
I, I

L2

Drive lane

-

10'

Drive lane

This cross section is recommended for Main Slreet between Archer and 'l't Streets, uieøed here looking north.
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I
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Driw hæ

11'

Þri* lâæ

-

9'

Pâ*¡rg lâne
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This cross section is recommended for 7 1th Street betøeen Houston Aaenue and -l2th 
Street and between Boston and

Cincinnati Auenues.

4O-PDDP.1W

I I
'fifrh I

-,
II, Õì

I-

I

i Padang tme

This cross section is recommended for the half block of 'l't Street zøest of Hartford Aaenue, uieøed here

looking east.
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4O-PDDT-1W
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Drtw l¡æ
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36-PDDP-1W
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DrlElane

lt
Ðrlre hre

7t
Tum hne

This cross section is recommended for the half block of 'l't Street east of Greenwood Aaenue, uiewed here

looking east.

I
I

-

I

-

I. I ffI !
-

77
Þrldr8hæ Parldng lane

This cross section is recomrnended for:
o Frisco Auenue betøeen lsr and ?d Sfteets, uietted here looking north;

o 'l't Street between Hartþrd and Lansing Auenues, uiewed here looking east;

o Bth Street betu.teen Eløood Auenue and Denaer Aaenue and between Boulder Aaenue and Main Street,

uieued here looking uest.
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36-PDDP
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"7iPar*¡¡ghre

This cross section is recontmentieri for:

I
'f't 

t$

5'

Bike hne

o Elztood Aaenue betuteen Archer and I't Streets;

c Frisco Aaenue between 6th and 7h Streets;

o 5th Street betøeen Elgin and Frankfort Auenues

11'

Drl€ ¡ræ

tI'
Drf€ hæ

36-BDDB

Pa.klqg

I
ñ'
I
t

aIli
I

,l
il

I
n

I
î

10

Drlve lane

10'

Drive lane

5'

Bike lanê

3'

This cross section is recommended for:
¡ Elgin Auenue between Archer Street and Í'he railroad,

o Guthrie Auenue between Archer and 3'd Streets.
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i Parkinglaæ

Dri€ leË

I

This cross section is recommended for:
o Bould.er Auenue betueen fhe IDL and Easton Street, aiewed here looking north;

. Chelenne Auenue between Cameron and Archer Streets, uiewed here looking south'

I II
30.BDD

1t
ÐriE l¡æ

I't fi
Âfiñ
T rl

I I .I.
I tîII !r

11

This cross section is recomrnended for Cheyenne Auenue betu)een Archer Street and thø railroad tracks' uiewed here

looking south.
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3O-PDP-1W
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.I- tfI¡lr
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I ¡

I
Parking lane

1?

Drive lane

9'

Parking lane

This cross section is recommended for Kenosha Auenue hetøeen 7'h and 9tt' Streels, uiewed here looking north.

30-PDD

t
'l ^I. ñ,

r
t

I
îï

I n I

8'

Parklng lane

This cross section is recommended for:
o Frankfort Street between 4th and Vh Streets, uieued høre looking south;

¡ Carson Aaenue betøeen 'l f th and -l 
2th Streets, uiewed here looking north;

¡ 9rt' Street between Denaer and Cheynne Auenues, aieøed here looking east;

o 'l lth Street betrþeen Boston and Detroit Auenues, aieØed here looking east;

t -l2th 
Street betuteen Carson and Cincinnati Auenue' uieøed here looking east or west (aaries by block).
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This cross section is recortmendeìlfor Bth street between Elwood and Denuer Aaenues, uiewe(í here íooking uusí'

30-PDDP

it,$ lr î$
.1.
tl

II.
-, f f I !I
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DdE l¡re Drive h¡e i P¿rklnglâne 
i

This cross section is recommended for Main street between 3'd and 4th streets, aiewed here looking north'

I'
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I
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I

I.thîl f,-

10'

Drive lan¿

I I

26-PDP-1W

1û

Drive låne

This cross section is recommended for Houston Auenue betuteen Heaay Trffic Wa1 and 3'd Street.

t
I 'l'rrI¡

7',

Parking lane

t2'

Dr¡ve lâne

7',

Parfting lane

This cross section is recommendedfor 4th Street betøeen Kenosha and Lansing Auenues, uiewed here looking øest.
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This cross section is recommended for:
' ,t I att õt--^^t -.:^-",^) L-*- l^^L:-^ -^-tl'.a I hg cul-de-sac 0n ttoslon Aaenue rLoTLl¿ ol t"" ùLr6uL, utrawvØ tIútú LUvnctLö tLUtú,0'

¡ -l2th 
street between Detroit and Frankfort Aaønues, aiezaed here looking øest.
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Drlve h¡e

9v;

Driw lane

I
24-PDD

It,* fr ?13'xï

8v/
Drive lane

SYz'

Dr¡Ye laûe

This cross section is recommended for:
o Main Street between 4th and 5th Streets, aiezt'ted here looking north;

o 5th Street between Denuer and Boulder Auenues, uiewed here looking east;

c 12th Street between Cincinnati and Detroit Auenues, aieøed here looking east.

I
r. r .1.
-rtt
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This cross section is

uieued here looking

6',

Elke lane

4

Buffer

[I

t2'

Drive lane

recommeniled for 'l-lth Street on the north side and the øest side of the triangle at 7 2th Street'

east (aboue the triangte) and north (west of the triangle)'
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North-South Streets

As noted elsewhere, recommendations are made for every street which can be

improved, irrespective of budgetary limitations. A recommended order for these

improvements is discussed in Part VI: Setting Priorities.

Streets are organized from east to west. Streets with few changes recommended are

mentioned briefly. Streets with significant changes receive a more thorough
discussion. When a new striping pattern is recommended, the proposed street type

is referenced by name, and can be seen in the Street Typology.

Lansing Avenue

No changes recommended

Kenosha Avenue

Between 7th and 8th Streets, an absence

of marked parking gives the appearance
of a single 3O-foot driving lane. Mark
parking spaces on both flanks. (Street

Type 30-PDP-1W)

Ifartford Avenue

No changes recommended.

. -l::El
":'

Ì

Í

Ii" 
.-

(
I----:

Itr
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Greenwood Avenue

Existing Conditions

Greenwood Avenue is a two-way street
connecting the historic Greenwood
District with downtown and new
developments in the East Village area. It
runs from the IDL to 3'd Street. There
are faded bicycle sharrow markings
along its course from Archer Street to 2nd

Street. The street carries around 150 cars
per hour at peak hour.

The cross section of this street varies over its course. From north to south, its
cartpath is configured as follows:

. IDL to Archer Street: a 56-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and two lanes

of head-in parking.
o Archer Street to 2"d Street: a 50-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and a

striped shoulder on each side. Currently, the street is used as two driving lanes

and two lanes of parallel parking.
. 2nð' Street to 3'd Street: a 57-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes, a lane of

parallel parking, and a lane of newly-constructed head-in parking.

Analysis

Greenwood Avenue does not need more than two driving lanes in any location
except between l't and 2nd Streets, where a center turn lane is recommended. Since

it is not recommended as a cycling route, the remaining roadway should be

dedicated to parking. But since the street will still attract some cyclists, the existing
head-in angle parking should ideally be restriped as back-in.

Replicating the streets' proposed cross section under the bridge overpass, including
striping angled parking spaces, will help calm traffic and make this a more
welcoming environment to people walking and biking under the bridge. This could
also create opportunities for sharing parking facilities on either side of the bridge
when needed.

The recommended changes are intended to create an outcome that no longer
encourages speeding, while providing more valuable on-street parking. It should be

noted that there is a 4-way stop today at the intersection of Archer Street,
demonstrating that the model could be replicated elsewhere in the downtown
context.
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Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations

Frankfort Avenae

Existing Conditions

Frankfort Avenue is a five-block street

running from 2"d Street to 7th Street,

carrying between 49 and 149 vehicles

at the peak hour.

The cross section of this street varies

over its course. From north to south,

its cartpath is configured as follows:

2nd Street to 4th Street: a 48-foot

cartpath holds two driving lanes

and two lanes of parallel

NELSON
r"J Y i: A 1.. ri i.:

a

a

a

o

IDL to Archer Street: Re-stripe existing head-in parking as back-in parking @

60" angle.

Archer Street to 1't Street: Street Type 50ADDP: two driving lanes, a lane of

parallel parking against the east curb, and a back-in parking lane @ 60' angle

against the west curb'

1l Street to 2'd Street: Street Tlpe: 57-PDTDP: two driving lanes, a center left-turn

lane and two parallel parking lanes against the curbs'

2'd Street to 31d Stree t: Street Type 57-ADDP: two driving lanes, a parallel parking

lane on the west curb, and a back-in parking lane @ 60" angle against the east

^',.1- i- rhe nncLef hv the new develooment.
-J --'- --- r

parking. It widens to 55 feet just
south of 3'd street for half of the block.

4th Street to 5th Street: a 3O-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes. A lane of head-

in parking on the west flank is located outside of the cartpath.

5th Street to 7th Street: a 30-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes'

Analysis

There is excess width throughout Frankfort Avenue. To create an outcome that no

longer encourages speeding while providing more valuable on-street parking, it is

recommended to ,r-ro* the driving area where possible through angled and

parallel parking, as fits. Frankfort is not a biking corridor, but rear-angle parking is

recommended to reduce hazards to cyclists, even though the Street is not planned

to contain bicycle facilities.

a

a

a
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Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

NELSON
t'ty6À¡¡tn

a

a

2nd Street to 4th Stree t: Street Tlþe 4B-ADDP: two driving lanes, a parallel parking
lane against the east curb, and a back-in parking lane @ 60' angle against the

west curb; where cartpath widens to 55 feet just south of 3'd: Street Type 55-

ADDA: two driving lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle.

4th Street to 7th Street Street þþe SOPDD; two driving lanes with parallel parking
along one flank. (Head-in parking to remain where constructed outside of the

cartpath between 4th Street and 5th Street).

EIgÍn Avenue

Existinq Conditions

Elgin Avenue is a two-way street that
connects the heart of downtown to
the ONEOK Field area and provides
a path to neighborhoods east of the
city via its connection with 11th

Street. It carries around 80 vehicles
per peak hour north of Archer Street
and between 338 and 7 4l vehicles
per peak hour south of l't Street.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From north to south,
its cartpath is configured as follows:

o

a

o

o

a

IDL to Mathew B. Brady Street: a 46-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes, a

lane of parallel parking along the east curb, and a lane of head-in parking
against the west curb.

Mathew B. Brady Street to Archer Street: a A4-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes and two lanes of parallel parking.

Archer Street to railroad tracks: a 55-foot cartpath holding two driving lanes,

one lane of parallel parking on the east curb, and one lane of head-in parking
on the east curb. The street narrows at mid-block to a 36-foot cartpath holding
two driving lanes and one lane of parallel parking.

Railroad tracks to 1't Street: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes, a lane of
parallel parking along the east curb, and a lane of head-in parking against the

west curb.
l't Street to 5th Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two

parallel parking lanes.
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. sth Street to 10th Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and a center

turn lane, narrowing to a 35-foot cartpath holding two driving lanes and a

center median near the roundabout at 1Oth Street.

Analysis

In the Brady Arts District, the street contains 9 extra feet of width, but it's no great

harm for a couple of blocks in such a busy location. South of the RR, Elgin has

more than twice the capacity it needs, and is considered quite dangerous, especially

at the 7th and 8th Street intersections. Traffic analysis says that the street can be two

lanes in all locations, except where a center turn lane is needed between 7th and 8th

Streets. Such a cross section (Street Type 5í-BDTDPB) should generally also be used

whenever a loading zone is needed-if and only if other alternatives cannot be found

to handle deliveries.

Elgin Avenue, south of Archer, will become one of the primary north-south biking
corridors on the east side of downtown. North of Archer, there are no bicycle

facilities recommended, as the street has recently been rebuilt without them' The

big bulb-out at the corner of Archer Street is also a concern for this bike facility
transition, and this might be a place for a rebuild, since it's an important corner in

the bike network plan.

South of Archer Street, where the cycletrack pair transitions from M.L'K.Jr'
Boulevard/Cincinnati Avenue and Detroit Avenue, Elgin Avenue will become the

primary biking corridor on the east side of downtown. At the transition into the 1Oth

street roundabout, the safety of the design must be handled carefully as the cartpath

narrows. First, the parking lanes should drop off, then the buffers, then the bike

lanes should merge into sharrows right before the roundabout'

Re tion

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

. IDL to Archer Street: no change but, if possible, re-stripe head-in parking as

back-in.

Archer Street to railroad: Street T1þe íí-BPDDPB: two driving lanes, two parallel

parking lanes, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs. Where the

iartpath narrows to 36 feet north of railroad, Street Type 36-BDDB: two driving
lanes flanked by two buffered bike lanes.

Railroad to 7ih Street: Street T1þe í5-BPDDPB: two driving lanes, two parallel

parking lanes, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

7th Street to 8th Street: Street Type íS-BDTDPB: two driving lanes, one center turn

lane, one parallel parking lane along the eastern edge of the driving lanes, and

two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

8th Street to 1Oth Street: Street T1þe í5-BPDDPB: two driving lanes, two parallel

parking lanes, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

o
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At 1Oth Street roundabout: As the street narrows, transition bike facilities

carefully in the following sequence from north to south: from BPDDPB to

BDDB to DD with marked sharrows'

Detroít Avenae

Existing Conditions

Detroit Avenue is a one-waY

northbound street slated to be

rebuilt from 2"d Street to 12th Street

in 2020. Currently, the section north
of Mathew B. Brady Street is

finishing reconstruction. Detroit
carries arounci i,000 vehicles at peak

hour north of Archer Street and

between 232 and' 608 cars at peak hour south of l't Street'

The cross section of this street varies over its course. From north to south, its

cartpath is configured as follows:

. IDL to Archer Street: a 59-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two

parallel parking lanes.

o On the bridge from Archer Street to I't Street: a 6l-foot cartpath holds four

driving lanes.

o ls Street to 2"d Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two

parallel parking lanes'

. 2îd, Street to 12th Street: a 5S-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two

parallel parking lanes.

. j2rn Street to 13th: a 4l-foot cartpath holds three driving lanes and a lane of

parallel parking.

Analysis

Detroit Avenue runs the full length of downtown. while recommended for eventual

two-way traffic, that change is not anticipated in the near term' North of Archer,

the stréet is designated to carry a one-way northbound cycletrack that pairs with a

one-way southbound cycletracl on M.L'K. Jr. Boulevard' At Archer, the pair will

transition over to Elgin Avenue.

Generally, Detroit's traffic load only requires two driving lanes, but north of

Archer, án additional turn lane is needed to accommodate demand, and just south

of 1rt, 2"d and 7ih, short turn pockets are needed to handle turning vehicles'

a
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Note
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on-street parking can be gained throughout the corrido^r through the provision of

60' angled back-in parkin!, using the Jdditional width from excess driving lanes' It

is also recommena"¿ to ,irip" p-t i"g in front of the four large garage doors just

north of Cameron Street, as this building seems unused'

At its north end, Detroit forks into M.L.K.Jr. north ofJohn Hope Franklin Blvd'

Were Detroit eventually to be converted to two-way travel, this fork could remain

intact if Detroit *u. k"pt one-way fromJohn Hope Franklin to the fork' At the

southern ramp to the IilL, Detráit is skãwed easi of the ramp, so a southbound lane

could be turn-only at 13th street, with two Do Not Enter signs at ramp'

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

IDL to Archer Street: Street þpe 57'BPDDDP-TWthree driving lanes, two

parallel parking lanes, and a one-way northbound buffered bikeway against the

àu.t .rrË. (The northern part of this section is being completed now.)

on the bridge from Archer street to 1't Street: street þpe 61'ADDA'1W' two

driving lanei flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 60" angle'

1,, strÃt ro 12th Street: Street T1þe 55'ADDA-1W: two driving lanes flanked by two

back-in parking lanes @ 45' angle' However:

Just souìh of 1i Street, 2nd Street, and 7th Street: Street Type íí-PTDDA-'|W one

î,rr' lurr", two driving lanes, a lane back-in parking @ 45" angle against the east

curb, and a lane of pãra[el parking against the west curb'

12ih Street to 13th Sireet: Street Tyþe 45-ADDP-7Wa two driving lanes, a back-in

parking lane @ 60" angle againsi the west curb, and a parallel parking lane

against the east curb.

Endeavor to close all redundant curb cuts, while limiting the no-parking area-

around each curb cut to an area within 3 feet of each driveway edge. This will

result in a large increase in the number of on-street parking stalls'

a

a

O

a

a

a

concurrent with this study, plans for restriping the northernmost sections of

Detroit Avenue and M.L.1ç. ir. Boulevard were modified to reflect the intentions of

this Study. Those restriped sections comply with the.5g-BPDDDP-1W design

recommended herein, *ith the exception that the bike buffer was narrowed by 3

feet so that the recommended 10-foot travel lanes could instead be 1l-foot lanes, as

requested by the City of Tulsa for this location'
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M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard / CÍncÍnnatí Avenue

Existinq Conditions

The name of this street changes from
M.L.K. Boulevard to Cincinnati
Avenue as it crosses Archer Street. It
runs one way south, in a pair with
Detroit Avenue. It is a major
southbound corridor through
downtown, carrying around 300
vehicles at peak hour north of Archer
Street and between 595 and 1,517
vehicles at peak hour south of the
railroad tracks.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From north to south, its cartpath is configured as follows:

o IDL to Cameron Street: A 59-foot cartpath recently has been restriped to hold
three driving lanes, two parallel parking lanes, and a buffered bike lane along
the west curb.

o Cameron Street to Archer Street: A 59-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes
and two parallel parking lanes.

o Bridge from Archer Street to l't Street:A 61-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes, and a right turn lane just north of 1't Street.

o 1't Street to 2nd Street:A 48-foot cartpath holds three driving lanes and two
parallel parking lanes.

. 2nd Street to 4th Street: A S5-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two
parallel parking lanes.

. Lth Street to 8th Street: A 55-foot cartpath has recently been restriped to hold
three driving lanes, one parallel parking lane, and one back-in parking lane.

. 8th Street to 1lth Street: 5S-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two
parallel parking lanes.

. 11th Street to 12th Street: the parking lanes have been eliminated, due to curb
cuts on the east flank and for no clear reason on the west flank.

. I2th Street to 13th Street: the parking lanes have been eliminated, probably due
to proximity to the IDL.

Analysis

As already noted, the M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard/Cincinnati Avenue and Detroit Avenue
pair are not recommended for short-term reversion to two-way traffic. Because a

comprehensive two-way reversion remains the desired long-term outcome for
downtown, these streets should be reconsidered for two-way traffic once the
reversion of other one-way pairs is deemed a success.
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Anticipating that the street will maintain its one-way configuration, the-traffic

urulyrì. sug"gests that M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard should contain three lanes from the IDL

to Cameron, two lanes from Cameron to 3'd, and three lanes from 3'd to 13th' No

additional turn lanes are needed. The recent restriping between 4th and 8th has

demonstrated the advantages to placing rear angle parking on this street, and a

continuation of this practiãe is a good strategy for righfsizing the street to its

anticipated demand. Because the presence ol this angle parking leaves no room for

cycle iacilities where three lanes of traffic are present, this street cannot be a

continuous biking corridor; that job will fall to Elgin Avenue' However, because

Elgin cannot 
"uriiy 

fit a cycletrack north of Archer, it has become clear that one-

wa:y bike lanes on Detroii and M.L.K. Jr./Cincinnati offer the best opportunity for

bringing cyclists though the Brady ArÁ Dirttict. For that reason, it is proposed that

M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard include a southbound one-way cycletrack on its west flank

between Archer anrl the IDL. which will pair with the northbound one-way

cycletrack proposed for Detroit north of Archer'

After roadway is dedicated to driving and biking lanes, the remaining space should

be used for the configuration of purkittg that puts it to-best use' This ranges from

two flanks of parallel parking to iwo flanks of rear-angle parking, with an

intermediate condition containing one flank of each type. The angle of that parking

depends also on the space availabìe. Spaces d¡e¡erthan 18 feet should be angled at

60" to maximize their yield. Shallowei spaced should be angled at 45''

As on most streets, missing curb parking as a result of curb cuts creates large areas

of wasted asphalt that are án inducem"ttt to speeding. Curb cuts should be

eliminated wherever possible, and parking shãuld be striped much clo.ser to.them

than current practice, to create less open ásphalt',Additionally, the only justification

for removirrgþarking from the blocktemeãn 12th and 13th Streets is to speed up

traffic beforã lh" high*uy ramP' a dangerous objective'

Recommendation
Restripe the street to the following configurations:

o IDL to Cameron Street: Street T1þe íI'BPDDDP-|W three southbound driving

lanes flanked by two parallet putt i"g lanes and a one-way southbound buffered

bike lane on the west curb.

CameronStreettoArcherStreet:StreetTypeSI.BPDDA.IW.twosouthbound
driving lanes flank"J Uy a back-in parking lane @ O! 

- 
alqte against the east curb

urra u [urutlel parking íane protecting a southbound buffered bike lane running

along the west curb.

Archer Street to 1't Street: Street Tlpe 61-ADDA 'lW. two southbound driving

lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 60" angle'

1,t Street to 3,d Stree t: Street Type \í-ADDA"IW: two southbound driving lanes

flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle'

a

a

a
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. Brd Street to 4th Street, 8th Street to 13th StreeL Street Tlpe SSADDDP-I\/fr''lhree

southbound driving lanes flanked by a parallel parking lane and a back-in

parking lane @ 45"angle, as already completed between 4th and 8th streets'

. 4th Street to 8th Street: No change.

. Endeavor to close all redundant curb cuts, while limiting the no-parking area

around each curb cut to an area within 3 feet of each driveway edge. This will

result in a large increase in the number of on-street parking stalls.

Note

Concurrent with this study, plans for restriping the northernmost sections of

Detroit Avenue and M.L.K..|unior Boulevard were modified to reflect the

intentions of this Study. Those restriped sections comply with the 59-BPDDDP-1W
l^-:-- rô^^,-ñôñÀo.l horpin *¡ifh fhe excention that the bike buffer was narroweduLÐ¡ó¡¡ lLuvrrr¡¡¡u¡¡ u¡¡¡t t' "'--"r---__

by 31eet so that the recommended l0-foot travel lanes could instead be 1l-foot

lanes, as requested by the City of Tulsa for this location'

Boston Avenue

Existing Conditions

Boston Avenue was fully reverted back

to two-way in 2008 and carries
between 50 and 70 vehicles at Peak
hour north of Archer and between 140

and 318 at peak hour south of 3'd

Street. It is the gem of downtown
Tulsa, providing excellent framed
vistas at either end.

The cross section of this street varies

over its course. From north to south,

its cartpath is configured as follows:

IDL to Cameron Street: there are a variety of configurations, typically having

two travel lanes with one to two parking lanes.

Cameron Street to Archer Street: A 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes, a

parallel parking lane, and a head-in parking lane.

Archer to railroad tracks: the street is closed to vehicular traffic as a pedestrian

bridge, holding the Center of the Universe Monument'

North of 1't Street to railroad tracks: a27-f.oot wide cul-de-sac services a parking

garage and the Oklahoma Jazz}{all of Fame.

3'd Street to 11th Street: A 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two

lanes of parallel parking.

1lth Street to 12th Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and one

lane of parallel parking on the west flank.

a

a

a

a

a

o
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. I2rh Street to 13th Street: 55-foot cartpath holds four drive lanes, including a cut-
out pocket for parking, though parking is not allowed. Once the street bends
around the curve, the cartpath narrows to 45 feet with four driving lanes.

. 13th Street south to IDL: a 4í-looL cartpath holds four driving lanes.

Analysis

As mentioned above, Boston Avenue is a landmark street, being the most
comfortable and scenic north-south walking axis, and the most promising
connection to the Community College campus. It is also the only cycling corridor
for the 5-block-wide center of downtown between Cheyenne and Elgin Avenues. It
performs a very limited traffic function, needing no more than two lanes at any
block. Finally, it provides the best framed views in the city, with a view of the
Williams Tower to the north and a view of the Boston Avenue Methodist Church to
the south.

In the rebuild of this street, most of the Boston Avenue cross-section will be
reduced from four travel lanes to two, to comprise a 55-BPDDPB street section,
where two bike lanes line the curbs, protected by two parking lanes which can also
hold occasional loading zones where needed. The provision of protected bike lanes
would add to the landmark quality of this street in celebrating the new role of
biking downtown by not only creating a connection to the Midland Valley Trail but
also by welcoming community college students north with the help of Bike Share
stations on both ends. Replacing the signals from 3'd to 6ih Streets with all-way stop
signs would further calm traffic on the street. Finally, people complained about the
danger of crossing Archer Street without a signal; a HAWK signal at this location,
potentially in combination with a raised speed table, would greatly improve this
intersection for pedestrians. However, if that is cost-prohibitive, an all-way stop sign
is recommended.

To further ensure the success of this street's redesign, travel lanes will be striped as

11 feet wide and parking lanes will be striped at 9 feet wide, so that there will be
ample elbow room for trucks servicing buildings from designated loading zones.

Where loading cannot be provided around the corner, there will be up to one
loading zone per block.

Additionally, marked on-street parking is missing in several places, such as at the
northeast corner near 9th Street. Likewise, providing additional on-street parking
near the Boston Avenue Church at the intersection of 12th Street will help relieve
parking demand from these lots on busy days.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:
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IDL to Archer Street: No change in cartpath. However, install HAWK signal

and potentially raised speed table at Archer Street intersection.

Cul-de-sac north of l't Street: Street T1þe 26-PDD: two driving lanes with a

parallel parking lane against the west curb.

3'd Street to the curve just south of 12th Street: Street Tyþe 55-BPDDPB: tvto

driving lanes, two parallel parking lanes, and two buffered bike lanes against

the curb.
From the curve south of l2th Street to the IDL: Street Type 4,-BPDDB: two

driving lanes with two buffered bike lanes at the curbs, with a parallel parking

lane protecting the southbound bike lane.

Restripe missing parallel parking where identified.

MaÍn Street

Existing Conditions

Main Street was fully reverted back to
two-way in 2013 and carries between
90 and 230 vehicles at Peak hour
north of Archer and between 56 and
280 at peak hour south of 3'd Street.
From 3'd Street to 6th Street, the street
has a stamped brick texture.

The cross section of this street varies

over its course. From north to south,
its cartpath is configured as follows:

. IDL to Mathew B. Brady Street: A 55-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and

two lanes of head-in parking'
o Mathew B. Brady Street to Archer Streel A 55-foot cartpath holds two driving

lanes, a parallel parking lane, and a head-in parking lane. At Archer Street, the

street staggers slightly.
¡ Bridge from Archer Street to l't Street: A 4O-foot cartpath holds three driving

lanes, two in the southbound direction and one in the northbound direction.

o 3rd Street to 4th Street: A 3O-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and one

parallel parking lane'
. 4rh Street to 5th Street: A24-loot cartpath holds two driving lanes.

. 5th Street to 6th Street: A2[-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes at

intersections. At mid-block, a 4O-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and two

lanes of parallel parking.
. 6th Street to 7th Street: A 55-foot cartpath holds three driving lanes, one lane of

parallel parking, and one lane of angle parking.

. 7th Street to 10th Street: A 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two

lanes of parallel parking.
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. 10th Street south to IDL: A 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two

parallel parking lanes until the point *h"." the street curves between 1Oth and

i l,h, the cartpath narrows to 45-feet, holding four driving lanes. There are

parking metérs along this stretch but the street is not striped for parking.

Analysis

Main Street from 3.d to 5th is a unique condition in the downtown with its narrowed

width and stamped brick texture. Following a mistake many cities made, these

blocks were remade as a retail street without adequate curb parking, causing stores

along it to flounder. Additional parking can be created by converting this street to a

"slow flow" geometry. While free flow geometry generally requires 10-foot lanes,

slow-flow geámetry is a technique used on low-traffic non-bus corridors, stipulating

lanes about B- to 8.5-feet wide. Since vehicles sometimes sit illegally along these

curbs currently, we can see that this geometry does not pose a problem' Such a

configuration would allow room for more on-street parking, which would help these

do*nto*n businesses to thrive. The Street is not planned to contain bicycle

facilities.

From 6th to beyond 10th, Main Street has twice the number of lanes it needs. A four

lane driving section can become two, allowing for angled parking on both sides,

identical to the same condition on M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard/Cincinnati Avenue' South

of the curve below 1Oth, Main becomes 45 feet, which can hold parallel on one side

and angle on the other. There are fewer curb cuts to the west, so that should be the

side with back-in angled Parking.

Additionally, marked on-street parallel parking is missing in several places, such as

near intersections and driveways between Bth Street and 1Oth Street, which could

add approximately five parking sPaces to the on-street supply. One of the parking

lot entiies just south of Èrady should also be closed, to enable the on-street parking

configuration on that block.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

¡ IDL to Mathew B. Brady Street: No change in cartpath.

. Brady to Archer Street: Street Tlpe 55-ADDA: two driving lanes flanked by two

back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle.

¡ Bridge from Archer Street to l't Street: Street Tyþe 40ADD: two driving lanes

with a back-in parking lane @ 60" angle against the east curb.

o lst Street to 2"d Street: A pedestrian-friendly cut-through should also be striped

at the east edge of the puiki.rg lot between I't Street and 2nd St¡eet to create

walking connectivitY.

NELSON
NYûAAiII)
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. 3rd Street to 4th Stree t: Street T1þe S}-PDDP: a "slow flow" street with two extra

narrow driving lanes, a parallel parking lane striped on the west curb, and one

parallel parking lane in the pocket on the east curb'
. 4th Street to 5th Street: Street Type 24PDD: a "slow flow" street, with two extra

narrow driving lanes and an added parallel parking lane striped on the west

curb.
. 5th to 6th Street: to remain as Street þpe 4}-PDDP two driving lanes flanked by

two parallel parking lanes.

. 6th to the curve just south of 10th Street: Stræt Tlpe 55ADDA: two driving lanes

flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45' angle.

o From the curve just south of 10th Street south to the IDL: Street T1þe 4íADDP:

two driving flanked by a back-in parking lane @ 45" angle on the west curb and

parallel parking lane on the east curb.
o Restripe missing parallel parking where identified.

Boalder Avenue

Existing Conditions

Boulder Avenue is set to be rebuilt in
2017 as a two-way street from l't Street
to 1Oth Street (north of 1't and south of
10th are already two-way today). The
proposed configuration is also planned
to include a one-way southbound bike
lane. Boulder currently carries 60 to
85 vehicles at peak hour north of
Archer and between 114 and 512

vehicles at peak hour south of the
train tracks.

The cross section of this street varies over its course. From north to south, its

cartpath is configured as follows:

o IDL to Easton Street: A 35-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes.

¡ Easton Street to Cameron Street: A 55-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and

two lanes of parallel parking.
o Cameron Street to Archer Street: A 55-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and

two lanes of 45-degree head-in parking.
o On the bridge from A¡cher Street to l't Street: A 55-foot cartpath holds four

driving lanes.

o lst Street to 1Oth Street (One-way northbound section): A 55-foot holds four

driving lanes and two lanes of parallel parking.
. 10th Street to 12th Street: A 44-foot cartpath holds three driving lanes, one in the

southbound direction and two in the northbound direction.
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. l2th Street to IDL: A 4/.-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes. There are

parking meters on the west flank but the street is not striped for parking.

Analysis

As noted above, Boulder Avenue is a partially one-way street that is slated to be

restriped from l't to 1Oth Street to be a fully two-way street. The proposed design

includes a one-way southbound buffered bike facility along the west flank of the

street (which will pair with a one-way northbound buffered bike facility along

Cheyenne Avenue). A buffered bike facility along its length will connect to a bicycle

facility beyond the IDL, connecting downtown to the river and to neighborhoods

both north and south of the expressway.

The preferred option for rebuilding Boulder Avenue has a cartpath with two

driving lanes, one lane of parallel parking buffering the bike iane and a iane of
back-in angled parking on the opposite side of the street. However, a compromised

alternative would include an unnecessary turn lane at the cost of on-street parking
supply. It should be noted that the main motivation for the compromise solution

would be to provide a center turn lane for deliveries, but there are not many

businesses requiring loading on Boulder. So, this plan therefore recommends the

two driving lane cross section as the preferred alternative'

This corridor will ultimately also be designed according to the best-practice

standards established by this plan, like removing extra driving lanes, reducing lane

widths to only ten-feet wide, reducing the size of sight triangle requirements around

driveways, and eliminating curb cuts and redundant parking lot access driveways

where other entries and exits and alley access exists. Reducing sight triangles and

consolidating curb cuts will allow for a more contiguous and safe walking
environment, while also allowing for additional on-street parking to be striped

where it is not today.

Additionally, there are a number of places missing.marked-on-street parking, like
the stretch between Cameron and Easton, and just south of 5th Street where two

spaces are missing on the east flank curb. All new angled parking should be striped

as back-in parking. Since the existing head-in angled parking between Cameron

Street and Mathew B. Brady Street is done in paint and not structured by a curb

extension, it can easily be reversed to back-in parking.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

o IDL to Easton Street: Street Type 35-BDDP two driving lanes, flanked by a

parallel parking lane on the east curb and a southbound buffered bike lane on

the west curb.
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Easton Srreet to 1Oth Street (Preferred Option): Street Type í5-BPDDA: tvvo

driving lanes flanked by a back-in parking lane @ 45" angle on the east curb and

a southbound buffered bike lane running along the west curb protected by a

parallel parking lane.

Easton Street to 1Oth Street (Compromise Option): Street Tlpe 55-BPDTDP: two

driving lanes flanking a center turn lane, flanked by two parallel parking lanes

with a southbound buffered bike lane running along the west curb. This three-

lane section should only be used where no other solution can be found for
deliveries.
1Oth Street to IDL: Street Type 4+BPDDP two driving lanes flanked by two

parallel parking lanes on either side, with a southbound buffered bike lane

running along the west curb.

Restripe missing parallel parking where identified.

Cheyenne Avenue

Existing Conditions

Cheyenne Avenue is currently two-
way north of 1't Street and one-waY

from 1't Street to 13th Street. The
street between 1't and 1Oth Street is

planned to be rebuilt in 2020, and
converted from one-way to two-way at
that time. The road carries around 35

vehicles north of the railroad at peak
hour and between 266 and787
vehicles south of l't Street at peak
hour. The cartpath contains some

brick in mid-block between Cameron
and Brady and for much of the street
between Mathew B. Brady Street and its at-grade railroad track crossing.

The cross section of this street varies over its course. From north to south, its

cartpath is configured as follows:

IDL to Cameron Street: a 43-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and two lanes

of parallel parking.

Cameron Street to Archer Street: a 35-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and

one lane of parallel parking. on the west flank at mid-block, five head-in

parking spaces have been built outside of the cartpath.

Archer Street to railroad tracks: a 3O-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and a

disordered mixture of parallel parking and head-in parking'

Railroad tracks to l't Street: a 5l-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and two

lanes of parallel parking.
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o l,t Street to 1lth Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and two lanes

of parallel parking.
. 11ù Street to IDL: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and is currently

closed to traffic while the bridge over the IDL is rebuilt. During construction,

the west flank of the street is being used for parking between 1lth and 12th-

Analysis

As mentioned, Cheyenne Avenue is planned to be re-striped to be almost fully two-

way in 20¡0,with a one-way northbound bike facility that will pair with that

soúthbound facility providåd on Boulder Avenue. From l't to 11th Streets,

Cheyenne should iuk" ott the exact same cross section as the main stretch of

Bouider - either the preferred scenario or the compromise scenario where needed'

The main motivation for the latter solution would be to provide a center turn lane

for deliveries, but there are not many businesses requiring loading on Cheyenne;

thus, this Study recommends the two-lane cross section, which would allow for a

generous provision of on-street parking'

In the Brady Arts District, a protected lane was examined for feasibility, but since

there are nãgligible traffic loáds, many curb cuts, and a disordered array of unusual

paving textures and curbs, it was determined that an integrated lane would be a

smarter application.

There are a number of areas where on-street parking is missing and should be

striped, such as just north of 1lth Street, where about four parking sPaces are

missing on the west curb. Oversized sight triangles also eliminate two viable

parking spaces on east flank north of Bth Street.

Reco

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

¡ IDL to Cameron Street: Street Type 47-PBDDP two driving lanes, two parallel

parking lanes, and a northbound bike lane against the east curb.

¡ Cameron Street to Archer Street: Street Type S5-BDDP: two driving lanes flanked

by one parallel parking lane on the east curb and a northbound buffered bike

lane on the west curb.
o Archer Street to railroad tracks: Street Tyþe 30-BDD: two driving lanes flanked by

a northbound bike lane running along the east curb'

o Railroad tracks to 1't Street:5|-PBDDA: two driving lanes, one northbound bike

lane next to a parallel parking lane on the east curb, and one back-in parking

lane @ 45' angle against the west curb.

. 1$ Srreet to 1 lth Street: Street Tyþe í5-BPDDA (preferred) or 55-BPDTDP

(compromise): two driving lanes, a northbound buffered bike lane against the

àast iurb protected by a parallel parking lane, and one back-in parking lane @

45' angle against the west curb OR two driving lanes flanking a center turn
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lane, flanked by two parallel parking lanes, one of which protects a northbound
buffered bike lane running along the east curb. The three-lane section should

only be used where no other solution can be found for deliveries.

. 1lth Street to IDL: Street Tyþe 4B-BPDDP: two driving lanes flanked by two

parallel parking lanes, one of which protects a northbound buffered bike lane

running along the east curb.
o Restripe missing parallel parking where identified.

We recommend that the at-grade railway crossing not be replaced by a bridge as

recommended in the DAM Plan. The fear of trainf car and train/pedestrian
collisions seems unfounded based on crash data downtown, and such bridges
present an impediment to walkability.

Carson Street

Carson Street is a one-block street at
the south end of downtown. It holds
two driving lanes and one parallel
parking lane in 30 feet. No changes
are recommended. (Snea þpe 30-PDD)

Denver Avenue

Existing Conditions

Denver Avenue, running along the
western edge of the core business
district, connects the city to many
civic services and event centers. At
peak hour, the street carries between
639 and 756 vehicles north of the
railroad and between 977 and 1,914
vehicles south of 1't Street.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From north to south,
its cartpath is configured as follows:

o IDL to Easton Street: a 56-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes.

o Easton Street to Cameron Street: a Al-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and

sinks below a railroad crossing, with sidewalks above the grade of the cartpath.

o Cameron Street to Mathew B. Brady Street: a cartpath of varying width (55 to

60 feet) holds four driving lanes and a lane of parallel parking on the east curb.

o Mathew B. Brady Street to Archer Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds four drivinø
lanes.
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. Archer Street to 1't Street: a 57-foot cartpath narrows to 51 feet when it passes

under the railroad bridge. Near Archer, the 57-foot cartpath holds five driving
lanes and a median;Under the railroad, the 5l-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes and a median; Near f i Street, the 57-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes.

o 1s Street to 2"d Street: a 57-foot carpath holds four driving lanes, one center

turn lane, and a parallel parking lane cut into the west curb outside of the

cartpath.
. 2nd Street to 3'd Street: a í7-f.oot carpath holds four driving lanes, one center

lane striped as a median for 200 feet near 2nd street and as a left-turn lane near

3'd Street, and a parallel parking lane cut into the west curb outside of the

cartpath.
o 3rd Street to 4th Street: a S5-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes, a center turn

lane, anci some paraliei parking spaces cut into the east cur'o ouiside of ihe

cartpath.
. Ath Street to half a block south of 6th Street: a 5S-foot cartpath holds four driving

lanes and a center turn lane striped as a median when turn lanes are not

present.
o Half block south of 6th Street to 7th Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving

lanes.

. 7th Street to 11th Street: a A1-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes.

. 1lth Street to IDL: a 45-foú cartpath holding four driving lanes and widens to a

55-foot cartpath holding four driving lanes and a center median'

Analysis

South of 1't, Denver is already very large, and already handling too much traffic in

places, to limit its number of lanes. Moreover, keeping it at its current size creates

ãn 
"r.up" 

valve that takes pressure off the entire system, especially Boulder and

Cheyenne Avenues. Should drivers ever experience congestion on those streets,

they can shift west to Denver for a less congested ride.

That said, Denver Avenue may not be allowed to maintain its current high-speed

geomeiry. The street has the highest number of collisions involving people walking
in the downtown, and it attracts large numbers of pedestrians due to the BOK
Center, the bus station, and other important facilities. For this reason, the

recommendations ahead, especially from 1't to 7th Streets, are a high priority.

Because Denver is so wide, and because it experiences heavy traffic only at peak

times, it can be improved tremendously by adding curb parking off peak. As in all

similar circumstances, such parking must be priced at a rate that causes it to be well

used. The Street is not planned to contain bicycle facilities.

North of 1't Street, Denver needs only two lanes. But only from Cameron to Archer
does it have potential for parking. This stretch now varies from four driving lanes to
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four driving lanes plus one parking lane in 60 to 55 feet. In the future, this area

should havã back-in parking on both sides of the street at a 45" angle, but, when it

widens past 58 feet, the angle of the parking should be switched to 60''

Between l't to 7th Streets, it makes sense to stay with a consistent Slane section'

However, since the street rarely has enough traffic to justify five lane,s, the outer

curbs should allow parking from 10 a.m. to 4 p.*' Note that this could only happen

on curbs that do rroi hu1r"-cut-outs for parallel parking already, like in front of the

Arena and Bus Station.

Additionally, to beautify this street, the center turn lane should receive median

islands planted with trels wherever the left-turn lanes switch direction, and also in

the largã striped segments where the center lane is off limits, like near 2"d Street'

Finally, the jersey barriers at the northwest corner of Denver Avetiue and 3'd S*"reet

put a iawdry fo.å on the BOK Center's key corner and should be replaced by

àttractive bollards fit to honor the City's landmark civic building.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

¡ IDL to Easton Street: Street T1þe 56-ADDA: two driving lanes flanked by two

back-in parking lanes @ 45' angle.

¡ Easton Street to Cameron Street: Street Type 45-ADDP: two driving lanes, one

back-in parking lane @ 45" angle on the west curb, and one parallel parking lane

on the east curb.
o Cameron Street to Archer Street: Street Tyþe 55-ADDA: two driving lanes flanked

by two lanes of back-in parking striped @ 45" angle, except when the cartpath is

5b feet or wider, in whlih areas the parking should be striped @ 60" angle.

o 1$ Street to 7th Stree t: Street þþe 55(P)DDMDD(P): f.ov driving lanes flanking

median islands and turn po.kãt., with two driving lanes being used as parallel

parking lanes at off-Peak times.

. 7th Street to IDL: No change.

o Replace the jersey barriers at the Bok Center's southeast corner with attractive

bollards.
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Elwood Avenae

Elwood Avenue is a two-blockJong
street north of the BOK Center that
reappears for one block between 6th

Street and 7'h Street. The street
carries around 356 cars per peak hour.
Framing an at-grade railroad track
crossing, a 36-foot cartpath holds two
driving lanes, which should be

reconfigured as Street Tlpe 36'PDDP:
two driving lanes flanked by two
parallel parking lanes. From 6th to 7th

Street, a 36-foot cartpath holds two
-l--:--i,-- l^-^- ^-l ¿-..^ -^-^Il^l -.^*ì.:.-^urrvlrlg lilllcs dlru Lwu Pd,r4rrcr Pclr\rrró
lanes; this area needs no modification (Street Tlpe 36 PDDP)

FrÍsco Avenue

Frisco Avenue is a short road segment
behind the BOK Center connecting to
the Civic Center Access drive and the
section of 4th Street that services the
post office, library and courthouse.
The street carries around 200 vehicles
at peak hour.

From l't Street to 3'd Street, a 36-foot
cartpath holds two driving lanes with
a striped median. From 1't Street to
2"d Street, the street is two-way, but it
transitions to one-way between 2"d

Street and 3'd Street. This stretch should be reconfigured as Street Type 36-PDDP-1W:

two driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes. South to Civic Center, the

street is an automotive access zone. It rarely serves pedestrians, so no changes are

recommended. From 6th Street to 7th Street, a 36-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes and two parallel parking lanes; no changes are planned (street Type 36-PDDP).

\Me recommend that the at-grade railway crossing not be replaced by a bridge as

recommended in the DAM Plan. The fear of trainf car and train/pedestrian
collisions seems unfounded based on crash data downtown, and such bridges

present an impediment to walkability.
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CivÍc Center DrÍve

This drive is a narrow drop-off street'

No changes are recommended.

Guthrie Avenue

Along with a short segment of HeavY

Traffic Way, Guthrie Street is a key

cycling connection between the Katy
Trail and Houston Avenue. Current
conditions between Archer and Third
include two 4-foot shoulders (not

marked as bike lanes) flanking two 14-

foot driving lanes. This section should

Ifouston Avenue

Existins Conditions

Houston Avenue is a wide street with
a median and manY turn Pockets
carrying between 238 and 1,047

vehicles at the Peak hour' The
cartpath varies in width over its

length.

From Heavy Traffic way to 3'd Street,

a 28-foot cartpath holds two wide

driving lanes. From 3'd Street to 11th

be restriped to include buffered bike

lanes flanking 1O-foot lanes. (Street Ttþe 36-BDDB). The short segment betwee-n l't

Street and Hãavy Traffic Way is even wider: a  l-foot cartpath holding two driving

lanes. Here, in addition to thl provision of bike lanes, a parallel parking lane should

be added against the west cutb. (Street Tlpe 44'PBDDB)

NELSON
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Street, a typically 7I- to 82-foot wide

cartpath holds four driving lanes, two left-turn lanes and a median' From 7th Street

to 1ìth Street, a 48-foot caitpath holds two northbound and two southbound driving

lanes.
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Analysis

Houston Avenue provides the only real opportunity for a cycling facility on the west

side of downtown, which would tie together all of the proposed east-west cycling
corridors. Fortunatel/, unbalanced traffic loads on this street create a circumstance

where one northbound driving lane can be eliminated along its entire length. This
lane removal allows for the insertion of cycle tracks along both flanks of the street,

which requires only that the median between 4th and 7th Streets be reconstructed. It
also allows for an east flank of parallel parking to be added in this location.

In the short stretch between Heavy Traffic Way and 3'd Street, striping narrow bike

lanes on each flank will make the street safer for all users'

Recommendation

Restripe the street to ihe foilowing configurations

o From Heavy Traffic Way to 3'd Street: Street Type 2B-BDDB: two driving lanes

flanked by two bike lanes.

o From 3'd Street to 4th Street: Street Type 67-BDDMTDB: two southbound driving
lanes flanked by a buffered bikeway on the west curb and, across the median, a

northbound driving lane flanked by a left-turn lane and a buffered bikeway on

the east curb.
o From 4th Street to 7th Street: Street þpe 67-BDDMDPB: two southbound driving

lanes flanked by a buffered bikeway on the west curb and, across a moved

median, one northbound driving lane, one parallel parking lane, and a buffered

bikeway on the east curb.
o From 7th Street to 1lth Street: Street Tlpe 4B'DDMDBB: two southbound and one

northbound driving lanes flanked by buffered bikeways on both curbs.

Eliminate the median south of 7th Street.

The slip lane north of 7th is dangerously wide, and should be narrowed through an

edge line marking.
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Ifeavy TraffÍc Way

Heavy Traffic Way is a high-speed
street without sidewalks, designated
as a bike route. However, it only
makes sense as a place for bikes
where it is needed to connect the
cycle facility planned along Guthrie
and Houston Avenues. Elsewhere, it
does not present a safe environment
for cycling.

In this location, a íA-foot cartpath
holds four driving lanes, should be

restriped as Street Tyþe ï4-BDDDDB:
four driving lanes flanked by two 6-foot bike lanes. At Houston Avenue, bright
paint should be applied to mark the bike lane turn onto Houston. Where there is a
median for a 5O-foot long stretch, the section should be restriped as Street Tlpe 54-

BDDI4IDDB: the bike lanes must drop to 4 feet in width.

Lawton Avenue

This street rarely serves pedestrians,
so no changes are recommended.
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Bast-West Streets

Easton Street

This street's 30-foot cartpath
currently holds two driving lanes and
one parallel parking lane. No changes

are recommended. Add shared lane
markings to accommodate
connections between trails and the
proposed Cheyenne and Boulder
Avenue bike facilities. (Street Tlpe 30'
PDD)

NELSON
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Cameron Street

Cameron Street runs from Denver
Avenue to Detroit Avenue and carries
between 53 and 152 vehicles at peak
hour. Between Main Street and
M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard, it has recently
been rebuilt with angled parking.
From Denver Avenue to Boulder
Avenue, a 36 to 4O-foot cartpath
carries two driving lanes flanked by
two parallel parking lanes. No
changes are recommended for these
segments.

. i.i{:,i':-9iq{ira '

From Boulder Avenue to Main Street, a 48-foot cartpath carries two driving lanes

flanked by a lane of head-in parking along the north curb. This parking should be

striped as back-in @ 60" angle, and parallel parking should be added to the south

clrb (Street Tlpe aB-ADDP).

From Main Street to Boston Avenue, in the west half of the block, a 57-foot cartpath
holds two driving lanes flanked by two lanes of head-in parking; in the east half of
the block, the cartpath narrows to 38 feet with two driving lanes flanked by two

lanes of parallel parking. From Boston Avenue to M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard, a 45-foot

cartpath holds two driving lanes and a lane of head-in parking. From M.L.K. Jr.
Boulevard to Detroit Avenue, a 3O-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and a lane

of parallel parking. No changes are recommended for any of these segments.

The Street is not planned to contain bicycle facilities.
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Mathew B, Brady Street

Existing Conditions

Mathew B. Brady Street was mostly
rebuilt recently, and has the best feel
of any downtown street, due to its new
streetscaping and traffic- calmed
atmosphere. The section from Main
Street to M.L.K. Jr. Boulevard has

been recently built out with bumpouts
and full re-striping. The street carries
between 45 and 175 vehicles at peak
hour.

NELSON
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The cross section of this street varies over its course. From west to east, its cartpath

is configured as follows:

¡ Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by a lane of head-in parking.
. Cheyenne Avenue to M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard: a 48-cartpath holds two driving

lanes flanked by a lane of parallel parking and a lane of head-in parking.

. M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard to Elgin Avenue: a 58-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes flanked by two lanes of head-in parking.

Analysis

Mathew B. Brady Street is the iconic focal point of the Brady Arts District,
connecting all-hour activity, the Guthrie Green, and ONEOK Field events. Since

much of this stretch has been rebuilt, including sufficient traffic calming, there are

few recommended changes. These include allowing an additional lane of angled

parking where it can fit on the western end of the street, converting head-in parking
to back-in parking where possible, and eliminating excessive curb cuts to allow for
additional on-street parking while creating more continuous sidewalks.

This street is not planned to contain bicycle facilities.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: Street Type íí-ADDA: two driving lanes

and two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle. Examine possibilities for eliminating

excessive curb cuts to enable more on-street parking.

Cheyenne Avenue to M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard: Street TIP 4B-PDDA: no change, but

Examine possibilities for eliminating excessive curb cuts and converting head-in

parking to back-in parking.

a

a
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Archer Street

Existine Conditions

Archer Street runs along the

southern edge of the Brady Arts
District and carries between
180 and 727 vehicles at peak
hour.

The cross section of this street
varies over its course. From
west to east, its cartpath is

confïgured as foiiows:

NELSON
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a M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard to Elgin Avenue: Street Type SBADDA: no changes planned,

but examine possibilities for converting head-in parking to back-in parking.

a

a

a

a

a

Guthrie Avenue to Elwood Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes

flanked by two bike lanes.

Elwood Avenue to Denver Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes,

including one right turn lane on the south side, and one bike lane against the

north curb.

Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking. Excessive curb cuts reduce the supply

of on-street parking.

Cheyenne Avenue to Main Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

Main Street to Boston Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

Boston Avenue to M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard: a 46-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard to Elgin Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking. Halfway between Detroit Avenue

and Elgin Avenue, the parallel parking on the south curb becomes head-in

parking.
Elgin Avenue to Greenwood Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking. Halfway between Frankfort Avenue

and Greenwood Avenue, the parallel parking on the north curb becomes head-

in parking.
Greenwood Avenue to IDL: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes.

o

a

a

a

Analysis

Archer Street needs two driving lanes in most areas, with exception of the area just

west of Detroit where it needs a center turn lane, and on the stretch from Denver to

1s6
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the IDL where two eastbound lanes are needed. Because the cartpath contains
considerably more width than needed for these driving lanes, Archer is an ideal
location for a buffered bikeway, which should run the length of this corridor
connecting downtown to the trail systems on either side of the IDL.

The provision of additional on-street parking will help calm traffic speeds on this
corridor, making this an inviting street for people biking and walking to businesses.
Parallel parking should be provided on the side of the street with the fewest curb
cuts, or on the side where short pockets of angled parking already exist (which
should be preserved).

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

Guthrie Avenue to Elwood Avenue: Street T1þe íï-BPDDDB: two eastbound
driving lanes one westbound driving lane, one parallel parking lane, and two
buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

Elwood Avenue to Denver Avenue: Street T1þe 4B-BDDDB: two eastbound
driving lanes, one westbound driving lane, and two buffered bike lanes against

the curbs.

Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: Street Type 4B'BPDDB: two driving lanes,

one parallel parking lane, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

Cheyenne Avenue to Main Street: Street Tlpe íí-BPDDPB: two driving lanes, two
parallel parking lanes, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

Main Street to Boston Avenue: Street Tyþe 4B-BPDDB: two driving lanes, one

parallel parking lane, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

Boston Avenue to M.L.K.Jr. Boulevardl. Street Tyþe 46-BPDDB: two driving
lanes, one parallel parking lane, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard to Detroit Avenue: Street þpe 4B-BDTDB: two driving lanes

flanking a center turn lane, and two bike lanes against the curbs.

Detroit Avenue to Greenwood Avenue: Street Type 4B-BPDDB: two driving lanes,

one parallel parking lane, and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

Greenwood Avenue to IDL: Street Type í5-BPDDPB: two driving lanes, two
parallel parking lanes, and two buffered bike lanes at the curbs.
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Ist Street

Existing Conditions

l't Street is currently a one-waY

westbound street, carrying 1,035

vehicles at peak hour.

The cross section of this street
varies over its course. From west to

east, its cartpath is configured as

follows:

Heavy Traffic Way to Denver
Avenue: a 55-fcot cartPath
holds four driving lanes

flanked by a lane of parallel

NELSON
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O

parking on the south curb.

Denver Avenue to Detroit Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes.

From the alley just west of Detroit Avenue, a lane of parallel parking is striped

on the south curb for half a block.

Detroit Avenue to Greenwood Avenue: a l4-foot cartpath holds three driving

lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking'

Greenwood Avenue to Hartford Avenue: a 40-foot cartpath holds three driving

lanes.

Hartford Avenue to IDL: a 36-foot cartpath holds three driving lanes.

Analysis

The plan for 1't Street proposes that this corridor be converted to two-way from

Denver Avenue to Greenwood Avenue. The stretch of roadway east of Elgin Street

to the IDL is already planned to be rebuiltirr20IT. There is a lot of speeding in

that stretch between Greenwood and the IDL, since the cartpath is very wide and

there are no visual cues that one is entering a city. Since only two driving lanes are

needed in that stretch, this plan recommends narrowing the path of travel through

the added provision of on-sireet parking along both curbs. While there needs to be a

Z-to-2 -"rg" from the highway ramps, this merge can take place within 300 feet of

Lansing Sireet. Unless oiherwise required by the traffic analysis, a two-way 1't Street

should have a two-lane cross section, with angled parking at the curbs' The

exception occurs between Cincinnati and Greenwood Avenues, where a second

westbound driving lane is needed, which causes one of the angled parking lanes to

be parallel instead.

This street is not planned to contain bicycle facilities.
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Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations

. Heay Traffic Way to Denver Avenue: Street Type 5í-ADDA'1144 two westbound
driving lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle.

o Denver Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: Street Tlpe 55-ADDA: one westbound
driving lane and one eastbound driving lane flanked by two back-in parking
lanes @ 45" angle.

o Cincinnati Avenue to Greenwood Avenue: Street T1þe 5î-ADDDP two
westbound driving lanes, one eastbound driving lane, one back-in parking lane

@ 45" angle, and one parallel parking lane. Near the intersection of Greenwood
Avenue, the street becomes Street Tlpe íí-PDDTTP: two westbound driving
lanes, one eastbound left-turn lane, and one eastbound turn lane, flanked by
two parallel parking lanes.

o Greenwood Avenue to Hartfbrd Avenue: Street Type 40-PDDT'1W. two
westbound driving lanes, one westbound left-turn lane, and one lane of parallel
parking on the north curb; After the left -turn lane ends, becomes Street Tyþe 4O

PDDP-|144 two westbound driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes.

o Hartford Avenue to Lansing Avenue: Street Type 36-PDDP-7144 two westbound
driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes. The three highway lanes

should merge to two lanes within three hundred feet west of the intersection of
Lansing Avenue.

Note

Reconstruction of the east end of I't Street is scheduled to occur this year. The
current plans should be reviewed and potentially modified so that a near-term
reversion to two-way travel does not result in funds being wasted. This may mean
temporarily striping the street with removable paint.
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2nd Street

Existing Conditions

2"d Street is a one-way eastbound
street carrying betweenlTl and 933
vehicles at peak hour.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east, its
cartpath is configured as follows:

IDL to Frisco Avenue: a 36-foot
cartpath holds two driving lanes,
one of which exits as a ramp
from the iDL.
Denver Avenue to Cheyenne

t

a

a

Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds three driving lanes, a lane of parallel parking
and a lane of head-in parking.

o Cheyenne Avenue to Boulder Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

o Boulder Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes and one lane of parallel parking.

o Cincinnati Avenue to Elgin Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes
flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

o Elgin Avenue to Greenwood Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds three driving
lanes, one lane of head-in parking, and one lane of parallel parking.

¡ Greenwood Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: a S5-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes and one lane of parallel parking.

o Kenosha Avenue to IDL: a 4í-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes.

Analysis

Formerly Old Route 66, 2"d Street connects downtown to many civic and
entertainment uses like the Williams Tower and Green and the BOK Center. This
plan proposes that this one-way street be converted to two-way from Denver Avenue
to Greenwood Avenue.

Once converted to two-way, only two travel lanes will be demanded in most
sections, with exception of the long block between Boulder Avenue and Cincinnati
Avenue where two eastbound lanes are needed. But such a 55-foot section with
three lanes may also make sense between Cincinnati and Frankfort, due to the
delivery needs of businesses.. If implemented as such, the center lane should be a
continuous left-turn lane. However, as mentioned, wider roadways contribute to
higher levels of speeding, so a three-lane cross section would indeed be a
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compromise to a safe, walkable atmosphere, and should only be used where no

delivery alternative exists.

As with l't Street, also not a cycling corridor, the remainder of the roadway should

be taken up by curb parking, which would take an angle or parallel configuration as

best fits. This includes on the short segment west of Frisco Avenue, to remain one-

way, where a lane of curb parking can be added approaching the intersection.

This street is not planned to contain bicycle facilities.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

¡ TT-ìT r^ F-lc^a A',pnrre. Arlrl e n¡rallpl narkins la.ne a.ctainSt the nOrth CUfb¡ eaSf- Lyu LU I ¡ rðLU i rYv¡¡uu. .*^^" *ò

of where the ramp has ended.
o Denver Avenue to Boulder Avenue: Street Type ííADDA: two driving lanes

flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45' angle.

¡ Boulder Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: Street þþe 4B-PDDDP: two eastbound

driving lanes and one westbound driving lane flanked by two parallel parking

lanes. Where the street widens to 55 feet just south of the Williams Tower

pedestrian overpass, the street should be striped as Street þþe 55-ADDDP: two

ãastbound driving lanes and one westbound driving lane flanked by one back-in

parking lane, and one parallel parking lane.

o Cincinnati Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: Street Tlpe íí-ADTDP: two driving
lanes flanking a center turn lane, with one back-in parking lane @ 45' angle,

and one parallel parking lane'
o Frankfort Avenue to Greenwood Avenue: Street TyPe íï-ADDA: two driving lanes

flanked by two back-in parking lanes.

o Greenwood Avenue to IDL: Street Type 55-ADDA-7W. two one-way driving lanes

flanked by two head-in parking lanes @ 45' angle.
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ld Street

Existing Conditions

3'd Street is a two-way street carrying
between 24I and 651 vehicles per peak
hour. It was reported that manY

vehicles travel at high speeds near

Lansing and Kenosha Avenues.

The cross section of this street varies

over its course. From west to east, its

cartpath is configured as follows:

IDL to Frisco Avenue: a 55-foot
cartpath holds five driving lanes.

Frisco Avenue to Denver
Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes and one lane of parallel

parking.
o Denver Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: a 5S-foot cartpath holds three driving

lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

o Cincinnati Avenue to Detroit Avenue: a Aí-foot cartpath holds three driving

lanes and one lane of parallel parking.
o Detroit Avenue to Lansing Avenue: a 44foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

Analysis
ll""ai.rg only two driving lanes to meet demand, 3'd Street should become a

primary east-west biking corridor. Where space allows, the bike lanes should be

.rtb-uá;u.ent and parking-protected. In most other conditions, they should be

buffereá, with excéption of on the bridge at Lansing and Madison, where they

should become standard integrated bike lanes'

As usual, bike lanes need to bend around bulbouts when they are present. As an

example: when there is 28 feet clear between bulbouts, the cartpath would hold two

lg-foot driving lanes and two 4-foot bike lanes, but when there is 36 feet clear, the

cartpath woulã hold two lO-foot driving lanes and two 5-foot bike.lanes, each with 3-

foot buffers..

Just east of Kenosha Avenue, the slip lane north of the triangle should eventually be
"closed, 

because it widens the roadway and encourages speeding. Instead, the small

triangle island should become an attached green space to the north side of the

block-. This new green space could coordinately nicely with the open sPace on the

southeast corner of the intersection.
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Parking is also missing in a few key places and should be re-striped. Due to setbacks

on the south side of blocks between Denver Avenue and Cincinnati Avenue, two
parallel parking spaces are missing at either end of each block. Parking should also

be added to the bridge from Lansing Avenue to Madison Avenue, which will help
calm traffic as it enters into the East Village commercial district. This bridge is also

planned to be rebuilt and a redesign should be considered when that happens.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

¡ IDL to Cincinnati Avenue: Street Type íï-BPDDPB: two driving lanes flanked by
two parallel parking lanes and two buffered bike lanes against the curbs.

o Cincinnati Avenue to Lansing Avenue: Street Type 44-PBDDBP: two driving
lanes flanked by two bike lanes and two parallel parking lanes.

r Bridge from Lansing Avenue to Madison Avenue: Street Type 4B-PBDDBP two
driving lanes flanked by two bike lanes and two parallel parking lanes.

When the northeast corner of the Kenosha intersection is redeveloped, close the slip
lane in that location and create an attached green.

4th Street

Existins Conditions

4th Street is a one-way eastbound
street from Frisco Avenue to Detroit
Avenue. The street carries between
134 and 467 vehicles at peak hour.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east, its
cartpath is configured as follows:

Frisco Avenue to Civic Center
Drive: a 65-foot cartpath holds
four driving lanes and one lane
of parallel parking.
Civic Center Drive to Denver Avenue: a S3-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes.

Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes and one lane of parallel parking.

Cheyenne Avenue to Detroit Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

Detroit Avenue to Elgin Avenue: a S5-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes,

one lane of parallel parking, and one striped shoulder of no parking.
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o Elgin Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.
o Frankfort Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: a 4í-foot cartpath holds three driving

lanes and one lane of parallel parking.
r Kenosha Avenue to Lansing Avenue, south of triangle: a 55-foot cartpath holds

three driving lanes. North of the triangle: a 26-foot cartpath holds one

westbound driving lane. East of the triangle: a SO-foot cartpath holds three

driving lanes.

Analysis

4th Street is planned here to be converted to two-way from Denver Avenue to
Detroit Avenue. In this two-way condition, the street will typically have a two-lane

cross section with on-street parking, typically angled parking, on either side.

Additional on-street parking will be a valuable asset to businesses and help calm

street traffic, contributing to a more pleasant sidewalk environment.

At the intersection of Kenosha, if the parking lot on the northeast corner is ever

developed, the slip lane just north of the triangle should be closed to create an

attached green space, because this leg widens the roadway and encourages

speeding. In the meantime, that segment should be re-striped as one driving lane

with two lanes of parallel parking.

There are a few places where on-street parking is missing and should be re-striped.

For example, four spaces could be restriped between Cincinnati Avenue and

Detroit Avenues. The Street is not planned to contain bicycle facilities.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

a

a

Frisco Avenue to the half block east of Civic Center Drive: Street Type 65-ADDA-

7W: two eastbound driving lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes at @ 90'
angle.

The half block east of Civic Center Drive: Street Tyþe 67-ADDA-1W. two

eastbound driving lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes at @ 90" angle. If
parking is not allowed along the Post Office curbside, the north angled parking
lane should be striped as an additional driving lane next to a curbside drop-off
lane.

The half block west of Denver Avenue: Street Tlpe 53'ADDP-7144 two driving
lanes flanked by one back-in parking lane @ 90' angle on the north curb and

one parallel parking lane on the south curb. If parking is not allowed along the

Post Office, the parking lane along the north curb should instead be striped as a

curbside drop-off lane.

Denver Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: Street Tlpe í5-ADDA: two driving lanes

flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle. Where there is pressure for

a

a
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loading, stripe as Street þþe 55-ADTDP two driving lanes, flanking a center turn
lane (which could be used for loading), one back-in parking lane @ 45' angle,

and one parallel parking lane.
o Frankfort Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: Street Type 4í-ADDP two driving lanes

flanked by one back-in parking lane @ 45' angle and one parallel parking lane.

o Kenosha Avenue to Lansing Avenue: south of the triangle, Street Tlpe 5ï'ADDA:
two driving lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45' angle; north of the

triangle, Street Tlpe 26-PDP-1144 one westbound driving lane flanked by two

parallel parking lanes; east of the triangle, Street Tlpe 50-ADDP two driving lanes

flanked by one back-in parking lane @ 60'angle and one parallel parking lane.

When the northeast corner of the Kenosha intersection is redeveloped, close the slip
lane in that location and create an attached green.

Restripe missing parking spaces, especially between Cincinnati and Detroit
Avenues.

íth Street

Existing Conditions

5th Street is two-way, except between
Boulder and Denver Avenues, where
travel is westbound. This section was

recently rebuilt in a chicane design.

Plans are complete for a two-way
conversion of this l-way segment in
2017. The street carries between 19

and 171 vehicles at peak hour.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east, its
cartpath is configured as follows:

Denver Avenue to Boulder Avenue: a24-foot cartpath holds one driving lane

and one lane of parallel parking, with chicaning curbs along its course'

Boulder Avenue to Boston Avenue: the cartpath varies in width around parking
pockets on one or both flanks.

Boston Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

Cincinnati Avenue to Elgin Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

Elgin Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: a 36-foot cartpath, holding two driving lanes

and a lane of parallel parking, widens to a 5O-foot cartpath, holding two driving
lanes and a lane of back-in parking.
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o Frankfort Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: a 36-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes and a lane of parallel parking.

Analysis

When its western segment is reconfigured in 2017,5th Street will become a

completely two-way street with one driving lane in each direction. To further these

efforts at improvement, additional on-street parking should be striped where space

allows. Additional on-street parking will be a valuable asset to businesses and help

calm street traffic, contributing to a more pleasant sidewalk environment. The

Street is not planned to contain bicycle facilities.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

¡ Denver Avenue to Boulder Avenue: Street Tlpe 24-PDD: one lane in each

direction with parallel parking where curb pockets allow-

o Boulder Avenue to Boston Avenue: no changes recommended.
o Boston Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: Street Type 4B-ADDP: one lane in each

direction flanked by one back-in parking lane @ 60' angle and one lane of

parallel parking.
o Cincinnati Avenue to Elgin Avenue: Street Type 5í-ADDA: one lane in each

direction flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45' angle.

o Elgin Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: Stræt Tlpe 36-PDDP: one lane in each

direction flanked by two parallel parking lanes; widens at midblock to Street Type

fl}-ADDP: one lane in each direction flanked by one back-in parking lane @ 60'

angle and one parallel parking lane'
¡ Frankfort Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: No change.
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6th Street

Existins Condi t.ions

6th Street is a two-way street carrying
between 278 and 728 vehicles at peak
hour.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east' its
cartpath is configured as follows:

7th Street to Civic Center Drive:
a 56-foot cartpath holds three
westbound driving lanes on the
north side of a median, with two

NELSON
NY6AÂ;?I)

eastbound driving lanes on the south side.

¡ Civic Center Drive to Elwood Avenue: a7}-foot roadway holds four driving

lanes, one unmarked bike lane, and a lane of back-in parking cut into the north

curb.
. Elwood Avenue to Boulder Avenue: a 50-foot cartpath holding four driving

lanes, widening near Denver Avenue to a 55-foot cartpath holding five driving

lanes.

o Boulder Avenue to Main Street: a 55-foot cartpath holds three driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking. Some of the middle driving lane is

partially striped as a median (where there is no left-turn lane'

o Main Street to Boston Avenue: a 5O-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes and

two parallel parking lanes flanking a tree-planted median.

o Boston Avenue to halfway between Elgin Avenue and Frankfort Avenue: a 55-

foot cartpath holds three driving lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking'

Some of the middle driving lane is partially striped as a median where there is

not a left-turn lane.

. At midblock past Elgin Avenue to Frankfort: a 5O-foot cartpath holds three

driving lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking. Some of the narrow

middle driving lane is partially striped as a median where there is not a left-
turn lane.

o Frankfort Avenue to Lansing Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath narrows to 44 feet and

widens back to 48 feet, holding four driving lanes the whole block.

o Lansing Avenue to IDL: a 48-foot cartpath holds four driving lanes.

Analysis

As discussed in the Go Plan and in this Study, 6th Street should be a key east-west

bike corridor through downtown. Since the street needs only two driving lanes to

meet demand, it has ample room for bike facilities while also providing much curb

parking. The only challenge is presented by the block between Main Street and

a
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Boston Avenue, which has already seen its traffic calmed by a treed median' The

bicycle corridor should continue through that block simply with painted sharrows

in the roadway.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

. 7th Street to Civic Center Drive: Street Tlpe 56-BDDMDB: two westbound driving
lanes and one eastbound driving lane on either side of the median, with two

buffered bike lanes.

o Civic Center Drive to Elwood Avenue: Street Type 7}-ABDDBA: two driving
lanes, two bike lanes, and two back-in parking lanes @ 60" angle. (Existing new

head-in parking should eventually be restriped as back-in.)

o Elwood Avenue to Boulder Avenue: where it is narrower approaching Denver

Avenue, Street Tlpe 17-BPDDB: two driving iaùes fianked by one parallel parking

lane and two buffered bike lanes. Where it widens, Street Tyþe íS-BPDDPB: two

driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes and two buffered bike lanes.

¡ Boulder Avenue to Main Street: Street Tyþe íí-BPDDPB: two driving lanes

flanked by two parallel parking lanes and two buffered bike lanes. While not

ideal, 4-foot bike lanes are recommended here as the best of a number of

imperfect solutions.
o Main Street to Boston Avenue: No change, but stripe sharrows in driving lanes.

o Boston Avenue to halfway between Elgin avenue and Frankfort Avenue: Street

þpe í5-BPDDPB: two driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes and

twã buffered bike lanes. While not ideal,  -footbike lanes are recommended

here as the best of a number of imperfect solutions.

o At midblock past Elgin Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: Street Type SOBPDDPB:

two driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes and two buffered bike

lanes. While not ideal, 4-foot bike lanes are recommended here as the best of a

number of imperfect solutions.
o Frankfort Avenue to IDL: Street Type  B-PBDDBP: two driving lanes flanked by

two parallel parking lanes and two bike lanes; and, where corridor narrows

between Frankfort Avenue and Lansing Avenue: Street Type 4LPBDDBP: two

driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes and two bike lanes.

NELSON
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7th Street

Existing Conditions

7th Street carries 1,604 vehicles at

peak hour. West of its fork with 8th

Street at Elmwood Avenue, 7th Street
is a median-divided two-way. East of
this point, it travels one-way

westbound.

The cross section of this street varies

over its course. From west to east, its

cartpath is configured as follows:

NELSON
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IDL to Houston Avenue: a 2l-
foot cartpath carries two
westbound driving lanes north
of a median, south of which a
33-foot cartpath carries three eastbound driving lanes.

Houston Avenue to 6th Street split: a 42-foot cartpath carries four westbound

driving lanes north of a median, south of which a22-f.oot cartpath carries two

eastbound driving lanes.

6th Street to Elwood Avenue: a 23-foot cartpath carries two westbound driving
lanes north a 5-foot median, which widens to 14-feet wide after Frisco Street.

South of the median, a22-foot cartpath carries two eastbound driving lanes.

Elwood Avenue to Denver Avenue: a 5O-foot cartpath carries three westbound

driving lanes, including a left-turn lane, and narrows to a 37-foot cartpath

holding two driving lanes.

Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: a 56-foot cartpath holds four driving

lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes'

Cheyenne Avenue to Boulder Avenue: a 56-foot cartpath holds four driving

lanes flanked by a parallel parking lane on the south curb a one striped no-

parking zone on the north curb (due to a garage access)'

Boulder Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving

lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes, but there are few actual parking

spaces, due to the space occupied by the Holiday Inn Port-cochere, parking lot

access, bank drive-throughs, and striped sight triangles.

Cincinnati Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: a 55-foot cartpath holds four driving
lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.

Frankfort Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: a 62-foot cartpath holds four driving

lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking'
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Analysis

West of its forked intersection with 6th Street, 7th Street becomes responsible for
carrying the planned 6th Street cycle facility west past the IDL. In this section, the

number of lanes needed to carry projected traffic are two westbound and one

eastbound; the remainder of the street space can be dedicated to bike lanes and

curb parking, in that order.

At the 6th-Street fork, special bike markings will be needed to transfer the full bike

facility onto 6th Street. Beyond this point, 7th Street should contain the number of
drive lanes mandated by anticipated traffic, with the remainder of the street space

being dedicated to parking. This means one driving lane in each direction until the

8th Street fork (at Elmwood Avenue), and then a varying number of westbound

lanes beyond. This number varies between two and four lanes, as suggested by the

traffic analysis. In all cases, the parking configuration is a function of what fits

between the existing curbs and the number of lanes that must be dedicated to

traffic.

Additionally, marked on-street parking is missing in several places and should be

re-striped, such as between Cheyenne and Boulder on the north side of the street,

and among the excessive number of curb cuts on Boulder and Cincinnati-such
driveways should be examined for consolidation'

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

o IDL to 6th Street: Street Type 6B-BDDTMDB: two westbound driving lanes, one

westbound turn lane, and one westbound buffered bike lane on the north side

of the median and, to the south, one eastbound driving lane and one eastbound

buffered bike lane.
. 6th Street to Elwood Avenue: Street T1þe 5}-PDMDP: two driving lanes flanking

the center median, and one parallel parking lane on each of the outer curbs.

o Elwood Avenue to Denver Avenue: the section varies, but re-stripe the two

driving lanes as ten feet wide, with the lane against the northern curb as a right-
turn-only, and stripe one lane of back-in parking on the south curb.

o Denver Avenue to Boulder Avenue: Street Tyþe íí-ADDDP-|W three westbound

driving lanes flanked by one back-in parking lane @ 45' angle and one parallel

parking lane.
¡ Boulder Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: Street Tyþe ííADDA-lW: two westbound

driving lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45' angle.

o Cincinnati Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: No change. Remains as Street T1þe 55-

PDDDDP: four westbound driving lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes.

o Frankfort Avenue to IDL: Street Type 62-ADDDA: three westbound driving lanes

flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 60" angle.
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9th Street

Existing Conditions

8th Street is a one-way eastbound
street carrying between ll7 and I,502
vehicles at peak hour. ReportedlY,
there are a lot of wrecks and near-
wrecks at its intersection with Denver
Avenue.

The cross section of this street varies

over its course. From west to east, its cartpath is configured as follows:

Elwood Avenue to Denver Avenue: a 3O-foot cartpath carrying two driving lanes

widens to a 48-foot cartpath carrying four driving lanes.

Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath carries four driving
lanes.

Cheyenne Avenue to Boulder Avenue: a 46-foot cartpath carries four driving

lanes.

Boulder Avenue to Main Street: a 36-foot cartpath carries four driving lanes,

notably each 9 feet wide.

Main Street to Boston Avenue: a 56-foot cartpath carries four driving lanes

flanked by one lane of parallel parking and one striped lane area of no parking

on the south flank due to parking lot driveways.

Boston Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: a 56-foot cartpath carries four driving lanes

flanked by two lanes of parallel parking. An area about three car-lengths long

on both the north and south flank of the block are striped as no parking neal

the intersection with Kenosha Avenue.

Analysis

8th Street traffic volumes demand only two driving west of Cincinnati and three

driving lanes east of Cincinnati.. Throughout the corridor, added on-street parking

will be a valuable asset to businesses and help calm street traffic, contributing to a

more pleasant sidewalk environment. 8th Street is not planned to contain bicycle

facilities.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations

Elwood Avenue to Denver Avenue: Street Type 3}-PDD-|W. two eastbound

driving lanes and one parallel parking lane on the south flank; and, where the

cartpath widens, Street Tyþe 36-PDDP:|W: two eastbound driving lanes flanked

by two parallel parking lanes; and, where the cartpath widens again, Street Type
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45-ADDP-1144 two eastbound driving lanes flanked by one back-in parking lane

@ 45" angle and one parallel parking lane. The transition from parallel to

angled parking must be designed carefully.

Denver Avenue to Boulder Avenue: Street Tlpe 4BADDP-IW: two eastbound

driving lanes flanked by one back-in parking lane @ 60" angle and one parallel

parking lane.

Boulder Avenue to Main Street: Street T1tþe 36-PDDP-7W: two eastbound driving

lanes flanked by two parallel parking lanes.

Main Street to Detroit Avenue: Street Type 55'ADDA'7W: two eastbound driving
lanes flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle.

Detroit Avenue to Kenosha Avenue: Street þþe SSADDDP-|W thtee eastbound

driving lanes flanked by one back-in parking lane to the south @ 45" angle and

one parallel parking lane to the north.

9th Street

Existing Conditions

9th Street is two-way and carries
between 72 and 232 vehicles at Peak
hour.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east, its

cartpath is configured as follows:

o Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: a 3O-foot cartpath carries two driving
lanes.

o Cheyenne Avenue to Boulder Avenue: a 30-foot cartpath carrying two driving
lanes and one lane of parallel parking widens to a 40-foot cartpath carrying two

driving lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking.
o Boulder Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: a 56-foot cartpath carries four driving

lanes flanked by two lanes of parallel parking'
o Cincinnati Avenue to Elgin Avenue: a 56-foot cartpath carries four driving lanes

flanked by a lane of parallel parking to the north, and a striped no-parking zone

to the south due to driveway entries.

Anal)¡sis
9th Street carries low volumes of traffic, so no more than two driving lanes are

demanded on any block. The street's additional width should be used for on-street

parking, which will be a valuable asset to businesses and help calm street traffic,
contributing to a more pleasant sidewalk environment. 9th Street is not planned to

contain bicycle facilities.
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Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:
o Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: Street Type SOPDD: two driving lanes and

one parallel parking lane.
o Cheyenne Avenue to Boulder Avenue: No change. (Remains as Street Type 3O-

PDD and, Street Tyþe 4}-PDDP.)
o Boulder Avenue to Elgin Avenue: Street þpe 5íADDA: two driving lanes flanked

by two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle.

[üh Street

Existing Conditions

1Oth Street runs as Route 66 from
Boulder Avenue to Elgin Avenue,
where it merges with 1lth Street. It is
a two-way street that carries between
I47 and 516 vehicles at peak hour.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east, its
cartpath is configured as follows:

o Boulder Avenue to Main Street:
a 5O-foot cartpath carries four driving lanes and one center left-turn lane. Near

Boulder Avenue, there is no left-turn lane, and the cartpath is widened by a

small painted island and 16-foot right-turn slip lane on the north flank.

o Main Street to Cincinnati Avenue: a 5O-foot cartpath carries four driving lanes

and one center left-turn lane. At the alley, the cartpath widens to 58 feet and

carries three driving lanes, one center left-turn lane, and one striped no-parking

zoîe.
o Cincinnati Avenue to Detroit Avenue: a 5O-foot cartpath carries four driving

lanes and one center left-turn lane; at the alley, the cartpath changes

configuration to three driving lanes, one center left-turn lane, and one striped

no-parking zone to make the merge to the narrowed section across the Detroit
Avenue.

¡ Detroit Avenue to Elgin Avenue Roundabout: a 42-foot cartpath carries two

westbound driving lanes, a median, and one eastbound driving lane.

Analysis

10th Street, also known as Route 66, does not need more than two driving lanes

along any of its trajectory. A designated bike route, it should contain two buffered
bike lanes, plus curb parking as space allows, typically on the south flank of the

street. East of Detroit Avenue, where the street is split by a new median, the
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roadway should retain its current configuration, but sharrows must be added with

the temþorary loss of the bike lanes approaching the roundabout' At Boulder

A.'"nu"l the south leg of the fork should be removed when that corner is developed'

(see the redesign of this intersection in Part II of this study.)

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

Boulder Avenue to Detroit Avenue: Street T1þe SOBPDDB: two driving lanes,

one parallel parking lane on the south flank, and two buffered bike lanes'

(AltËrnativ ei Street fypt SO-AnOnfn: two driving lanes, two Parallel parking

iurr"r, and two buffered bike lanes. While not ideal, 4-f.oot bike lanes are

recommended here as the best of a number of imperfect solutions.)

In those segments where the cartpath widens to 58 feet, add the missing parking

lane back to the south side by using Street Type \B-BPDDPB: two driving lanes,

two parallel parking lanes, and two buffered bike lanes'

Detroit Avenue to Elgin Avenue Roundabout: Street Tlpe 42-DDMD: two

westbound driving lanes and one eastbound driving lane separated by a

median, with sharrows marked in the outer driving lanes'

a

a

a

I lth Street

Existing Conditions

1lth Street is a two-way street that
runs as Route 66 between Denver
Avenue and the 10th Street merge at

Boulder Avenue. East of Main Street,

1lth Street picks up again, running
until it connects again with Route 66

just south of the Elgin Avenue
roundabout.

The cross section of this street varies

over its course. From west to east, its

cartpath is configured as follows:

'1

i

'i!
I

o Lawton Avenue to Houston Avenue: a 4O-foot cartpath carries four driving

lanes.

¡ Houston Avenue to Triangle at l2th Street: a 4O-foot cartpath holds two driving

lanes, except near the triangle at l2th Street, where it holds three driving lanes

(two westbound, one eastbound).

o North of the 12th Street triangle: a22-î.ootcartpath holds one driving lane.

o At the curved west edge of the 12th Street triangle: a22-foot cartpath holds two

driving lanes.
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. l2th Street triangle to Denver Avenue: a 53-foot cartpath holds two westbound

driving lanes, two eastbound driving lanes, and one eastbound left-turn lane.

o Denver Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: a 17-foot cartpath holding four driving
'lanes and one center turn lane narrows via a chamfer to a 53-foot cartpath that

holds four driving lanes.

. Cheyenne Avenue to Boulder Avenue: a 62-foot cartpath holds four driving

lanes and widens to include a slip lane south of a triangle at the southwest

corner of Boulder Avenue'
o Main Street to Boston Avenue: a 48-foot cartpath holds two driving lanes

flanked by one lane of parallel parking as well as some cutouts, outside of the

cartpath, for head-in Parking'
o Boston Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: a 4O-foot cartpath holding two driving

lanes and one lane of parallel parking narrows to a 30-foot cartpath holding two

driving ianes.

o Cincinnati Avenue to Detroit Avenue: a 30-foot cartpath holds two driving

lanes.
o Detroit Avenue to south of the Elgin Street roundabout: a 26-foot cartpath holds

two driving lanes flanked by informal parallel parking lanes and some cut outs

for head-in parking outside of the cartpath.

o 1lth Street roundabout east to IDL: Varies, but typically a 35- to 40-foot cartpath

holds two driving lanes and a median or center turn lane'

Analysis

In those blocks where it plays the role of Route 66, 1lth Street should continue the

regional east,west bike route discussed above for 1Oth Street. At its western end,

this route will continue west on the 12th Street overpass, where restriping is already

funded. In this location, the bike lanes should surround the triangle in order to

make the transition to 12th Street. At its eastern end, where 1lth Street takes on

Route 66 again beyond the Elgin Street roundabout, sharrows should be striped in

both directions to link the bike facility beyond the IDL.

The traffic analysis shows a variety of lane configurations needed for the Route 66

portion of 1lth Étreet, with more tlan two driving lanes needed between the l2tL

Street triangle and Boulder Avenue. In all cases, the cartpath maintains a width

adequate to also hold buffered bike lanes and, east of Carson Avenue, parallel

parking as well.

In the street's low volume non-Route-66 segment, over-wide driving lanes present an

opportunity to stripe in more curb parking, which will make the street safer and

better for business.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:
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o Lawton Avenue to Houston Avenue: No change.

o Houston Avenue to Triangle at !2th Street: Street Tlpe 4OPDDP: two driving
lanes and flanked by two parallel parking lanes.

o North of 12th Street Triangle: Street þpe 22-BD-7W. one westbound driving lane

and one westbound bike lane.

o Curved West Edge of Triangle: Street Qpe 22-BD-1W: one southbound driving
lane and one southbound bike lane'

. !2th Street Triangle to Denver Avenue: Street þpe 5î-BDDTDB: one westbound

driving lane, two eastbound driving lanes, one eastbound turn lane, and two

bike lanes.

o Denver Avenue to Boulder Avenue: Street þþe î7-BDTDDB: one westbound

driving lane, one westbound left-turn lane, two eastbound driving lanes, and

two bike lanes; narrows at Carson, to run from Carson Avenue to Boulder

Avenue as Street Tlpe í3-BPDDPB: one westbound driving lane and one

eastbound driving lane flankeci by two parallel parking lanes anci two bike

lanes. Note that the slip lane south of the triangle at Boulder Avenue should be

closed, and any areas where the width of the street differs, should be striped as

no-go zone.

o Main Street to Boston Avenue: Street Tyþe 4B-ADDP: two driving lanes flanked

by a parallel parking lane on the south curb and one back-in parking lane on

the north curb @ 60" angle;widens to Street Type 55ADDA: two driving lanes

flanked by two back-in parking lanes @ 45" angle .

¡ Boston Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: Street Tlpe 4}'PDDP two driving lanes

flanked by two parallel parking lanes; narrows to Street þþe 30-PDD: two driving
lanes and one parallel parking lane'

o Cincinnati Avenue to Detroit Avenue: Street Tyþe SOPDD: two driving lanes and

one parallel parking lane.
o Detroit Avenue to Elgin Avenue: No change.

. 1lth Street roundabout east to IDL: No change except to stripe sharrows in the

driving lanes until the cartpath becomes wide enough to accept the bike

facilities that will continue east of the IDL.

NELSON
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IZh Street

Existing Conditions

12th Street is two-way except for a

small westbound section west of
Carson Avenue.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east, its
cartpath is configured as follows:

Houston Boulevard to 11th

Street Triangle: a 48-foot

cartpath holds four driving
lanes.

Denver Avenue to Exit Ramp

NELSON
NYGAAIIÍ.1

a

Triangle: a 36-foot cartpath holds three westbound driving lanes.

Carson Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: a 3O-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes, and select areas have cut-outs for parking outside of the cartpath.

Cincinnati Avenue to Detroit Avenue: a2L-foot cartpath holds two driving
lanes.

Detroit Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: a26-îoot cartpath holds two driving lanes

Analysis
12th Street does not need more than two driving lanes in any location, so the

remainder of the street space can receive parallel parking where there is room for it.

This parking should alternate between the north and south curb depending on

needs of the block. Added on-street parking, especially in such an alternating

"chicane" can help calm street traffic, contributing to a safer street for all users.

12th Street between Southwest Boulevard and 11th Street is already funded for bike

Ianes as a part of the Route 66 cycling corridor.

ation

Restripe the street to the following configurations:

¡ Southwest Boulevard to 1lth Street Triangle: Stræt Tlpe 4B'BDTDB: two driving
lanes flanking a center turn lane, and two bike lanes at the curb'

o At the 1lth Street Triangle: continue the eastbound bike lane along the south

flank. The westbound bike lane here wraps the triangle to the north and the

west.
o Denver Avenue to exit ramp triangle: No change'

¡ Carson Avenue to Cheyenne Avenue: Street Tlpe 30-PDD: two driving lanes and

one parallel parking lane on the north curb.

a

a

a

a
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ISth Street

Existing Conditions

13th Street is a two-way street carrying
between 97 and 579 vehicles at peak
hour.

The cross section of this street varies
over its course. From west to east, its
cartpath is configured as follows:

NELSON
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o

o

a

a

Cheyenne Avenue to Boulder Avenue: Street Type SOPDD: two driving lanes and

one parallel parking lane on the south curb.

Boulder Avenue to Main Street: Street Type 30-PDD: two driving lanes and one

parallel parking lane on the south curb. (Ensure that the hour-restricted parking
along south side is allowed at all times.)

Main Street to Cincinnati Avenue Street Tyþe 30-PDD: two driving lanes and one

parallel parking lane on the north curb.

Cincinnati Avenue to Detroit Avenue: Street Type 24PDD: a slow-flow street

holding two driving lanes and one parallel parking lane.

Detroit Avenue to Frankfort Avenue: Street Tlpe 26-PDD: a slow flow street

holding two driving lanes and one parallel parking lane.

o

a

Boston Avenue to Cincinnati
Avenue: a A2-foot cartpath holds
three driving lanes and one
parallel parking lane.

Cincinnati Avenue to IDL: a 48-

foot cartpath holds four driving lanes.

Analysis

13th Street is a short segment of street connecting the Boston Avenue United
Methodist Church to the IDL. As per the Go Plan, this street will serve as a

bicycling connection between downtown and the facilities planned east of the IDL.

Once bike lanes are inserted there is still room for additional parking on the south

curb near the Boston Avenue church, which will help alleviate parking demand in
the surrounding parking lots. Parallel parking can also be added along the north
curb between Cincinnati Avenue and Elgin Avenue.

Recommendation

Restripe the street to the following configurations
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o

o

Boston Avenue to Cincinnati Avenue: Street þpe 42-BDDBP two driving lanes,

two bike lanes, and one parallel parking lane along the south curb.
Cincinnati Avenue to IDL: Strut þpe 4B-BPDDB: two driving lanes, two bike
lanes, and one parallel parking lane on the north curb.
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PART IV. A USEFUL WALK

Ample Housing in Downtown Tulsa

As noted, downtown will be considerably more useful-and therefore more
walkable-when it achieves a better balance between housing and workplace. To
achieve this will require a commitment from the City to reorient its policies and
practices around the stated goal of creating more housing downtown, and providing
direct support in this regard.

Right now there are about 1,800 units of housing downtown, in contrast to about
40,000 jobs. Downtown population, independent of jail inmates, was counted at
about 1200 in 2014. While there is a nice pipeline of residential construction-about
750 units currently planned-it is doubtful that downtown population will much
exceed 3000 this decade. That suggests that the jobs/housing ratio in downtown will
reach around 13:1 in the near term which, while not abysmal, is far below a healthy
balance.

Right now, fewer than 300 downtown workers also live downtown-less than I
percent of the downtown workforce. That number presents a tremendous
opportunity as a commitment to walkability makes the downtown more livable, if
housing is built that downtown workers can afford.

MeetÍng the Market

As noted, downtown has no shortage of
higher-end housing. Indeed, upscale
developments like the Urban I
townhouses are having trouble selling.
This reflects a condominium market
that is relatively weak compared to a
strong rental màrket, but also
demonstrates that the appetite for large
luxury housing downtown is quite
limited. This is a market that typically
cannot grow until downtown has
become considerably more populated
with less expensive units-and more
walkable.

The best wøy to inuease downtown populatíon is not
with luxury condorniniums but with srnaller, more

attaínable uníts like at the Greenarch.

In contrast, downtown rental units are currently 97% occupied, indicating great
demand. But rents are not especially high, reflecting the local real estate market.
This creates a problem, because it is difficult to build new downtown housing at a
cost that makes these moderate rents profitable to developers. Building downtown
is necessarily more expensive than building in the suburbs, and it is principally for
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this reason that the downtown pipeline is not larger. Developers go where the
profits are.

Many cities, recognizing that Developers need a bit of a push to come downtown-
and understanding the great value of a better jobs/housing balance, have found
ways to incentivize new attainable housing downtown. Kansas City waves ad uølorem

taxes on such developments. Des Moines offers a 10-year 100% tax abatement,
sometimes in combination with Tax Increment Financing covering the next ten
years. Des Moines actually offers an instructive model for Tulsa. In 2000, there
were only 2500 housing units downtown. After two decades of these incentives, that
number is expected to reach almost 10,000 by 2020. The Des Moines skyline is now
full of cranes, as recent downtown housing developments have topped $450 million
in investment.

Other CÍty Support

Of course, cities can do a lot more than off'er cash incentives to spur market-rate
residential development. A good example is Lowell, Massachusetts, which has

significantly transformed its downtown through a focus on new housing. As recently
as 2000, the heart of the city held only about 1700 housing units, of which 79

percent were subsidized and income-restricted. Eleven years later, the number of
units had almost doubled and almost 85 percent of the new housing was market
rate. That means that the number of non-income-restricted homes more than
quadrupled.

According to Adam Baacke, Lowell's Assistant City Manager for Planning and
Development, achieving this transformation was essentially a three-step process that
could perhaps be best described as þolitics, permitting, and path-finding. Politics refers
to changing attitudes on the City Council, where most members had historically
shunned downtown housing because "only commercial development was considered
good." Eventually, the City's new outlook motivated it to sell one of its
underutilized parcels for the express purpose of creating artists' housing downtown.

Permitting refers to sidestepping the City's conventional zoning code, which, for
example, caused this new artists' housing to require 14 distinct variances just to get
built. In its place, the City treated each new residential proposal as a "special
permit," and then these permits were "given out like candy" to qualified applicants.
Next, the City replaced its stringent requirements for parking with the new rule that
developers needed only to identify one parking space per unit, anywhere nearby,
that could be leased to their residents. Most of these were spaces in municipal
garages that were busy from nine to five but empty at night.
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LoøeII, MA almost doubled its downtown housing stock from 2000 -
201 l, largeþ through hìstoric rehabilita¿ion.

Finally, Path-finding refers to setting up an extensive regime of hand-holding from
city staff, to walk developers through the tricky process of winning every available
federal and state subsidy, including Historic Preservation Tax Credits and
Community Renewal block grants. Some of these awards are quite competitive, and
the City went so far as to package all of the required letters of support from the
community. The City also helped demonstrate to developer's banks-who
demanded more parking than the City did-that they were satisfying this
requirement by assigning city-owned spaces to specific housing developments. Such

assistance requires staff time, which is not cheap. Cities like Lowell have

experienced a downtown renaissance because they decided the investment was

worth it.
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Market-Based Parking in Downtown Tulsa

Parking covers more acres of urban America than any other one thing, yet until
about a decade ago, there was very little discussion about how parking could be

managed for the benefit of a city. Thankfully, due to the work of Donald Shoup,
PhD, the author of The High Cost of Free Parking, there is now a comprehensive set of
plactices that cities can undertake to ensure that downtown parking works to make
downtown more attractive, more convenient, and more successful.

These practices, which Shoup organizes as a three-legged stool, consist of the
following: eliminating the on-site parking requirement; charging market-based
prices for parking; and reinvesting increases in parking revenue in the very districts
where that revenue is raised. We will address each of these concepts briefly.

The On-Síte ParkÍng Requírement

Abolishing the off-street parking requirement for all downtown uses is the first of
the three cornerstones of Shoup's theory, because it allows the market to determine
how much parking is needed. He notes that "removing off-street parking
requirements will not eliminate off-street parking, but will instead stimulate an
active commercial market for it."

This is what already happens in America's most walkable communities, and also in
Tulsa's Central Business District (CB and CB1 zones). Eliminating parking
minimums in this way simply allows developers to give their customers what they
want, without City interference. Unfortunately, though, developers must answer to
their lenders as well, and many lenders insist on higher parking ratios than
developers may wish to provide. This is especially the case with attainable housing
whose residents can be expected to park happily in nearby on-street spaces that are

typically empty overnight.

As noted in the above discussion of Lowell, Massachusetts, active involvement by
city government can be the key factor in helping developers to clear this hurdle.
What such involvement would look like in Tulsa is a subject demanding more
study. Suffice to say that, between its many parking structures (public and private)
and on-street spaces, most of which are largely vacant overnight, Tulsa has a vast
untapped resource to support downtown residential development-so vast that no
attainable-housing developer should have to take on the added expense of building
on-site parking. Eliminating that expense alone could make the difference between
such development being profitable or not, and therefore happening or not.

The RÍght PrÍce

One place where Tulsa falls behind some other cities is in the pricing of its parking.
The current regime seems to be working against the success of downtown, in that it
encourages overcrowding at some curbs and underutilization at others. This
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outcome is the result of curb parking that is priced uniformly at $1 per hour,

irrespective of the desirability.of a given location.

In busy downtown areas, this artificially low price drives up demand for the type of

parking that is already hardest to find, short-circuiting the free-market functionality

ihat would otherwise allow people to make smart choices about where to park. The

result is a scarcity of the underpriced good (curb parking), and perceptions of

inconvenience among potential shoppers. In these locations, a higher meter price

would send more cash-conscious parkers to private lots, so that shoppers with
money to spend would find it more convenient to do so.

In less busy areas, the same $1 price, artificially high, causes most curb parking to

stay empty, as people choose to park instead in reasonably-priced private lots' The

result is streets whose excess asphalt invites speeding, and sidewalks that sit
^,.-^^^l I^^l-:-- rL'^ --^lanfi^n nf ^o"Lorl nqrs
c^HU¡LU! I4uN¡r¡ó Lr¡v lrr vLvLU

As described by Shoup, the proper price for curb parking is the price that results in

a steady availability of one empty parking sPace per curb face at all times, an

occupancy rate of approximately 85 percent. At times, this occupancy can be

achieved with a price of $0, but at other times the price must rise significantly to

assure that "Daddy Warbucks can always find a spot near the furrier." This

outcome can be often be achieved without elaborate or expensive congestion

pricing devices; often, the price need only change once or twice a day.

Once the role of parking meters is better understood-not as a revenue source but as

a means of ensuring proper availability-then the current downtown parking regime

in Tulsa begins to look most wanting. With much of the demand in certain areas in
the evenings and on weekends, it seems odd that on-street meters become free at 5
pM- "unoifi.iully 4.30 PM"-on weekdays and free all of Saturdays and Sundays.

The laws of economics are not suspended at those times, so nor should a demand-

based price for parking.

Surprisingly, it is sometimes downtown merchants who fight most ardently against

increased meter rates or expanded hours. Their opposition is based on an

instinctive fear that shoppers will be scared awaf t and their sales will suffer.

Fortunately, this fear has no theoretical basis and no evidence to support it. In city

after city, the business-owners who fought the loudest against market-based pricing
were among the first to admit that, once instituted, it increased their sales

dramatically. The parking meter was invented (in Oklahoma, no less) to help

businesses-by increasing shopper turnover-and an underpriced parking meter is

not being allowed to do its job.

A market-based pricing approach also requires new scrutiny of the City's 2-hour

parking maximum now in force in much of downtown. With proPer pricing, this

maximum will not be necessary and can be eliminated-and indeed should be

eliminated immediately in places where curbs are underutilized. Parking time

NELSON
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maximums only make sense in shopping districts where curb parking supply always

exceeds demand, and are otherwise indicative of underpricing.

Additionally, in Tulsa, people's parking choices are thrown out of whack by the two

other factors: the scarcity and poor quality of metering equipment, and the common

perception that parking in downtown is not adequately enforced'

This woman was obserued strugglingfor seuøral minutes with a parking

þay station beþre seemingþ giuing up.

Pay Stations

Tulsa places its pay stations in very few locations, typically at two corners per city
block, mandating inconveniently long walks. Four stations Per block is a more

reasonable ratio. Moreover, the current equipment is quite difficult to use,

especially in bright sunlight. It is encouraging that the City has updated to different
machinery, with 21 new stations about to be installed in the Brady Arts District. A
market-based pricing system and more consistent enforcement should generate

more than enough additional revenue to fund more frequent pay stations.

While it is hoped that all equipment could be replaced before long, one short-term
strategy for increasing the frequency of parking stations would be to relocate

stations to busy areas from other parts of the downtown where they are not needed.

In these quieter areas, where the right price is zero, the parking machines can be

removed until higher demand makes new ones necessary.

Enforcement

One shared opinion among many people is that the enforcement of downtown
parking is spotty at best. This creates an environment which is even less rational, in
which people are tempted to break the rules. Eventually, when one gets caught,
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there is a greater feeling of resentment than would be the case in a predictable
system. And of course, revenues suffer markedly.

It is important to stress here that, for downtown to function properly, parking must
function properly. And for parking to function properly, enforcement must be

consistent and comprehensive. The most effective systems carefully train their
enforcement crew as friendly downtown ambassadors, who do more than just write
tickets, providing a sense of stewardship and security, while directing visitors to the
pay stations.

Few cities that make an effort to price and enforce parking more carefully decide
that it was a mistake. If done properly it pays for itself, and downtown businesses
see their revenues rise.

ParkÍng Benefíts DÍstrÍcts

In other cities, the third leg of Shoup's stool, the Parking Benefits District, has

proven essential to winning over reluctant merchants to higher meter rates. In a
Parking Benefits District, the extra money raised throulh increased meter revenues
is invested it in that district itself. In addition to improving sidewalks, trees,
lighting, and street furniture, these districts can renovate storefronts, hire public
service officers, and of course keep everything clean. As has been demonstrated in
Pasadena, CA, and elsewhere, these districts can initiate a virtuous cycle where
parking demand begets an improved public realm, which in turn begets even
greater demand.

!: !!

In Pasadena, CA, meter reuenues fund local public beautificatìon.

Currently, only a few locations in downtown Tulsa are likely to support meter rates
much higher than $l per hour, but the Parking Benefits District should be
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considered in these places as a tool to secure merchant support for market-based
pricing.

If the supply and management of parking in downtown is going to work to the
benefit of downtown, then a commitment to the above three basic principles of
parking policy should explicitly guide City efforts. While it is not good practice for
a planning study such as this to recommend another planning study, it seems clear
to most educated observers that downtown Tulsa deeply needs a full reorientation
around the market-based principles outlined here. How that City accomplishes that
goal is a longer discussion, but it needs to be stressed that the other
recommendations of this Study will have difficulty achieving their desired ends
without a best-practices revamping of downtown parking rates, equipment, and
enforcement.

A final ncte is needed about this Study's overall recomrnendation to increase the
amount of parking on many downtown streets. This recommendation is made both
to increase the downtown parking supply, and to make downtown more walkable.
In terms of supply, the City has recently completed a Walker Parking study to
determine where it should locate its next, expensive, publicly-funded parking
structure. The changes proposed in this Study could certainly delay that structure,
if not make it unnecessary.

In terms of walkability, the unnecessary and too-wide driving lanes in most
downtown streets result in excessive speeding, right up against curbs that are often
unprotected due to an absence of parked cars. This is a pedestrian's nightmare.
Making downtown more safe by fixing this problem will also make it more
welcoming, more livable, and more successful. If the experience in other cities is
any indication, this has two principal outcomes: an increase in downtown property
values, and an increase in the number of people coming downtown. Ironically, the
more walkable a place becomes, the more people want to drive to it.

Cumulatively, these changes can be expected to make downtown private parking
lots more valuable, especially as developers seek out sites for new buildings. When
these lots, which blight walkability, are developed, the downtown will become more
attractive yet, and the virtuous cycle will continue. It would be extremely short-
sighted to delay or impede this process in order to protect current parking revenue
to private-lot owners, who actually stand to benefit more than anyone as a more
walkable downtown becomes more valuable.
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Useful Transit in Downtown Tulsa

TransÍt by ChoÍce

By most accounts, Tulsa Transit does a laudable job serving people who need a ride
downtown-riders by need. Like in many cities that grew up around driving, buses

in Tulsa have a harder time attracting riders who own cars. This circumstance will
not change significantly unless the land-use patterns around the downtown change

to such an extent that car ownership becomes less prevalent-only a long term
possibility. In the shorter term, knowing that transit provides mobility at a lower
social cost than driving, and supports walking and biking rather than undermining
it, we should discuss specific opportunities for transit that might be so useful as to
attract car owners despite the great convenience of driving in Tulsa. In this regard,

two main services have been identified: The Loop and The Downtown Shuttle.

The Loop is an appealing nighttime service intendecl to conveniently move patrons
among restaurants, bars, and other nightspots downtown. An inspired idea, it may

not often have large ridership, but it is worth supporting in some form, not only due

to its appeal, but because it presents an alternative to the increased drinking and

driving that would likely occur in its absence.

But the Looþ has rnore of a parQ atmosþhere øith loud music

inside, not approþriate for users uith loung children.

That said, some people feel that the Loop is not as cool as it wants to be, and the

lively music and flashing lights that make it appeal to some as a "party bus" also

disqualify it as a true downtown circulator. Happily, Tulsa Transit plans to fill that
void with a designated Downtown Shuttle, beginning 2019, that will follow a similar
route, and run from 7 AM to I PM on Monday - Wednesday and 7 AM to 2 AM on

Thursday - Saturday. Its route may extend slightly to reach parking lots on the

fringe of downtown.
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While it would be a pity to take the flashing purple bus out of commission, the
proper way to avoid rider confusion would be to eliminate the Loop as a separate

service, and simply fold its trips into the Downtown Shuttle. The Shuttle should
therefore have a route that serves both daytime and nighttime activity properly,
without changing at a certain hour. Routes that change scare away riders. The route
should be as simple as possible-riders also intimidated by complicated paths-and
it should be prominently displayed on the side of the vehicle and at bus stops,

perhaps also as part of a logo.
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The current Looþ route øill zøant modífication to properly serue a daltime
DownÍ.0øn Shuttle.

Many American cities provide downtown circulators in addition to standard bus
service, in order to reduce driving trips within the downtown and also to make
downtown working and living more convenient. In the latter category, perhaps the
greatest potential benefit of a well-run circulator is that it makes it easier for
downtown residents to live car-free. For that reason, the Circulator should be
understood as an incentive for increasing the downtown population, and supported
as a part of that effort.

Many cities' downtown circulators are free, a key incentive. The other essential
quality of a successful circulator is frequent headways. Because the distance
traveled is so short, no one should ever have to wait more than 10 minutes to catch
one, and 5 minute headways are better. This adds up to a service that, to achieve its
goals, will require significant subsidy. An attractive, free circulator with frequent
headways is a big investment that can yield big payoffs. A circulator that is either
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not free or not frequent will still require a major subsidy but will yield almost no

payoff.

Downtown Transfers, the Center of the Universe, and Bike Share

The proper place for bus transfer hubs is in city centers, where transit riders can

meet many of their daily needs on foot. While some focus group members viewed

the Denver Street station as a negative feature of the downtown, it does not seem to

exhibit many of the negative qualities that were described. In our visits, it was

clean, orderly, and clearly providing a valuable service to many people. While it
may not always offer the same impression, it is worth noting that the useful walk
trumps the attractive walk when it comes down to city walkability, and effective

transit is key to useful walking.

One key challenge both to rider efficiency and to perceptions of loitering is the fact
that the Denver Street station is five blocks across town from the Greyhound bus

terminal, even though the two serve the same Population, and many regional bus

trips begin or end as local Tulsa Transit trips. While it may require some

complicated partnerships to accomplish, the City should make an effort to bring the

Greyhound service either into the Denver Street Station proper, or onto a site closer

by.

The inaentioe plan for the Center of the (Jniaerse imagines the reunification of dounioun Tulsa aboue thø f'rain

tracks atop a transit hub.
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The greatest potential transit development in Tulsa would be the introduction of
high-speed rail to Oklahoma City and beyond. If and when that service arrives, it
would be essential to move the Denver Street bus hub to the train station, so the

services can operate seamlessly. It is expected, in such a scenario, that federal

and/or state dollars would be made available to support the new transit center, and

that expectation has led to speculation about what shape that investment might
take. A bold and appealing proposal has been designed by local architects, KKT
Architects, Inc., which imagines a new park capping the train tracks above a

multimodal transit hub, surrounded by new buildings. As this plan suggests, it
would be lovely indeed if the investment in high-speed rail could somehow prompt
the elimination of downtown's greatest discontinuity, the unpleasant trek over the

railroad tracks.

A final exciting development currently underway is the launch of a bike share

system, which will locate 108 bikes in 12 stations in and surrounding the downtown

This is properly included in this section on transit because it is important to think
about bike share as a form of transit, similarly beneficial to walkability and equally

deserving of public subsidy. Like transit, bike share takes car trips off the road and

makes walking more likely. Like transit, bike share connects together parts of
downtown that would otherwise be considered distant. Like transit, bike share

provides a viable mobility option to many of those people who lack the resources to

drive.

Bike share is also a gateway to bike ownership. While some bike shop owners in
Washington, D.C. originally fought the rollout of that city's large bike share

program, they were surprised to learn that exposure to the bike share experience

was causing more people to purchase bikes.
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Tulsa Bike Share plans to add nineteen stations aøoss dotttntozøn, a slslem

uhich will be rolled out later this year.

Nineteen stations is not a lot, and it is hoped that the program will be expanded to
a more useful scale before it is judged for its ridership. One can also anticipate
ridership to lag somewhat until more bike lanes-especially protected lanes-are
painted on downtown streets, making them safe and attractive to less-experienced
cyclists.

Finally, the location of the first stations will also play a key role in the program's
success. Since few people drive to bike share, they should be placed in downtown
areas that regularly generate a high amount of foot traffic, such as the Denver
Street station, the Brady Arts District, Blue Dome, Boston Avenue around 5th

Street, and at the three college campuses in and around downtown. A look at the

map above shows a good distribution of bike stations, but seems to be missing
locations at OSU Tulsa and Langston University to the north. Adding those

stations would seem to be useful in attracting more students downtown, especially
once the bike network is improved.
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Wayfinding in Downtown Tulsa

Street signs in Tulsa commit a sin that one often finds in cities with one-way grids:

at most intersections, street names are only visible to people walking in the same

direction that cars are driving. For example, pedestrians walking north on

Cincinnati Avenue can only find out what street they are crossing by passing the

intcrsection and looking back over their shoulder. This is both an inconvenience

and an insult to pedestrians, as well as a danger, as some make extra crossings to

get their bearings. Whatever the future of street direction downtown, all
intersections must receive street-name signs that face in both directions. For streets

that are expected to stay one-way for some time-like Cincinnati and Detroit-the
City may want to introduce less expensive pedestrian-scale street-name signs to

solve this problem.

In terms of directional wayfinding, downtown Tulsa seems generally well served in
a conventional sense by its collection of informational signage. The division of
downtown into a number of distinct named neighborhoods like Blue Dome and the

Greenwood District is also helpful, and could be celebrated more comprehensively.

Such efforts also help to improve pride of place among locals.

In addition to its more conventional signage, downtown Tulsa would benefit greatly

from application of a concept called "Walk Your City," which replaces or
supplements conventional downtown maps with destination-specific signs that

identify walking direction and time.

A "Watk Your City" carnþaign tøould call attention to the manl walkable destinations in downtozan Tulsa.

One of the things that makes Walk Your City so exciting is that the signs are

inexpensive and understood as temporary; if they are popular and effective, they
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can be made permanent with more elegant materials. Because they celebrate
walking-a typical sign might say, "It's a 5-minute walk to the BOK Center"-they
help to create a pedestrian culture. Some Walk Your City carnpaigns begin as

"guerilla wayfinding," with signs posted without City participation or permission,
but there is no reason why an officially condoned or even City-sponsored effort
would not be more effective than one launched underground.

It is easy to make a first recommendation as to what destinations would be best

connected by Walk Your City signage. These would include, roughly from north to
south, the Brady Arts District, Guthrie Green, ONEOK Field, The Greenwood
District, Blue Dome, the Hyatt Conference Center, the BOK Center, the Cox
Business Center, Denver Avenue Station, the heart of downtown (around Boston
and 5th), Tulsa Community College, and Boston Avenue Methodist Church.

Deciding where and in what number to place the signs is a trickier matter, and will
require some careful planning in order to avoid overkill. Too many signs will cause

them to be ignored. As noted ahead, because of the limited walkability between
walkable districts in downtown Tulsa, it is will be important to identify the key
paths between those districts. A Walk Your City campaign could play an

instrumental role in directing pedestrians along those paths rather than through
less inviting and less frequented corridors.
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PART V. A COMFORTABLE AND INTERESTING WALK

A High-Impact Development Strategy

Most mayors, city managers, municipal planners, and other public servants feel a

responsibility to their entire city. This is proper, but it can be counterproductive,

because by trying to be universally good, most cities end up universally mediocre.

This is particularly the case when it comes to pedestrian activity. Every city has

many aieas that would benefit from concerted public investment, but only a few

where such investment can be expected to have a significant impact on the number

of people walking and biking.

The reason for this circumstance can be found in our earlier discussion about the

conditions that are needed to welcome pedestrians: the useful, safe, comfortable,

and interesting walk. Unless a walk can simultaneously satisfy all four criteria, it
cannot be expected to get people out of their cars. Yet, even in American cities

known for thãir walkability, only a limited percentage of the metropolis provides a

tight-grained mix of uses, let alone a collection of well-shaped streets that provide

comfort and interest. It is for this reason that most walkability studies focus on

downtowns; that's where walking can most easily serve a purPose.

And even within an urban downtown, all is not equal. Generally, there are two

types of areas within a downtown where public investment will have a greater

impact on walkability than in others:

First, only certain street segments in the downtown are framed by buildings that

have the potential to attract and sustain pedestrian life. There is little to be gained

in livability by improving the configuration of a street that is lined by muffler shops

and fast-food drivã-thrus. These locations should not be allowed to go to seed; the

trash must be collected and the potholes filled. But investments in walkability

should be made first in those places where an improved public realm is given

comfort and interest by an accommodating private realm-or a private realm that

can be improved in short order.

Second, there are street segments of lower quality than those above, but which are

essential pathways between downtown anchors-for example from a restaurant row

to a baseball stadium-and are also needed to connect different walkable areas to

each other. These streets may require greater investment to become walkable, but

that investment is justified by their importance to the downtown pedestrian

network.

By studying existing conditions, we can see where streets are most ready, or most

needed, to support pedestrian life, and focus there.
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The Street Frontage QualÍty RatÍng

The drawing below is the Street Frontage Quality Rating for the study area. This
map rates each street segment subjectively in terms of its pedestrian quality, based
on the criteria of use, comfort and interest. Lighter-colored areas are generally
useful, comfortable and interesting, and therefore capable of attracting pedestrians.
Darker-colored areas fail to embrace the sidewalk with active building edges, and it
is hard to imagine how limited interventions could turn them into places where
pedestrians would feel comfortable.

The Street Frontage Qualíty Rating ignores Safetl and insteadfocuses on the Usefulness, Comfort, and Interest of
the street space.

It is worth stressing that the three criteria measured in this diagram do not include
the geometry of the street itself-whether it makes pedestrians feel safe. That
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important category has already been addressed in the Section lIl: Stteet

Reconfigutû.tions section, and is unique among the four criteria in that it is
something that public entities can improve very quickly, spending public dollars. In
contrast, usefulness, comfort, and interest can be improved by cities over time-
through design codes and, potentially, investment-but those improvements are

usually achieved through the efforts of private actors, at arm's length from City
government.

Given that the improvement of these three criteria-the ones rated in the drawing

above-are generally not publicly controlled, and tend to take more time, it is wise

for public agencies to focus on street design as a principal way to improve

waltability quickly. That effort, however, needs to be prioritized based upon where

the ground is already primed for such improvements to take root.

The same'ma| as aboae, updated for exþected new construction.
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In this analysis, the ratings-from Best to Worst-truly cover the full range of
quality, from delightful to miserable. Only those places marked A or B have

frontages that are truly inviting to pedestrians. Evident from the lightest-colored
areas of the drawing is that Tulsa has a number of truly walkable districts that are

not that far apart, but are poorly connected to each other. The heart of downtown
around Boston Avenue, Blue Dome, the east end of 3'd Street, the Brady Arts
District, and North Greenwood Avenue are all pretty great places. . . if only walking
between them wasn't so unpleasant!

This circumstance is not unique to Tulsa, but Tulsa has it worse than most places.

It is a problem that one notices immediately when first visiting the city, and which

only becomes more pronounced as one spends time here. Fortunately, it is not a
tremendously difficult problem to fix, if the City is willing to make a commitment
to directing investment into the gaps.

To get a better sense of those gaps, it is necessary to update the first map based on

the construction pipeline. Happily, a good number of sizeable building projects are

expected to break ground shortly. The second drawing above modifies the Frontage

Quality Rating based on those new buildings, which are shown in orange.

Anchors

In terms of determining where people are likely to walk in downtown, the Frontage

Quality Assessment presents half the picture. It needs to be merged with another

drawing that identifies all the significant anchors in the downtown. Anchors are

defined as sites that can be expected to be generators and receivers of pedestrian

activity. While Frontage Quality explains where people are likely to want to walk,
Anchors tell us where people are likely to haae to walk. . . or at least to find it useful

to walk.

Included in the diagram below are all significant shops and restaurants, hotels,

meeting places, sports facilities, night spots, public buildings, civic spaces,

transportation facilities, parking garages, and large office buildings in the study

area. Combining these Anchors in one drawing with the Frontage Analysis gives us

a full picture of where pedestrian activity is likely to happen. As a result, this
drawing can then serve as a basis for creating another set of drawings that can be

more instrumental in the direction of our efforts, the Networks of Walkability.
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Added ín red are all the sìtes that can be expected to generate a significant amrunt ofpedestrian trips'

The Networks of WalkabÍIÍty

A downtown's Network of Walkability consists of those streets along which people

can be expected to walk. It is central to the work of this Study, because it allows us

to prioritize investment in the places where it will impact walkability. Simply put,

strãet reconfigurations and property developments located within the Network of
Walkability will do more to make Tulsa walkable than similar efforts elsewhere.

Turning a Frontage Quality Rating and Anchors diagram into a Network of
Walkability is a three-step process. First, the diagram is studied for patterns that
emerge, in which certain streets of higher quality come together to form clear

walkable areas. Second, those streets are supplemented by the additional streets
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that are necessary to connect these different areas together. Finally, that network is
expanded yet further to provide the most likely paths among anchors.

In Tulsa, it is possible to do an even more subtle analysis. As diagrammed below,
what emerges are three different networks, as follows:

The Priority Network of Walkability includes those key connections that are
currently in need of the most improvement.
The Primary Network of Walkability includes the remaining streets which are
most important for walking.
The Secondary Network of Walkability includes the remaining streets that are
still important for walking, but less so than the above.

The Networks of Walkability emerge from the Frontage Qualíq and Anchors
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These three Networks are distinct from the remaining streets, shown in grey. While
these streets do see people walking, they play a much smaller role in the pedestrian

use of the downtown. While they may some day attract more activity, they are not

currently places where investments in more walkable street configurations are likely

to do much to generate more walking'

The netøork of watkabitity inplìes that certain sites are hígher-and highest-prioriQ for redeaelopment.

In addition to being a tool for prioritizing the redesign of city streets, the Networks

of Walkability are also a tool for prioritizing investment along streets. There are

literally hundreds of empty sites-"missing teeth"-in downtown Tulsa. It would be

nice to put new buildings on all of them. But the Networks of Walkability make it
clear that buildings in some locations can be expected to have a much greater

impact on walking than buildings in other locations.

This point is made by the drawing on the previous page, which indicates the non-

roadway construction that is necessary to make the key downtown paths truly
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walkable. This construction fills in missing teeth, hides parking lots, and otherwise
turns unfriendly street edges into friendly ones. When combined with the
thoroughfare redesigns already outlined, these changes will add comfort and
interest to these streets'planned improvements in safety.

Creating this diagram is a bit more than a mechanical exercise, in which all missing
teeth are replaced by buildings. Shown in red and orange are the 56 buildings-
some quite small-that are needed to make the Primary Network of Walkability
complete. But then, among these, certain buildings-the 19 red ones-have been
given a yet higher priority, because they are located either along a Priority street
segment or in a place where they can be expected to have a disproportionally
positive impact on place-making. These include the following:

o Buildings framing the Boulder, Elgin and Greenwood Avenue railway crossings;

o Buildings framing East 3rd Street and South Boston Avenue as they approach
key anchors;

o Buildings framing lst Street across from the Williams superblock;
o Buildings giving proper edges to Reconciliation Park, ONEOK Field, and

Williams Green; and
e { liner building against the blank south wall of the convention center.

The specific footprint of each building shown in the diagram can be somewhat
flexible, with the understanding that buildings should sit directly against the
sidewalk along the majority of their frontages, and that those frontages should
receive active, open facades.

A couple of technical issues merit discussion. First, there is no reason why each red
or orange rectangle in the drawing below must be a building; in some cases, a

public green or other amenity may make more sense. However, any public open
space must be well shaped, with buildings at its edges, if it is to be successful.
Second, while the street segments marked in green are the most important for
walkability, a focus on bike-ability would suggest that key cycling corridors be
improved beyond just the segments shown here, since bike lanes are only useful
when they reach a significant distance.

To the degree that the City or other organizations are able to sponsor or incentivize
building construction in downtown, the 56 sites shown above are the ones to build
first, as they perfect the downtown's key pedestrian corridors. Even greater
incentives should surround the development of the 19 red sites. Investments
elsewhere, while perhaps justifiable for other reasons, will not contribute as

meaningfully to downtown walkability.
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Open Spaces

A Square, a Green and a Plaza

In most locations, the solution to a lack of comfort and interest along a street edge
is to replace a missing building. However, three sites along the Primary Network of
Walkability would seem to be better suited to the creation of a public open space.
We can call them Station Square, Blue Dome Green, and McNellie's Plaza.

Station Square

Probably the most critical Priority location in the Network of Walkability is the
connection along 1't Street between Cincinnati and Boston Avenues. The biggest
impediment to connectivity in the downtown is the super-block that obliterates both
Boston and Main Avenues between 1't and Second Streets. Were the original street
network intact, many more people working in the heart of downtown would be
wandering over into the Brady Arts District after work. Eliminating downtown
streets is never a good idea, but eliminating these two streets in this key location
was a crippling act that merits a significant investment to remedy.

As can be seen in the Priority Network of Walkability, the best way to reestablish
this connection is to bring pedestrians north on Cincinnati, and then entice them
over to the Center of the Universe on Boston Avenue. While wayfinding will help, it
is not enough. The dead block behind City Hall must be enlivened with an
attraction that draws people along it. While the mute wall of City Hall is beyond
remedy (other than as an art installation), the parking lot fronting the old train
station presents a great opportunity. Because so much parking will be added to a
reconfigured 1't Street, the 100 spaces currently in this parkinglot can be replaced
by spaces on-street, and the lots can be transformed into a public square, which
should be landscaped, supervised, and programmed to be frequently in use.

But public spaces are only as good as their edges, and the best squares are
supervised by the doors and windows of buildings. The handsome but quiet station
building would not alone contribute enough oversight and energy to this space, so it
would make sense to place two small buildings on either side of the square. These
could hold a variety of uses, but attainably-priced housing, parked on street, would
give much needed evening supervision to the green. These buildings could have
doors on the Boston and Cincinnati Bridges, but should have balconies overlooking
the square.

The free market will not make this change happen. It will require a Cityled and
City-subsidized effort, one that should pay off in spades as it at least partly heals a
great wound.
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Blue Dome Green

Blue Dome is a lively, evolving district with some real character but no public sPace

to serve as its heart. It also has an historic building near its center that is strangely

set well back from the street. Home to aPizzeria, a Gelateria, and other great

downtown uses, the building's streetscape is undermined by a small parking lot

holding fewer than 40 spaces. These spaces and more will be generated on-street by

the planned reconfigurations of Detroit Avenue and Second Street, and can be

replaced by a public space.

\J1Þ'

From teft to (upper) right, quick þroþosals for Station Square, Blue Dome Green, and McNellie's Plaza.

With the Annex being constructed on the parking lot to its south, and many other

shops nearby, this space is poised to be a center of activity. It would make sense for

its northern edge to be paved in concrete, with trees, for the expansion of sidewalk

dining from the adjacent businesses. But for the majority of the space we

recommend an inexpensive solution that has shown great popularity in other cities:

Astroturf. If properly programmed with after-work activities, cheap, versatile, and

easily-cleaned Astroturf greens help make downtowns attractive to younger

residents, especially young families. With that in mind, this space, or parts of it,
mightbeconsideredforasmallplaygroundand,/ordogrun(tobekeptseparate).
Both are amenities that make downtown rentals more successful.
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McNellie's Plaza

A strange empty space sits adjacent to McNellie's Public House, one of the most
popular eating and drinking places in Tulsa. At the corner of 1't and Elgin, this
small abandoned lot is faced by McNellies brick party wall to the west and a small
empty building with three garage doors to the north. It is a key missing tooth in
what is otherwise a lively and walkable stretch of downtown, and blights the
important axis connecting Blue Dome to ONEOK Field.

With a little imagination, one can picture the three large garage doors to the north
as the openings of a coffee shop or small restaurant. The wall of McNellie's is ready
for a huge mural. Together, these buildings could shape a corner plaza that could
serve a variety of uses related to food and drink. It could be a biergarten or a place
for cornhole, ping pong, or other games associates with nights out. For versatility, it
should probably just be paved in concrete, with some (eventually) large trees for
shade.

A successful new biergarten gracss a corner in Washington, DC.

Developments of this type do not happen easily, as they often require public-private
partnerships to be done well. At the very least, the City should do what it can to
clean up ownership issues and surmount any hurdles regarding licenses.

Ultimately, who owns a "public" space should be a function of how it can best be
activated, and how much of a civic role the space is expected to play. The three
spaces above have been presented in the order of most to least public. One can
imagine Station Square being City-owned, the McNellies Plaza being privately
owned, and Blue Dome Green being something in between, perhaps belonging to a
merchant's association.
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A More PublÍc Park

The John Hope Franklin Reconciliation Park is an almost invisible feature of the

downtown. In addition to being located at the extreme northern edge of the

Greenwood District, up against the IDL, it is surrounded by a substantial gate with
few openings. Its only welcoming entrances are to the parking lot to its north. It is
possible to make many visits to the Brady and Greenwood Districts without ever

finding oneself tempted to stroll onto it.

Perhaps this outcome is by design. If the primary goal of the Park was to create a

world apart, a place of contemplation principally for visitors who schedule a trip as

an intentional act, then the current plan makes sense. In this light, the

"reconciliation" represented by the Park would seem to be the City's construction
of the park itself, along with whatever specific events are held there to
commemorate the conditions and events that make reconciliation necessary.

However, if the stewards of the Park believe that reconciliation is best accomplished

not simply by investment and scheduled events, but rather through ongoing
communication and increased awareness, then a more open and accessible design

would seem more appropriate, one which places the park and its educational
message more prominently within its community, so that it can be seen, visited, and

stumbled upon more frequently by more than just those who seek it out.

While we should not be presumptuous about the Park's intentions, and wish to

defer to its community's wishes-especially those of theJohn Hope Franklin Center

for Reconciliation-it is worth pointing out there exists an excellent opportunity to

better integrate the Park into its neighborhood and the lives of Tulsans by
redesigning the area at the Park's southern edge. Currently, like the superblock
between I't and 2"d, the construction of the Park was allowed to consolidate several

blocks, in this case snipping Cameron Street before it could reach Elgin Avenue. No

corresponding axis was retained through the Park, harming the walkability of the

neighborhood. Instead, the southern edge of the park consists of a block-long fence

and a row of bushes directly abutting a parking lot serving two buildings to its
south.

Successful public spaces are typically surrounded by buildings with doors and

windows that supervise it, keep it safe, and potentially give it activity. Currently, the

Park lacks supervision from all directions. Redevelopment of the parking lot to its

south to include a narrow street up against the Park edge, lined by buildings facing

north, would serve to unbury the Park and bring it more fully into the life of its

community.
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This proposal makes Reconciliation park more uisible through the introduction of a small southem street lined by

rowhouses.

The proposal shown here imagines residential buildings facing the park across a
street with one side of curb parking. The bushes are eliminated in favor of street
trees, and an additional park entrance is added. The buildings need not be
residential, but retail use seems inappropriate, and it is nice to imagine that the
housing would be subsidized to be attainably priced, with the units being offered
first to descendants of those families displaced in the riots of 1921.

As with other proposals involving private land, transforming this important location
will require proactive City leadership and perhaps a public/private partnership.
And, of course, any efforts to reshape the Park would have to be co-lead by theJohn
Hope Franklin Center for Reconciliation, if and only if it meets their mission.
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The One-Page Zoning Code OverlaY

It is discouraging, while completing a walkability study, to witness developments

coming to a downtown that one can be certain to make it less walkable. In the case

of Tulsa, there is mostly good news. The three largest mixed-use developments

currently underway-The Annex, Santa Fe Square, and The View-are all by-and-

large excellent in the way they treat their surrounding streets. It is clear that their

developers and architects are fully up to date on what makes a good urban building.

Two other projects, however, call our attention to the fact that downtown is not

sufficiently protected against the sort of development that will undermine its

walkability.

High-quatity buitdings do not help walkability when set behind parking lots.

The first is a small one, but one that raises a red flag. The new building forJackson

Technical now being completed in Elgin Street breaks the number one rule of good

urban design-literally "Rule #1" in such classic books as City Comforts, published

1995-Build To The Sidewalk: never put a building behind its parking lot. Front

parking lots result in streets that lack spatial definition, sidewalks crossed by

ãrive-ãys, and a general urban environment that communicates the message that

cars come first. It is a mistake that few downtowns allow any more. In this case,

there were many mitigating factors that led to the final site plan, but the fact

remains that an opportunity for enhancing the sidewalk with a great new building
was lost. Happily, this site is located well outside the Networks of Walkabilit/, but

it calls our attention to the fact that front parking lots remain legal throughout the

entirety of downtown.

The second worrisome development recently approved is much more damaging,

and has the potential to inflict grave harm to the walkability of a central location in
downtown. A new parking structure to be erected at the corner of Main Avenue
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and 4th Street is shown lining the sidewalk with nothing but its own edges. As

discussed, the mute, blank walls of parking structures should never be allowed

directly adjacent to sidewalks, which rely on the interest and activity generated by

active ground-floor uses. When commercial use is not viable, then a residential

liner should be built instead.

At the time of this Study, the outcome of this corner is not yet resolved. There is

some discussion of these blank walls being a temporary solution until proper retail

tenants are identified. But experience suggests that this outcome is unlikely unless

the structure is built from the get-go with attractive storefronts in place.

Parking structures directly lining sidewalks is an error that most cities have stopped

making, but Tulsa lacks a mechanism to prevent it. As a result, an area that was

barely hanging on, with struggling shops just across Main Avenue, is unlikely to be

able io achieve the activity and success that was imagined when the City made the

decision to invest in its expensive brick streetscape.

Renderings of a planned garage show blank øalls up agaìnst sidewalks.

What could have been a key connective knuckle in the downtown's network of

walkability threatens instead to become a dead zone. This mistake, and the mistake

of the front parking lot, need not be repeated. With a slight change to downtown

zoning codes, the City could have confidence that private construction would not

undermine public success. There has been talk for some time of enacting a

Downtown Zoning Code Overlay to solve this problem, but there is justly fear of

the potentially lengthy and fraught political process that such an effort would entail.

There is always opposition, and arcane zoning codes are hard to sell in the face of

such opposition, since they can be hard to understand.

For that reason, we,recommend short-circuiting this process by enacting an

exceedingly simple code, one that will fit on a single page. The perfect is the enemy

of the goãá, u.rd u code that gets every detail right suffers the disadvantage of being

difficult to communicate, promulgate, and promote. A one-page code can start as a
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leaflet, become a poster, and, through widespread exposure, generate enough

support to overcome opposition by those who resist change'

Also important to the success of such a code is that it not be required everywhere'

While ull of do-ntown would seem to deserve a more urban standard of

architecture and site planning than the rest of the city, the fact remains that many

parts of downtown will not attract significant pedestrian activity for many years'

The Networks of Walkability already established acknowledge this circumstance,

and identify those streets in the downtown which can be expected to attract foot

traffic if maintained or developed in the proPer manner. Those Networks-both

Primary and Secondary-comPrise the appropriate alea to which the Downtown

ZoningCode Overlay should be applied'

Under such a regime, a national chain like Burger King wishing to locate in the

downtown would be given a choice. If they want to build in an urban manner, with

no front parking lot ãr drive-through, they can select a site along the Networks of

Walkability. If ihey instead wish to build a suburban-style facility, they can do so in

downtown's less walkable areas.

Finally, it is worth repeating that being excluded from the Networks of walkability

is not a permanent cónditiÃ, and streets can opt in by majority vote at any time' In

that way, the reach of this proposed Overlay can expand without the need for a

larger political process.

The proposed Overlay is presented here. One can imagine it laid out by a graphic

designei to be reproduced as a leaflet: poster, and web page'
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Seven Rules for a Successful Downtown Tulsa

A One-Page ZonÍng OverIaY

All developments proposed abutting the Primary and Secondary Networks of

Walkability shall be rãviewed in light of the following criteria by City Planning

staff, with Lxceptions to be granted only in the case of exemplary architectural

merit, but not for "hardshiP'"

1-. Surføce pørking lots kilt z:itøtity. No surface parking lots may be placed

between a building edge and the sidewalk.

2. Deøil uølls crente deød sidewølks. Parking structures shall be exposed to

sidewalks on the ground floor only at the locations of their vehicular entrances.

Entrance drives may be no wider than 11 feet for each lane of travel. The

remainder of the parking deck's ground floor (and other floors if desired) shall

be shielded from ihe sidewalk by a habitable building edge at least 20 feet deep.

That edge may be office, retail, residential, and/or vertical circulation, but retail

use is not recommended where it is not adjacent to existing retail, and new retail

space must have a minimum ceiling height of 12 feet'

S. Siilewølks needbuildings neør them. With the exception of hotel porte-cocheres

(allowed only for hotels *ith -or" than 100 guest rooms), all buildings shall

place their facades within 10 feet of the sidewalk edge. If retail, any setback shall

t" parr"d to match the sidewalk. If residential or office, any setback may include

greenery, stoops, patios, and other construction, with the exception that no walls

ã1. fe.r.és shalf etceed three feet in height. Exceptions may be granted for public

or semi-public greens , plazas, or courtyards.

4. Curb cuts endønger people znølking. Curb cuts are not allowed for any

buildings other than parking structures and hotels with more than 100 guest

rooms. Smaller hotels shall conduct loading against the curb in the parking lane,

where several space shall be designated for this use. No set of curb cuts shall be

more than two lanes in number'

S. Front doors øre essentiø|. Buildings with sidewalk facades and rear (or side)

parking must place a primary entrance on the sidewalk frontage. Said entrance

.ttuU Uã unlocted whenever the parking-lot entrance is unlocked'

6. Resiilences øgøinst sidewølks need heighf. Residential facades placed within 5

feet of the sidewalk edge must have a ground floor elevation of at least 2 feet.

(Live/work units may place their facades at or near grade.) Ground-floor

residential units are encouraged to have front porches or stoops along the

sidewalk, even where also hallway served'

7. Llrbøn Buildings need friendly føces. Facades enfronting sidewalks shall

average no lesJhan l{i feet tall and shall have regularly-spaced door and

window openings on every story, with at least one opening in every ten linear

feet of *uil, *ith rare exception granted for special architectural features. The

wall-to window ratio for all facades shall not exceed 75 percent.
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Sidewalk Dining and Parklets

One of the key indicators of-and contributors to-a walkable, livable downtown is

sidewalk dining and drinking. There is really nothing like it when it comes to
making a place desirable and successful. More advanced cities actively promote it,
and some even subsidize it. Yet, according to focus groups, the City of Tulsa
currently presents more impediments than assistance to businesses that want to
introduce sidewalk dining. Getting a license was descríbed as a "fraught process."
While an effort is happily underway to streamline such permits, the City still lacks a

program actively encouraging private businesses to place tables and chairs on the
sidewalk.

Sidewalk dining is slnlnlmous with downtown líaing, and not
just in hot uteather.

Such a program is strongly encouraged. Given the limited number of eating and
drinking establishments downtown, the City should task an employee to reach out
to every one, and then to hand-hold interested business and walk them through the
process of obtaining permits through a one-stop permit process. The principal City
controls shall be on the design and quality of the installation, the maintenance of an

adequate clear zone along sidewalks, and the use of non-disposable cups, plates, and
tableware, to avoid litter. While NACTO recommends that the clear zone be 10 feet
wide, experience suggests that 6 feet is adequate in places where crowding is not a
problem.

The other impediment to the addition of more sidewalk dining in Tulsa is the fact
that most sidewalks are rather narrow. Periodically, expensive reconstruction of
certain curb areas is discussed in order to solve this problem. However, a more
affordable and versatile solution exists in the form of parklets, a concept that is
proliferating worldwide.
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A parklet is a small deck, usually built of wood (or composite decking like Trex)
that occupies one or two parking spaces, sometimes temporarily.An ideal parklet is

surrounded by bench backs or narrow planters that give its occupants a sense of
protection from nearby traffic. An internet search under the term "parklet" turns

up hundreds of great ideas for parklet designs, some of which are quite elaborate.

A parklet installed by the Citl of Cødar Rapids.

The City is encouraged to introduce its own parklet program, as others have done'

Businesses that wish to construct their own parklets should be encouraged to do so,

through the same outreach directed at sidewalk dining. The City may even wish to

construct parklets and supply them to businesses, as we helped implement in Cedar

Rapids, Iowa.
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Successful Urban Retail

Many American cities lost the majority of their downtown shopping in the last

qruri", of the 20th Century. Since around 2000, we have seen it start to come back,

åore strongly in some places than others. Since most soft goods shopping

continues tã iake place in suburban shopping centers and on-line, mid-size

rlowntowns like Tulsa's have had to focus principally on food and beverage sales,

entertainment, unique smaller stores, and, more generally speaking, shopping as an

experience.

For better or worse) shopping is America's favorite pastime. While much

purchasing of goods -n.i b" done in the most affordable and expedient way

possible-fîom-Wal-Mart or Amazon-a significant amount of each household's

ãiscretionary income is spent on shopping-for-fun. Because this activity is a form of

entertainm".rt, it lives or dies based on the quality of its environment' The recent

national resurgence in downtown retail has come about principally because of

preference, shìftirrg away from artificial environments like shopping malls towards

authentic places like main streets.

This trend is expected to continue. Many malls across the U'S' are dead or dying,

and almost none are currently under development. Desirable retailers are

increasingly willing to locate in old city centers, but onlyìf those downtowns can

provide a walkable, pleasant public realm. If they are to best adhere to the four

ienets of Walkability-the useful, safe, comfortable, and interesting walk-these

places should pay special attention to these criteria:

c LlrbønBuilitingTypes: Sometimes a national chain will try to locate in a

downtown, Unt *iti'd"-and its standard suburban footprint, surrounded by

parking and.f or with a drive-through. Most of these retailers will insist on using

lhis walkabiiity-eroding building type, threatening to abandon the site if it is not

approved. Yei almost all of these companies also have a more urban store

alrig" which they use in places like Chicago and Denver. If they are not to

bring down the value of the downtown for all other retailers, they must be

,"quìr"d to make use of this more urban footprint-without front parking or

drive through, unless the drive through can be placed at the rear'

o Continuity: Retail thrives in the presence of other retail. Only a large regional

destination can do well if not part of a larger shopping district. Additionally,

because shoppers hate being bored, there should be as few non-retail gaps

between .orrtig,rorm shops as possible, including banks and offices. A successful

shopping distrìct should not be interrupted by ground floor banks, offices,

blank walls, or emPtY lots.

. Spøce-Møking: The best places are well-shaped spaces, which is why the best

shopping streãts have shoþs on both sides. Cross-shopping-exiting one shop

urrd ."eitrg another across the street-is a key feature of most main streets. For
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this reason, the streets should not be too wide, nor traffic too speedy to
interrupt occasional jaywalking.
Multiple Modes: People who shop are also walking, and, in downtown areas,
many shoppers arrive by foot. Because parking lots interrupt walkability,
merchants should be encouraged to provide no parking, relying instead on the
collective parking supply. Studies have also shown that cyclists spend more per
capita on purchases than people who drive, which may explain why the streets
in Manhattan with new bicycle lanes have seen their revenues roughly double.
A bike corral that takes up a single parking space can be a great addition to a
retail district.

Great shoþþing streets haue stickl edges that blur the boundarl betuteen store

and sideualk.

Strøtegic Locøtion of Anchors: Because many shoppers will continue to drive,
the location of parking has a major impact on the success or failure of
downtown shopping. We have already discussed the importance of ample on-
street parking and the proper pricing and management of all parking spaces.

Also critical is the placement of parking structures in relation to the
destinations they serve. If a parking deck serving a major venue is separated a

few blocks from that venue, that creates an opportunity for in-line retail that
would not have existed had the two anchors been located adjacent.

Sticky Eilges: Retail suffers when there are real and perceived barriers between
business interiors and the sidewalk. For example, shops in the Philcade
Building at Boston and Sth are hampered by a lack of doors directly to the
sidewalk. In the same vein, tinted glass and obscured window openings
undermine shopping districts, while low cloth awnings, blade signs, and entry
alcoves with goods displays enhance them. Anything that can be done to blur
the barrier between the sidewalk and the store is generally good for business-
and for walkability.
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The IDL is a true barrier that limits pedestrian connectivity beyond the downtown'

Whether a tunnel under a looming viaduct or a bridge over a vehicular moat,

passages beyond the IDL offer neither the comfort or the interest that attract

walkiãg. wtrite many of these deserve our attention' one stands out and deserves

investÃent in the short term: the Greenwood Street underpass' It is a key connector

to both OSU Tulsa and Langston University, and-unlike Elgin and Archer Streets-

provides quick passage ,rttd"t the highway. Its current artwork is tired, and needs

replacing *ith roln"thing more noticeable and colorful. An installation that

inituaeJight as a prominent feature woulci make a 24-hour coniribuiion to reviving

this key coiridor in and out of the Greenwood and Brady Arts Districts'

Remedial Measures

on-site study and meetings with focus groups raised a number of issues that deserve

our attention related to the Comfort and Interest of downtown:

A Key Underpass

An artfut underþass in Sydnel, Australia.

Local Mural Talent

Downtown suffers from blank walls in a number of key locations, most noticeably

along l*t and 2'd Streets around the Williams Tower superblock. As one walks

uro.r-nd Tulsa, it is hard not to notice all the painting talent on display' In terms of

walkability, these skills would be best put to use in adorning blank walls along the

Networks of walkability. other cities,like Philadelphia, have made tremendously

positive contributions to the urban experience through well-run mural Programs'

lvh"th". led by the City or a private foundation, Tulsa should so the same'
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Also worth mentioning is that the public artwork installed last year at the Center of
the universe has been a nice attractor of visitors, and a great amenity for
pedestrians. It should be maintained or replaced by something of similar quality,
and should serve as inspiration for other downtown installations.

Rather than being tucked between buildings, murals of this quality should adom

blank walh along sideualks.

QuÍcker than Trees

Street trees contribute much more to walkability and urban success than most
people understand, but sometimes a quicker solution is needed for providing shade

in a key location. And some locations, like bridges, are not able to hold trees large
enough to provide shade. For this reason, some cities, like Austin and Phoenix,
have taken to locating artistic shade structures on their sidewalks. Such installations
are recommended along the Networks of Walkability, especially along the new
Boulder Avenue bridge, where an artful canopy could coordinate with the attractive
screens already present.
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In downtown Phoenix, shade structures add liuability to parched

sideøalks.

A Tough Spot

The elevated superblock enfronting the Cox Business Center has created an

unfortunate interruption in the fabric of the downtown. Like many mid-century

schemes, it saps vitality by splitting circulation onto two levels, resulting in a
ground plane that is overshadowed by a deck and feels like the parking basement it
i.. fo solve this problem, it is recommended that, beginning just west of the Aloft
Hotel, the deck extending 5th Street toward the convention center façade be

replaced by a cascading plaza that steps downward to, and includes, Civic Center

Diive. To be welcoming, this plaza should be framed to the south by the Municipal

Court, and to the north by a small building that contains active uses. This northern

building should align just west of the Aloft hotel'

The parking lot enfronting the Cox Business Center is a þlaza in the making
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LoiterÌng

A final factor that impacts the comfort of people walking in downtown Tulsa is the
presence of street people. They are not that many in number, but they seem quite
obvious because they form a significant percentage of the people who are walking.
Seen in this light, Tulsa does not have a loitering problem as much as a walking
problem; when more people chose to walk and bike, the loitering will become a

much less dominant feature of the landscape.

Some of these people are homeless, a problem that we now know how to fix. This
report does not concern itself with housing the homeless, but there is some useful
data that merits our attention. A study produced by the Central Florida
Commission on Homelessness found that, while providing desirable housing for a

homeless person costs about $10,000 per year, taxpayers are currently paying about

$31,000 per year for each person who lives on the streets. This number includes the
law enforcement, jail, and hospiialization costs that result from homelessness.

For this reason, any best-practices effort to ending homelessness must focus on
providing homes-no questions asked-as well as the social services to keep folks in
them. If the experience in Florida is even remotely applicable to Oklahoma, it
would appear that such an effort would cost less, not more, than the current
situation. Currently, Tulsa does not have a Housing-First policy. It is recommended
that the City pursue this approach right away. More information on Housing First
can be found at the National Alliance to End Homelessness.l

That said, many of the people loitering in downtown Tulsa are not homeless per se,

and even providing homes for those who are homeless does not mean that loitering
will end. Many people who seem to be loitering are merely walking to and from
services, services that are best located downtown-perhaps the only place in Tulsa
where people who don't drive can be somewhat self-sufficient. Others are walking
from the Greyhound station to the Denver Avenue Tulsa Transit station. That issue

can be solved by relocating the Greyhound station as already suggested.

Again, though, the best remedy for the loitering "problem" is to make it less

obvious by creating conditions that invite more walking by everyone. Once that
happens, the primary remaining concern surrounds public parks, squares, and
greens, which can easily become overwhelmed by street people. This concern can

stand in the way of the creation of new public spaces, as people don't want to invest
in public amenities that are monopolized by a single population to the exclusion of
others.

Make no mistake: street þeople haae eaery right to rnake use of public open sþaces. But, once

they are offered truly attractive alternative housing, they no longer have the right to
liae in public open spaces. Also, whatever their housing status, people do not have a

I http ¡ ¡ ***. en dh o m ele s s n e s s. org/p age s/h ou s in g-fir s t
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right to congregate in open spaces in a way that "claims" that space and makes
others unwelcome. For that reason, it can make sense in certain public spaces to
employ a security guard to limit the amount of loitering. This strategy is already
employed in Chapman Centennial Green downtown, and can be used elsewhere if a

problem arises.

For that reason, the fear of loitering should not be considered a proper justification
for not creating more public spaces in downtown Tulsa. But, rather, any new plan
for a public space must consider funding not just its construction but also its
programming and maintenance over time, which may include security.
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PART VI. SETTING PRIORITIES

A Schedule for Street Reconfigurations

As described in the previous section, certain streets are more important than others

to the walkability of downtown Tulsa. In the absence of other considerations, the

street segments comprising the Priority, Primary, and Secondary Networks of

Walkability would be the streets to reconfigure first, in that order. However, in

determining a schedule for street work, three other factors must be considered: two-

way reversion, the cycling network, and already-funded construction.

Two-Way Reversion

This Study calls for the following streets to be converted to two-way traffic in short

order: Cheyenne and Wyoming Avenues, and 1", 2nd, 4th, and 5th Streets'

Independent of what the Networks of Walkability may suggest, these streets need to

receive high priority for reconfiguration for the full length of their change in

direction of traffic.

Cycling Network

Thus Study calls for one north-south cycling facility on Boulder and Cheyenne,

another on M.L.K. Jr. and Detroit connecting to Elgin, a third on South Boston

Avenue, and a fourth on Guthrie and Houston, connecting briefly through Heavy

Traffic Way. It calls for east-west cycling facilities on Archer Street, 3'd Street, 6th

Street, and Route 66, with an eastward connection on 13th Street. These facilities

cannot all be built at once, and must be prioritized in light of other objectives, with
the goal of creating a network that is very useful well before it is complete.

Since Boulder and Cheyenne are planned for two-way reversion, those street

reconfigurations will provide a north-south bike facility serving the west half of

downtown. The need for a similar facility towards the east suggests that Elgin

Avenue should also be prioritized. Additionally, Boston Avenue, already central to

the Network of Walkability, is the key cycling connection to Tulsa Community

College, and should also not be delayed. In contrast, the far-west connection along

Guthrie and Houston can wait.

Similarly, three east-west cycling connections are enough to serve downtown in the

short run. These can be provided in a nicely spaced network on Archer St', 3'd

Street, and Route 66. The connection on 6th Street can wait.

Ignoring the third factor, already-funded construction, one can create a Priority
Street Reconfiguration map based upon the intersection of the Networks of

Walkability with the goals of Two-Way Reversion and the Cycling Network. As

shown below, it would suggest that street reconfigurations be made first in the

following places:
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North-South

o Cheyenne and Boulder Avenues;
o M.L.K..fr. Boulevard,/Cincinnati Avenue from the IDL to 3'd (already partially

complete);
o Detroit Avenue from the IDL to Archer (already partially complete);

o Boston Avenue from 3'd to the IDL;
o Elgin Avenue from Archer to 10th; and
o Greenwood Avenue from Archer to 2nd

If certain street reconstruction was not already planned, the aboue street segments would be the ones to

reconfigure flrst.
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East-West

o Archer Street;
. lst Street and 2nd Street from Denver to Greenwood;
. 3rd Street; and
o Route 66.

These are a lot of streets, and it is necessary to break this list into smaller phases.

That task is assisted by the third factor already mentioned:

Curb replacements, resulting in repaaing, are already funded as shown here.
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Already-Funded Construction

The drawing above shows the location of curb replacements in downtown Tulsa
that are already funded and scheduled. Curb replacement is a larger job than
repaving, but brings with it the repaving that allows for stripes to be reconfigured.
While it is hoped that the City's embrace of this Study will cause additional changes
to happen more quickly, it probably makes sense to allow currently funded and
scheduled road work to proceed as mostly as planned.

Intersecting that schedule with the Priority Street Reconfigurations already shown,
and thinking deeper about a rank of priorities, leads to a proposal for the timing of
reconfigurations downtown. This is only a first effort, and needs to be modified if
new information arises, but it should be considered our best effort to schedule the
reconfiguration of all streets included in the Networks of Walkability.

In the diagram on the next page, Phase I is imagined as 2017, with subsequent
phases occurring one per year, such that Phase 5 would happen before 2021. It is
worth noting that Phase 5 street segments occur outside of both the Network of
Walkability and the Cycling Network, and are therefore of considerably lower
priority than the rest.

This proposal asks for only one change in the work already scheduled, speeding up
the funding for a two-way Cheyenne Avenue from 2020 to 2018, so that is can
properly serve as a partner to two-way Boulder, being completed this year.
Otherwise, the work is scheduled to occur in tandem with these already-funded
projects.
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A first proposat for the scheduling or strøet reconfigurations, Øith annuel phases starting 201 7.

While the drawing is self-explanatory, it is worth describing the first few phases in

greater detail:

Phase 1 is work already scheduled for 2017, including:

o The eastern end of l't Street. (The segment from Elgin to Greenwood should

receive only temporary striping, in anticipation of its two-way reversion along with
2nd Street in 2018);

o Boulder Avenue from l't to 10th;

. sth Street from Denver to Boulder; and
o The now-underway reconfigurations of upper M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard and Detroit

Avenue.

Phase 2 is all new work to be budgeted for 2018 completion, including:
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. 2nd Street and the remainder of l't Street from the IDL to Denver;

. The entirety of Cheyenne Avenue and the remainder of Boulder Avenue; and

o Elgin Avenue, 3'd Street, and Route 66.

Phase 3 is mostly new work to be budgeted for 2019 completion, including:

o The already-budgeted western ends of 6th and 7th Streets;

o Archer Street and Greenwood Avenue;
o DetroitAvenue as far south as 3'd Street and M.L.K.Jr. Boulevard,/Cincinnati

Avenue south to 4th; and
o All of Boston Avenue South to beyond the IDL.

While subsequent phases are still important to a more walkable and successful

downtown, these three phases will accomplish a lion's share of this Study's most
vital street improvements.

As notecl, this proposed schedule calls for a tremendous amount of currently
unfunded road work to occur in 2018 and the years that follow. Unfortunately,
because unsafe streets are the greatest threat to walkability in downtown Tulsa, this

investment cannot be put forth here as optional. One cennot purport to øscribe to
the principles løid out in this Study without supporting the funding of the neør-

term sfueet reconfiguÍøtions presented here. For want of a more precise discussion,
it is worth concluding with the estimation that, while all phases described above can

be expected to reap great rewards-much greater than the investment required-the
completion, in this decade, of Phases I through 3 should be considered essential to

achieving the objectives of this Study.
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Other Key Priorities

The street reconfigurations described above are the City's key tool for making
downtown Tulsa more safe for people walking. Unfortunately, they alone are not
enough. While all other recommendations in the Safe Walk section are important,
two additional efforts will be key: the reduction in the number of driveways across

sidewalks (curb cuts), and the market-based pricing of parking.

As noted, Tulsa's sidewalks suffer from dangerous driveways more than almost any
other American city. The laws that allowed this condition to arise must be changed,
and an active program to close curb cuts must be instituted, if walking downtown is

to feel safe again. And, because curb parking is such a key tool for making
sidewalks safe, Tulsa must adjust its parking prices to ensure that it is properly
utilized. Without popular spaces costing more and unpopular spaces costing less-
and improved pay stations and enforcement-irrational parking patterns will
undermine the street reconfigurations recommended here.

In terms of The Useful Walk, all of this Study's recommendations to increase the
supply of attainable housing in downtown add up to quite a big job. It is
recommended that the City at a minimum create a full-time staff position to pursue
this sole purpose. From advancing new policy to hand-holding developers to
facilitating deals for shared parking, this person would apply best practices from
places like Des Moines and Lowell so that Tulsa could experience a similar
renaissance of downtown housing.

Regarding The Comfortable and Interesting Walk, this Study's main contribution is

to designate those areas where the City should be prioritizing the development of
private property, and assisting as possible, so that the downtown's walkable areas

are less discontinuous. Nothing makes a city more walkable more quickly than
connecting walkability to walkability, and Tulsa suffers inordinately from
unpleasant unwalkable gaps among its many attractive places. For the same reason,
it stands to benefit inordinately from a near-term Walk Your City wayfinding effort.

Among all the other recommendations, two stand out as most urgent. The first is
the pursuit of a one-page downtown zoning overlay, to short circuit an effort that is

otherwise likely to take many years. The second is the immediate implementation of
a program enabling and assisting in the proliferation of sidewalk dining and
parklets. Every business that wants to activate its sidewalk should be able to have its
seating in place by the spring of 2018.

Tulsa is on the cusp of being a walkable city, more so that it realizes. This Study
lays out the impediments which stand in its way, none of which are very difficult to
fix. But fixing them requires commitment and funding. It is hoped that a desire to
remain competitive-and the wish to improve the daily life of every citizen-is
enough to motivate this commitment and funding in short order.
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based
planning,
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City rebuilds
its downtown
to encourage
walking and
biking.
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Adetailof downtor¡vn Oklahoma Cityas it looktoday,with is many broad one-way streets (left) and as itwill be when the plan is fully implemented (r¡ght).

It didnt hurt that city manager Jim
Couch, a civil engineer, understood that
traffic modeling snrdies are onþ as good as

tÏeir inpua.And the proofis alreadyer.idenc

"The construcfion has efiectiveþ narrowed

rhe streets beyond the planned amount

without incidenq and congestion levels are

minirnal," says Claus.

That enplains the progressive desigrr.

The quick implementation got a push from
some innovative financing. In an unusual

TIF agreement, Devon Energy,whose enor-
mous new headquarters is generating the

tax incremenq is the sole holder of the new

bonds. Efiectiveþ Devon has lent the city
the firll construction budgeg which the city
will then be able to pay back out ofincreased

tâx payments it receives from Devon
In a sense, t}lis is the old ecnnomy ftnding

thenew."Project 180 showcases ourefforts to
crsrte an overall cr¡ltur¿l shift tfiat reorients

the city around people instead ofcars," says

Mayor C-omett, who celebrates walhbility as

a key to health. "The infr¿structure that you
offer your citizens both reflects and influ-
ences dre lifestyles that thryadopr"

Lessons applyto all
Efforts in less flush cities zuggest that you

dont need oil and gas deposits to make

your downtown more walkable. Much has

already been published about zuccessfirl

one-v¡ây reversions and road diets that have

given new life to struggling cities from West

Palm Beach, Florida, to Vancouver, Wash-

ington. These changes need not be expen-

sive, as shown in recendy completed walk-

ability redesigns for Davenport, Iowa, and

I-owell, Massachusetts; those redesigns reþ
almost exdusiveþ on signals and paint and

are budgeted at less than five percent ofthe
Oklahoma Gtyproject

Project I 80 shows us how to qpend a lot of
monrywell onwalkability, butsince much of
is impact takes place beween the curbs, itis
easy to see how restriping alone can produce

powerfrrl resuls. The 2009 walkability study

for Oklahoma Cþ presented the following

10*tep approach to street redesign. Only the
final itern-street uees-is expensive;

.All one-waystreetswill be converted to

two-r¡'ay streets.
. Each streetwill have no more driving

lanes than suggested þ trafficvolume.
. No driving lane will be more than 1l

feetwide.
. No parallel pârking lane will be more

than eightfeetwide.

. All rightland turning lanes will be

eliminated. Left-hand tuming lanes will be

no longer than required by typical rush-

hour stacking.
. Angle parking will be used as a tool to

absorb additional roadway made available by

these requirements.
. Bicycle lanes will also be used as a tool

to absorb the additional roadway made avail-

able by these requirements.
. On-street parking will be provided at

every curb.
. Cu¡b return radü will be limited to a

maximumof 15 feer
. Street trees will be planted continu-

ousþ along streets at a spacing distance of
30 feet on center or less.

These l0 steps are available to allAmeri-
can cities, and applicable to most. That they
are being implemented in one of the nation's

most auto-centric regions says a lot about

their potential elsewhere.

! leff Spæk is the principal of Speck & Æsociates in

W¿sh¡ngton,DC.Heistheformerdesign directorof
the Nalional Endowmentforthe Arts and is cæuthor
of fuburban Not¡on Q000, North Point Press) and lhe
Smott Gtowth Manua[(20'10, McGraw Hill).

zz I Planning May/Júne 2011 J3.zc(f
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Summary and recollection of Project 180 Traffic Study
Oklahoma City Downtown

2008 through 2016

September 2016

I have worked with Jeff Speck in the past on Project 180. He has asked that I share my observation

and experience with the process Oklahoma City followed during the initial scoping, design and results

with respect to Project 180's traffic studies and function. This area can be a naturally divisive topic

between engineering (safety - efficiency) and planning (function - effectiveness).

Credentials

Laura Story; retired Civil Engineer (P.E.). I was employed in the public and transportation sectors for

over 32 years. I was employed with:
Smith Roberts (Johnson) Baldischwiler,
Oklahoma Department of Transportation,
Traffic Engineering Consu ltants (TEC),
CalTrans, and the
City of Oklahoma City (OKC).

Specific traffic experience includes Traffic Operations, Traffic Analysis; Evaluated LOS of
intersections/highways. Analyzed existing and future traffic volumes for a NEPA Traffic Study included

in the NEPA process.

I worked with TEC part-time during college and summer. Steve Hofener took the time to teach me

about Level of Service (LOS) and subtleties involved with traffic analysis. I have worked with Steve on

complex traffic issues during my time at the City. I greatly respect this company and truly appreciate

Steve. His mentoring prepared me quite well for work in Traffic Operations and Preliminary

Design/Environmental process while at CalTrans. I would not have been able to write the Traffic Study

for a proposed toll road's NEPA document,

Proiect 180 Role:

I was involved from the early development of the concept for Project 180, to the Construction of the

Myriad Gardens, Bicentennial Park and70o/o of the downtown street reconstruction. lcompleted my

work forthe City by developing a plan sheet database holding scanned copies of the Record Drawings

for future reference. Projects 1 through 7 were scanned and placed in the database for reference by

area rather than project number.

I functioned as the program manager; initially coordinating budget-funding issues and preliminary

scoping studies, utility relocations and design/construction packages. I continued as a Consultant with
general advisory, specification development, budget compliance, and record drawing retrieval.

One of the preliminary scoping studies was the traffic study. This study included
. Projecting future traffic volume,
. Analyzing levels of service (LOS) with the proposed grid system,
. Removing the one-way streets,
. Narrowing the driving lane,
. Adding bike lanes and

oklahoma Citv. oklahomaT3LTO * qos.oqz.gggø
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Summary and recollection of Project 180 Traffic Study
Oklahoma City Downtown

2008 through 2016

September 2016

Reviewing the radius design to shorten the turning radius.

Proiect 180 round

Project 180 was an unexpected public improvement program spurred by the decision of Devon Energy

to build its lnternational Headquarters in Oklahoma City. Devon approached the City inquiring whether

they could incorporate their Economic Development Funds/Credit toward improving the downtown

streets and atmosphere. The existing conditions were a collection of:

. Four-lane one-way sections,

. Narrow two-lane sections,

. Sporadic street parking, and

. Few two-way sections.

The landscaping, sidewalk condition, and accessibility compliance left much to be desired.
The City accepted the inquiry using Economic Development funds/credits and moved fon¡¡ard with what

is now Project 180. Project 180 was developed and scoped with a committee including the:

¡ City Manager's Office,

! Finance Division,

! lT Department,

n Parks Department
! Planning Department

! Public Works Department, and the

! UtilitiesDepartment.

lnitial Traffic Study Results:

TEC was selected to analyze preliminary traffic with the scope

n Grid layout,

! Two-way traffic
! Narrower driving lanes

! Designated bike lanes

n Smaller turning radius intersections
! And with preference to the Pedestrian

The initial results reflected unacceptable LOS on the proposed grid system. ,Public Works engineering

staff accepted the report and intended to move fon¡rard with revising the scope of typical sections and

number of lanes. This revision would add turn-lanes and a third lane in many situations. However,

Project scoping decisions required all departments acceptthe Project 180 scoping proposal. Planning

staff objected to the Preliminary Traffic Report acceptance. Planning staff and consultants presented

information about what a successful urban downtown functioned and felt like.

1+os.e+z.ggga
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Summary and recollect¡on of Project 180 Traffic Study
Oklahoma C¡ty Downtown

2008 through 2016

September 2016

Urban Desiq Parameters

During the committee discussions, Planning staff and the consultant insisted single lane, two-way

configurations with 10,OOO ADT functioned at an acceptable level. When posed with this statement, the

City verified several streets functioned acceptably with 10,000 ADT in other parts of the city. ln addition

to reducing the number and width of traffic lanes; turn lanes and left turn bays were rejected by

planning staff. The design for an urban downtown street system weighted toward the pedestrian's

experience and safety does not favor cars turning over pedestrians crossing or favor cars turning

through designated bike lanes.

The desire for an appropriate design enhancing the downtown function and atmosphere was so strong

an outside consultant was asked to evaluate the proposed sections and traffic projections. The study

proposed slight changes and the LOS did improve. This information was used in updating the Project

180 Traffic Study.

Final Traffic Studv Scooino Document

The final scoping study showed LOS E and F at evening rush hour and lasted less than 30 minutes.

When considering the actual time traffic was congested versus the improvements to safety through

slowing vehicles down, consistent pedestrian access and through-ways, and realizing it was for future

traffic ADT projections, the Study was nearing an acceptable scenario for the engineering team.

lncreased vehicular accommodations could be made if needed in the future. The remainder of the

Study indicated other than rush hour, LOS was at acceptable levels. The next issue requiring attention

was clearing downtown traffic after a Thunder game or large event. The City identified several

corridors to carry this outflow and modified the Project 180 street sections. The scope of Project 180

went to the design phase with the predominantly two-way, ten foot single-lane configuration where

traffic was less than 10,000 ADT. The Project 180 preferred typical street section included:

rt Ten foot lanes.

¡ Two-way traffic,

! Smaller turning radius at intersections,

I Wider sidewalks,

! Designated bike lanes,

¡ Landscape trees, hardscape benches, trash receptacles, unique signals and signing

Summary and Conclusion:

This project was initiated by the decision to build Devon Energy's lnternational Headquarters in

downtown Oklahoma City. The City was willing to match the aesthetic theme and feel of the new

headquarters site. The design ultimately focused on building an urban downtown experience,

improving safety and function. Traffic was a major conflict for the project committee to work through

The end design result was close to the original grid design proposed.

homa 73170 * ¿OS.O+Z.SSSO
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Summary and recollect¡on of Project 180 Traffic Study
Oklahoma City Downtown

2008 through 2016

September 2016

My experience with respect to designing and building this urban downtown street system involved

changing my perspective, questioning the standard typical sections for streets, and realizing there are

many users of urban streets; personal vehicles, delivery vehicles, busses, refuse collection,

pedestrians, able-bodied and disabled people, and cyclists.

The street system needed improvements to slow down locations of high speed through-ways and

improve access for visitors to the city. The "urban experience" concept intuitively felt correct. Creating

a reasonable yet narrow lane for drivers did intuitively feel appropriate (the speed limit is 25 mph).

lmproving the sidewalk, accessibility and environment was a needed improvement.

The city has exploded with new recreation, entertainment and eating venues. The demographics of our

city have changed so much with the influx of young adults starting their careers; downtown feels alive

and metropolitan. People; single, with partners, families and their visitors all have engaging activities

and destinations to walk to or just visit. Walking commuters have increase dramatically. A public

elementary school, public events and year-round Myriad Garden programs are available to downtown

residents. I believe this increased activity level has in large part been due to the downtown

infrastructure reconstruction. I believe first impressions are crucial (not fair) when considering

employment, residence, and, even at times, friends and colleagues. The neighborhood of Downtown

has a new, fresh, and well-kept front yard - what urban loving individual wouldn't enjoy this new

feeling?

Despite strong skepticism, the traffic flow in the downtown Project 180 limits is better than acceptable

even with additional unrelated construction within the original boundaries. The implementation of the

two-way grid provides many alternate routes for exiting the downtown at the pm rush hour. The overall

impact, to all users of the street rights of way, has dramatically improved.

Laura Story, Civil PE (ret)

Formerly, during Project 180:

! Assistant City Engineer, OKC PW

! Program Consultant, OKC - Project 180

73170 l qOS.AqZ.gggO
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NELSON
NYGAARD

MEMORANDUM
To: City of Tulso - Deportment of Engineering

From: Jesse Boudort, PE ond Rolph DeNisco

Dote: December 13,2016

Subiect: City of Tulso - Wolkobility Study

Methodology ond Assumptions for Copocity Anolysis

Mullistep Trqffic Anolysis Process

As the traffic analysis will be designed to test multiple changes simultaneousþ, this memorandum
lays out the assumptions, steps and processes to be used, including the following:

¡ Use the existing AM & PM peak hour traffic volumes and turning movement counts as the
basis of all analysis

. Redistribute vehicular trips on one-way streets converted to two-way streets

¡ Use conservative assumptions to account for growth and traffic variability to determine
the necessary lane configuration

r Review proposed turning movements to assess need for (left) turning lanes

o Complete capacity anaþsis

Assumptions and analysis will be completed conservatively, with the appropriate engineering
judgment described in this memorandum. The sections below provide further detail on the
analysis methodology for each step.

One-Wqy lo Two-Wqy Conversion
. Upon converting a one-way couplet to a two-way street, the analysis will distribute traffic

in a 6o I 4o split, where the previous one-way will carry 6o% of its original traffic with

4o% diverting to the opposite couplet. This assumption is consistent with past traffic
analysis efforts performed in the City of Tulsa.

. Highway ramp intersections connecting to the one-way couplets will not be modified to
accommodate two-way traffic, but the one-way street to a two-way street will be

converted as close as possible to the ramp intersection.

. We will evaluate the Boulder Avenue/Cheyenne Avenue and 1't Street/z"d Street couplets

to be converted to two-way streets with a 6o I 4o traffic distribution.
. We will also plan to convert 4th Avenue and 5th Avenue from their current one-way street

configuration. Where the couplet exists between 4th and 5th Avenue, we will use a 6o/4o
traffic distribution. But where 4th Avenue has no joining couplet, we will assume 5oo/o of
its current traffic will be retained on the street, while z5% of the 4tt'Avenue's traffic will
be pushed to adjacent streets. At the same time, z5%o of the adjacent street traffic will be

7Z FRANKLTN STREET r oTH FLOOR BOSTON, MA 021 1 0 617-s21-9404 tAX 617-521-9409
www.nelsonny goord.com r3.zrû



City of Tulso Troffic Anolysis Methodology Memorondum
City of Tulsa

assumed to move to 41h Avenue because of the new utility for vehicles to travel
westbound.

' To be especially conservative, our calculations will not take into account any trip
reduction for the one-way "circling" trips that are occurring today. We note though that
the direct access to destinations afforded by reversion to two-way travel will be beneficial
to users and will likely reduce overall traffic volumes.

Vehicle Volume per Lqne per Hour

' We intend to use 5oo vehicles per hour per lane as a threshold to determine whether one
vehicular lane is needed in one direction.

' The State of Iowa uses 75o vehicles per hour per lane, per directionr. Applying this
threshold to our analysis, 5or vehicles per hour in one direction will require two lanes in a
single direction for adequate trafüc flow.

' This metric incorporates a healthy buffer to allow for turning movement friction, traffic
variability, and additional traffic growth onto the street network.

lefl-Turn Lqne
- For the current lane supply, the existing left-turn lanes have been annotated across the

City of Tulsa downtown area.

- Upon reviewing the literature and being sensitive to the City of Tulsa's downtor,rm
intersection's cycle lengths, we intend to use 1oo hourly left-turning vehicles2 as a
conservative threshold to provide a left-turn lane.

Peok Hour Foclor

Because redistributing traffic is an educated estimation, an appropriate peak Hour Factor
should be assumed. we have applied a pHF of o.gzto the entire downtown street
network, which is a default PHF value for urban areas from the Highway capacity
Manual.

1 Knapp et al., Urban Four-Lane Undivided to Three-Lane Roadway Conversion Guidelines. Mid-Continent
Transpoflation Research Syrnposium. zoo3.
' Fitzpatrick and Wolff. "Left-Tirrn I¿ne Installation Guidelines". z'a Urban Street Syrnposium of TRB. 2oo3.

Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates lnc. | 2
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TMAPC Public Hearing Staff RePort

October 3,20L8
ZCA-L2, Medical Marij uana

Item: ZCA-12, amendments to the Tulsa Zoning Code, Title 42 Tulsa Revised Ordinances, to

provide for medical marijuana uses licensed by the Oklahoma State Department of Health, to

establish specific uses, to identify the zoning districts in which such uses are permitted, to

establish supplemental use regulations and parking requirements for such uses and to provide

related definitions.

A. Background: On June 26, 2OL8 Oklahoma voters passed State Question 788 which

established law by which medical marijuana use is permitted in Oklahoma. As a follow up

to approval of State Question 788, the Oklahoma State Department of Health developed

rules to further govern the various aspects of medical marijuana. A working group,

comprised of representatives from the Mayor's office, City Council, Tulsa Police Department

(TpD), City Legal and INCOG, was established to discuss appropriate zoning regulations for

Tulsa regarding medical marijuana. The working group researched regulations from other

jurisdictions, including in Oklahoma and in other states. Several members of the working

group recently visited a variety of medical marijuana facilities in Phoenix and nearby

communities and met with city officials from Phoenix and Mesa.

At the request of the City of Tulsa Administration, the Land Use Administrator has initiated

proposed zoning code amendments which focus on:

o Establishing specific uses for Medical Marijuana Grower Operations, Medical

Marijuana Processing Facilities and Medical Marijuana Dispensaries;

o ldentifying the zoning districts in which such uses are permitted;

o Establishing supplemental use regulations and parking requirements for such uses;

and

o Providing related definitions

The attached draft ordinance reflects the recommendations of the working group based

upon their research and discussions. The amendments proposed to the City of Tulsa Zoning

Code, Title 42 Tulsa Revised Ordinances, are in the Attachment shown in strike

th.¡9gg5fulderl¡ne.. The proposed amendments are located Chapters L5, 20,25,35,40 and

95 of the Zoning Code.

Staff Recommends APPROVAL of proposed amendments to the City of Tulsa Zoning Code as

shown in the Attachment.
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ATTACHMENT

Chapter 10 | Mixed-use Districts

TobLe 1.0-2: MX District Use NS

Subcategory

Supplemental
Reg ulations

use

SE CATEGORY
MX1 MX3MX2

COMMERCIAL

Restaurants and Bars

Restaura nt P

P

P

Bar I t¡sttll P/S Section 40.050

Retail Sales

Buildi ns !!'pp-li9s and

Cq¡¡qmgr ¡hop-pinggoodq
Conven

S

P

P

P

P

PGrgçery 5to.!:e-

Small Box Discount Storà P

Chapter l5 | Office, Commercial and lndustrial Districts

Toblel"5-2: O, C ond I District Use Regulotions

OL OM OMH OH CS CG CH CBD IL IM IH

Supplemental
Reg ulationsSubcategory

ific useS

Þìt

USE CATEGORY

COMMERCIAL

Retail Sales

Buildìng supplies ¡¡nd egujpmq!!
Consumer sho

Convenìence--g oods

Small Box Discount Store
Medical Mariiuana Disoensarv

Loyy-!¡paçt Manufactu¡jnL4 Ildu:!ry
Moderate-impact Manu facturing &. Indqslty -

P P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

PP

P

!e.ç-liq.nJO,14-0

P _S-e-ctr.o¡40-??-_5

54..!eaiq¿2Þ

P

PL3] P

PS P

6PS P P

P

Ps
S

1

P

P

P

P

P

PS S

PP P

P

l-l
-l

s i S

I N DUSTRIA L Section 40.180

Hlgh i¡pqçt Mq¡gfgctu¡1ng_& Industry
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Supplemental
RegulationsSubcategory

s c use

Animal

Community Garde¡
Fa rm, Ma rket- or Co¡q¡¡g ¡-1!y_q,¡ppo¡!ed
Horticulture Nursery

Subcategory
Specific use

Buitd!¡g -rype1

OL OM OMH OH CS CG CH CBD IL IM IH

P P

P

P

P

Chapter 20 | Overlay Districts

Table 20-1 RDO Distr¡.ct Use Regulotions

P P

P P PP

P P

P

P

P

P

?
P

P

P

P

P

P P

P

?

US CATEGORY

RICU LTU RAL

USE CATEGORY

RDO-1 RDO_2 RDO,3

COMMERCIAL
X=ex rohibited use ' and unlisted uses = un

Retail Sales

QVilding supp!!-e-¡ q¡d eqglpment
Medical Mariiuana Dispensarv

l1l Use allowed above the ground-floor level only

Table 25-L: AG District Use Regulotions

Supplemental Use Regulations

zont rns

X

X XIlI tr

Chapter 25 | Special Districts

Animal P

Ço¡m¡¡¡jty Garde¡
Farm, Market- or Comm

P

P

Section 40.090

2 t ,l .(.{

AG RIC U LTU RA L

Horticulture Nursery
un SU

P Section 40.225



USE CATEGORY

Toble 25-4: CO District Use Regulations

Supplemental
RegulationsSubcategory (Section 35.020)

s ific use

Animal service

Assembly and Entertainment

Broadcast or Studio

Commercial Service

Financial Services

Funeral or Mortua Service

!pdsirs
Marina

Office
Parking, Non-accessory

Restaurants and Bars

Restaurant

Bar

Retail Sales

Medical Mariiuana Dispensary

Self-service Sto Facil i!v- - -Sexually Orlented Business Establishment P*

Studio, Artist or Instructional Service P*

Subcategory (Section 35.020)

ific use

Restaurants and Bars

_,[qsJaurqlt
Q a ¡ (e_¡ç q2t q¡,-þ e LowL

EIerypqb
Retail Sales

Build SU and

_Co1s¡¡ mg¡¡lpp-p !¡g g ooQs

Convenience ooods
Groce Store

Small Box Discount Store
Medical Mariiuana Disoensarv

Studio, Artist or Instructional Service

Trade School
Vehicle Sales and Service

lv sales

Table 25-7: IMX District Use Regulatons

Supplemental
Regulations

.4"q33_q

._4Q..34q

S

P

P

a
J

P*

P*

Pi
P*

l.
P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P^

f*
P*

P*

P*

COMMERCIAL

USE CATEGORY

COM M ERCIA L

P

P

S

P

p

PiSl

P

P

S12I

*Veliclgp¡¡rt and supp
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Chapter 35 | Building Types and Use Categories

Section 35.050 Commercial Use Category
The commercial use category includes uses that provide a business service or involve the selling, leasing

or renting of merchandise to the general public. The commercial use subcategories are as follows.

t()k*

***

35.050-D Commercial Service

Uses that provide for consumer or business services and for the repair and

maintenance of a wide variety of products. Specific commercial service use types

include the following:

1. Building Service
Uses that provide maintenance and repair services for all structural and mechanical

elements of structures, as well as the exterior spaces of premises. Typical uses

include janitorial, landscape maintenance, carpet cleaning, chimney sweeps,

extermination, plumbing, electrical, HVAC, roofing, window cleaning and similar
services.

2. Business Support Service

Uses that provide personnel services, printing, copying, package (delivery) drop-off,
photographic services or communication services to businesses or consumers.

Typical uses include employment agencies, day labor hiring services, armored car

services, copy and print shops, delivery/courier service drop-off location for
consumers, caterers, telephone answering services and photo developing labs.

3. Consumer Maintenance and Repair Service

Uses that provide maintenance, cleaning and repair services for consumer goods on

a site other than that of the customer (i.e., customers bring goods to the site of the

repair/maintenance business). Typical uses include laundry and dry cleaning pick-up

shops, tailors, taxidermists, dressmakers, shoe repair, picture framing shops,

gunsmiths, locksmiths, vacuum repair shops, electronics repair shops and similar

establishments. Business that offer repair and maintenance service for large

equipment or technicians who visit customers' homes or places of business are

classified as a "building service."

4. Personal lmprovement Service

Uses that provide personal grooming, cosmetic or health and well-being-related

services. Typical uses include barbers, hair and nail salons, tanning salons, day spas,

body art services and fortune telling services.

5. Research Service
Uses engaged in scientific research and testing services leading to the development

of new products and processes. Such uses resemble office buildings or campuses

and do not involve the mass production, distribution or sale of products. Research

4 fLl ,(á



services do not produce odors, dust, noise, vibration or other external impacts that

are detectable beyond the property lines of the subject property. lncludes medical

mariiuana research bv the holder of a medical mariiuana research liçense issued bv

the Oklahoma State Department of Health. in accordance with the terms of such

license.

35.050-L Retail Sales

Uses involving the sale, lease or rental of new or used goods to the ultimate

consumer. Specific retail use types include the following:

1. Convenience Goods

Retail sales uses that sell or otherwise provide (1) sundry goods; (2) products for
personal grooming and for the day-to-day maintenance of personal health or (3)

food or beverages for off-premise consumption, retail bakeries and similar uses

that provide incidental and accessory food and beverage service as part of their
primary retail sales business. Typical uses include convenience stores, drug stores,

specialty food stores, wine or liquor stores, gift shops, newsstands, florists and

tobacco stores. Does not include small box discount storesL€+ grocery stores or

medical mariiuana dispensaries.

2. Consumer Shopping Goods

Retail sales uses that sell or otherwise provide wearing apparel, fashion

accessories, furniture, household appliances and similar consumer goods, large and

small, functional and decorative, for use, entertainment, comfort or aesthetics.

Typical uses include clothing stores, department stores, appliance stores, TV and

electronics stores, bike shops, book stores, costume rental stores, stationery

stores, art galleries, hobby shops, furniture stores, pet stores and pet supply stores,

shoe stores, antique shops, secondhand stores, record stores, toy stores, sporting

goods stores, variety stores, video stores, musical instrument stores, medical

supplies, office supplies and office furnishing stores and wig shops' Does not

include small box discount stores-€+ grocery stores or medical mariiuana

dispensaries.

3. Building Supplies and Equipment
Retail sales uses that sell or otherwise provide goods to repair, maintain or

visually enhance a structure or premises. Typical uses include hardware stores,

home improvement stores, paint and wallpaper supply stores and garden

supply stores.

+. Small Box DiscountStore
Retail sales uses with floor area less than 12,000 square feet that offer for sale

a combination and variety of convenience shopping goods and consumer

shopping goods; and continuously offer a majority of the items in their

inventory for sale at a price less than $10.00 per item. Does not include medical
ma riiuana dispensa ries.

5 lL{.7



5. GroceryStore
Retail sales uses that sell or otherwise provide assorted goods; products for
personal grooming and for the day-to-day maintenance of personal health;

and that sell food and beverages for off-premise consumption; and that have a

minimum floor area of 500 square feet dedicated to the sale of fresh meat,

fruits and vegetables. A principal use Grocery Store may include an accessory

use restaurant or dining area for on-premise consumption of food and

beverage items. Does not include medical mariiuana dispensaries.

6. Medical Mariiuana Dispensarv

Retail sales uses that sell or otherwise provide medical mariiuana or medical

mariiuana products bv the holder of a medical mariiuana dispensarv license issued

bv the Oklahoma State Department of Health, in accordance with the terms of such

license.

Section 35.070 lndustrial Use Category
This category includes uses that produce goods from extracted and raw materials or from recyclable or
previously prepared materials, including the design, storage and handling of these products and the

materials from which they are produced. The industrial subcategories are:

35.070-A Low-impact Manufactu ring and I ndustry
Manufacturing and industrial uses that do not, as part of their normal operations,
generate noticeable off-site impacts in terms of noise, smoke, particulate matter,

odors, or vibration. Typical examples of low-impact manufacturing and industrial uses

include: commercial laundries and linen supply services, apparel manufacturing,

bakery products manufacturing, bottling plants, ice manufacturing, mattress

manufacturing and assembly, microbreweries, micro distilleries, coffee roasting with a

maximum roasting capacity of 45 kilograms per batch, musical instrument and parts

manufacturing, newspaper printing and binderies.
1. Microbrewery

An establishment in which beer or malt beverages are made on the premises and

then sold or distributed, and which produces less than 1.5,000 barrels (465,000

gallons) of beer and malt beverages per calendar year. Where allowed by law,

microbreweries may include tasting rooms and direct sales to consumers in

addition to other methods of distribution.

2. Micro Distillery
A distillery producing distilled spirits in total quantity of no more than 40,000

proof gallons per calendar year. Where allowed by law, micro distilleries may

include tasting rooms and direct sales to consumers in addition to other methods

of distribution.

35.070-8 Moderate-impact Manufacturing and lndustry
Manufacturing and industrial uses that, as part of their normal operations, generate

noticeable off-site impacts in terms of noise, smoke, particulate matter, odors, or
vibration. Typical examples of moderate-impact manufacturing and industrial uses
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include: large breweries, distilleries and alcohol manufacturing (other than micro

distilleries), coffee roasting with a roasting capacity of more than 45 kilograms per

batch, dairy products manufacturing, foundries, chrome plating, crematoriums and

animal rendering plants, electroplating, fiberglass manufacturing, flour mills and

paper products manufacturing.

1. Large Brewery
An establishment where beer or malt beverages are made on the premises at an

annual production rate of over L5,000 barrels (465,000 gallons). Large breweries

may include tasting rooms.

35.070-C High-impact Manufacturi ng and I ndustry
Manufacturing and industrial uses that regularly use hazardous chemicals or
procedures or that produce hazardous byproducts or explosive hazards. Typical

examples of high-impact manufacturing and industrial uses include: the manufacture

of acetylene, cement, lime, gypsum or plaster-of-Paris, chlorine, corrosive acid or
fertilizer, insecticides, disinfectants, poisons, explosives, paint, lacquer, varnish,

petroleum products, coal products, plastic and synthetic resins and radioactive

materials. This subcategory also includes petrochemical tank farms, gasification

plants, smelting, animal slaughtering, oil refining, asphalt and concrete (batch) plants

and tanneries.

1. Medical Mariiuana Processing Facilitv
An establishment in which the preparation, manufacture, processing or packasing

of medical mariiuana products bv the holder of a medical mariiuana orocessor

license issued bv the Oklahoma State Department of Health is conducted. in

accordance with the terms of such l¡cense.

Section 35.090 Agricultural Use Category

This category includes uses such as gardens, farms and orchards that involve the raising and harvesting

of food and non-food crops and the raising of farm animals. The agriculturalsubcategories are:

35.090-A Animal Husbandry
Uses that involve the feeding, housing and care of farm animals for private or
commercial purposes.

35.090-8 Community Garden
An area less than one acre in area that is managed and maintained by an individual,
group or business entity to grow and harvest food crops or non-food crops (e.g.,

flowers). A community garden area may be divided into separate garden plots or
orchard areas for cultivation by one or more individuals or may be farmed collectively

by members of the group. Community gardens may be principal or accessory uses.
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35.090-C Farm, Market or Community-Supported
An area managed and maintained by an individual, group or business entity to grow

and harvest food crops or non-food crops (e.g., flowers) for sale or distribution. Farms

may be principalor accessory uses and may be located on a roof or within a building.

35.090-D Horticulture Nursery
A use involving propagation and growth of trees or plants in containers or in the
ground for wholesale or retail sales and distribution. Does not include on-site retail

sales unless such sales are otherwise allowed in the subject zoning district.

t Medical Mariiuana Grower Operation
Uses involvins the growine, harvestins and packasins of medical mariiuana bv
+1..o l"nl¡la¡ nf r ma¡li¡¡l mrriir r¡nr orn rli ¡anca icc¡ raÀ lrrr ùha lìlzlahnmr Cf rta

Department of Health. in accordance with the terms of such license. Does not
include retail sales.

Chapter 40 Supplemental Use and Building Regulations

Section 40.225 Medical Mariiuana Uses

The supplemental use regulations of this section applv to medical mariiuana uses.

4O.225-A A medical mâflil 1 ana srôwPr oneration must be loca d incidp an encloçpd

freesta nd ine buildine.

40.225-8 Medical mariiuana srower operations mav not be located within L,000 feet of an R-

zoned lot (not includins R-zoned expresswav rieht-of-wav) or a residential use.

40.225-C A medical mariiuana processing facilitv must be located inside an enclosed,

freesta nd ins buildine.

40.225-D Medical mariiuana processine facilities mav not be located within 1.000 feet of an R-

zoned lot (not includins R-zoned expresswav risht-of-wav) or a residential use.

Lî ))1-F Â rnpdiral mariirrana dicnpncarv m rrct ha lnnrtod incido an pnrlncpd hrrildino

40.225-F A medical mariiuana dispensarv mav not be located within 1,000 feet of another

medical mariiuana dispensarv.

40.225-G Drive-throueh windows and drive-throush lanes are prohibited for medical mariiuana

srower operations, proçessinq facilities. dispensaries and research facilities.

40.225-H Medical mariiuana grower operations, processins facilities and dispensaries must
provide the followins:
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A ventilation/air filtration svstem that prevents odor from beins detectible at
the boundaries of the lot within which the buildine housins the medical
mariiuana grower operation, processing facilitv or dispensarv is located. except

that if a medical mariiuana dispensarv is located in multiple-tenant buildine. the
ventilation/air filtration svstem must prevent odor from being detectible
outside the tenant space housing the dispensarv.

2. An electronic securitv svstem and surveillance camera.

40.225-t Medical mariiuana qrower operations, processins facilities. dispensaries and research

facilities must be conducted and maintained in compliance with the license issued bv

the Oklahoma State Department of Health and in compliance with Oklahoma law.

includins but not limited to all applicable statutes. rules and regulations.

40.225-J No medical mariiuana grower operation, processing facilitv. dispensarv or research

facilitv shall be permitted or maintained unless there exists a valid license. issued bv

the Oklahoma State Department of Health for the particular use at the particular

location.

40.225-K The separation distances required under Section 40.225-F must be measured in a

straisht line between the nearest perimeter walls of the buildings (or portion of the
buildins, in the case of a multiple-tenant buildinel occupied bv the dispensaries.

40.225-L The separation distances required under Section 40.225-8 and 40.225-D must be

measured in a straight line between the nearest perimeterwallof the buildins
ocçupied bv the grower operation or processinq facilitv and the nearest boundarv of
the R-zoned lot or the nearest perimeter wall of the residential use. if the residential
use is not located on an R-zoned lot.

t r{, ll

I
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Toble 55-7: Minimum Motor Vehicle Parking Rotios

t1l See Section 20.040 for infórmation on PI Overlay
***

Additional requirements/notes

Su

Specific use

All Other
Districts and PI Overlay

t1l

CH District and MX
DistrictDistrict

CBD

Measurement (spaces per)USÊ CATEGORY

COMMERCIAL
***

Restaurants and Bars

Restaurant

Restaurant, ca on

Bar

Retail Sales

dealer or furniture store

Build supplies and nt 1,000 ft.

Consumer sho

Convenience

Convenience goods: Lawn, garden 1-,000 sq. ft. (Outdoor display and storage area)

and buildi materials

Convenience s: Other materials

G Store

Small Box Discount Store

***

None for first

*None for first

*None for first 5,000
*None for first 5,000

*None for first 5,000

000

ft.

ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.

*None for first 0

*None for first

ft.

ft.

0.00 1.65

2.50* 3.33

r
:

rv
T

8.50

11_.258.50*

2.502.500.00
; o.ool-,000 sq. ft. 6.50*

1-,000 sq. ft.
I 0.001-,000 sq. ft.

2.20

2.20

3.33

3.33

1.40

3.33

3.33

1.65

2.50*
2.50*

1.10

2.50*0.00

0.00 I 2.50*

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1-,000 sq. ft.

l-,000 sq. ft.

1,000 sq. ft.

1-,000 sq. ft. (Outdoor display and storaqe area) ' 0.00

1,000 sq. ft.

1,000 sq. ft.
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Chapter 95 Definitions

Section 95.160 Terms Beginning w¡th "M"

Mariiuana
All parts of a plant of the senus cannabis, whether erowins or not; the seeds of a plant of that tvpe: the

Manufacture (Medical Mariiuanal
The processof converting harvested plant materialinto medicalmariiuana concentrate bv phvsical

nr ¡hami¡rl maa f^.,'ê^ o" -^ inara¡liant in a ma¡{i¡rl arii¡ ¡rna nrnÀ¡ r¡f

¡acin awtrr¡la¡l frnm ¡ n¡ .+ ^f - ^lan+ nf +ha+ fr¡na. an¡l a.rarr¡ ¡nmnnt Inrl m a n ¡ ¡fa¡+¡ ¡ra call ¡larirr¡tirra

+ho'of'^- Jr., nhrrci¡rl nr ^t ^*i^âl ñ^- n n ¡l ic in+an¡la¡{ fnr rÄminict ^ +^ ^ ^. '^li{ia¡l na+ian+

includins but not limited to o¡ls. tinctures. edibles. p¡lls, topicalforms. sels, creams. forms medicallv

appropriate for administration bv vaporization or a nebulizer, patches, tinctures. and liquids excluding

live plant forms.

mixture, or preparation of a plant of that tvpe or of its seeds or resin. "Mariiuana" does not include the

mature stalks of the plant, fiber produced from the stalks, oils or cake made from the seeds of the plant,

or anv other compound. manufacture. salt. derivative, mixture, or preparation of the mature stalks.

except the resin extracted from the mature stalks. fiber, oil or cake, or the sterilized seed of the plant

that is incapable of germination.

Medical Mariiuana
Mariiuana that is erown, processed. dispensed. tested. possessed. or used for a medical purpose.

Medical Mariiuana Product
A product that contains cannabinoids that have been extracted from plant material or the resin
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